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November 11, 1925. 

To the Honorable City Council, 

City Planning Commission and City Manager, 

Kenosha, 

Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 

It is with more than ordinary pleasure that I submit herewith a comprehensive city 
plan for the city of Kenosha. This plan is the outgrowth of more than three years of study 
and consultation on the part of yourselves and numerous other city officials and citizens, as 
well as by my associates in this office. 

In an extensive experience it has never been my privilege to enjoy more whole- 
hearted co-operation or a keener understanding of the city’s problems, coupled with 
an unselfish and vigorous desire to direct the growth of the city into the channels of orderli- 
ness, economy and beauty. Kenosha is indeed fortunate in the present state of civic con- 
sciousness. 

The present plan is indeed a guide for the future development of Kenosha. The 
extensive progress that has been made during the preparatoin of the plan in the develop- 
ment of the civic center, in street planning, in the expansion of recreational areas, and in the 
effect of the zoning ordinance upon the growth of the city, all insure a much more logical and 
desirable type of future city development than has characterized the past history of the city. 

May I express my personal appreciation to all of those who have, by their co-opera- 
tion, made possible the preparation of this plan. More especially would I acknowledge the 
many kindnesses and attention given this work by City Manager C. M. Osborn and his very 
capable associates, J. M. Albers, Chief of the Inspection Department and Secretary of the City 
Planning Commission, City Engineer Robert M. Smith, and Superintendent of Parks Floyd 
A. Carlson. 

Respectfully submitted, 

HB-M a, 
City Plan Engineer 

EARL O. MILLS 

Ly D? TILTON 
Associates 

y WM. D. HUDSON 
Associate Engineer



FOREWORD 

It is the duty of every municipality to provide properly for the health, welfare, and hap- 

piness of its people; to protect, conserve, and improve property values, and to this end supply 

a means whereby future growth and expansion will be accomplished in an orderly, economic 

and efficient manner. The prosperity of the individual is inseparably bound to the prosperity 

of the community and a city which makes no provision for the welfare of its citizenry fails in 

one of its most important functions. 

The unprecedented growth of Kenosha in the last two decades has brought forcibly 

before us the need of a comprehensive plan by means of which its physical development 

could be guided and proper provisions made for further expansion. The haphazard and un- 

planned growth of the past and the rapidly increasing demands of the present have demon- 

strated the need of a proper plan for the future. 

With these thoughts in mind and believing, as it does in the bright prospects of Ken- 

osha’s future, your Council authorized the preparation of a complete and comprehensive City 

Plan, which is presented herewith. 

ere ae 
President of the Council.
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CITY PLAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Several features of the City Plan have been eighty feet has progressed to the filing of the 

operative for some time and therefore much final report of the commissioners in the Cir- 

has already been accomplished in conformity cuit Court and the paving of this street for its 

with its provisions. entire length is now finished. The old county 

The outstanding development is the Civic court house, the county jail, and the municipal 
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The new Central High School 

Center, and this monumental work, conceived court have been acquired by the city to be 

less than three years ago, now stands more than used in the further development of the Civic 

half completed. The county court house, as Center and the widening of Market Street. 

the northern unit, is occupied; the central high 

school, opposite across the plaza, is rapidly Other accomplishments to date are: 
nearing completion, and the site of the plaza 
is being cleared. In connection with the Civic The connection of Fremont Avenue- and 

Center the widening of Sheridan Road to South Sheridan Road. 

See
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The recently completed Court House 

Removal of the jog at North Sheridan Road Widening of Milwaukee Avenue north of 

and Broad Street. Limit Street. 
Widening of Sheridan Road bridge. Acquisition of land to extend Washington 
Opening and widening of Oakland Avenue Park south of Bronson Street. 

south of Selma Avenue. 
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View looking west on Market Street showing present Post A view of the block which will form the Civic Center Park 
Office and new Court House. The Civic Center plan or Plaza. The city of Kenosha has acquired prac- 

requires the relocation of the Post- Office tically all the property of this block, for 
and the widening of Market Street the carrying out of the Civic 

to the line shown 0 Center plan 
gees
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Sheridan Road at Prairie Avenue. The widening of this will 
provide tourist traffic with a continuous straight Howland Avenue which is to be widened to 100 feet in 

route through the city. accordance with the proceedings already started. 

Dedication of the first section of the 120- subdivision within this area. In this connec- 
foot park and pleasure drive. tion the City Plan Commission renders a land 

The City Plan Commission has adopted subdivision service through which the owner 
rules which will control the street layout for can secure a preliminary plat of his land free 
one and one-half miles beyond the corporate of charge. 
limits and also guide the landowner in future Maps showing the entire street plan ex- 
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ciates to be held by them until the city voluntarily set back to provide for the future 

can take over the property. widening of this street. 
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i ib Tern} 
Shore line south of the city three miles of which is proposed tt — 

as a public reservation by Krenn and Dato realtors i » aes " 
and developers of the Mrs. Rockefeller - : Me 

McCormick properties. . Sse 

tended one and one-half miles beyond the city 5 

limits are now being prepared. 

The Major Street Plan is being well pro- The managers of the Allen A Company vol- 
tected by the splendid co-operation of the citi- Maaierea rte Tuildine in 
zens in setting new buildings back to the pro- order to facilitate the widen- ing of Prairie Avenue 
posed new street lines. In 1924 $600,000 

worth of buildings were so set back. limits lies the Rockefeller-McCormick develop- 

All new subdivisions are now laid out in ment of one thousand five hundred acres, and 

conformity with the land subdivision rules, the the co-operation of the development with the 

projected street system and the Major Street Kenosha City Plan Commission has resulted in 

Plan. the establishment of a one-hundred foot drive- 
In the matter of parks, the public-spirited way along the entire lake front of three and 

generosity of Mr. W. H. Alford and Mr. A. H. one-half miles and the reservation for public 
Lance has placed the city in a position to ac- use of all of the beach between the drive and 
quire a splendid area to the north with more the lake shore. The width of this strip varies 
than a mile of lake front. Beyond the southern from one hundred to several hundred feet. 

Chairman City Plan Commission. 
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HISTORICAL NOTE 

The early history of Kenosha is contempora- They had traveled with wagon by way of the 
neous with that of the Northwest Territory Jambeau trail to the mouth of the Root River. 
during the first quarter of the nineteenth cen- After a short stop there they moved southward 
tury. There were then but two noteworthy and stopped at Pike River. Here they found 
white settlements in what is now known as the a man by the name of Montgomery and his six 
State of Wisconsin—one at Green Bay and one sons already established in a log cabin and 
at Prairie du Chien. The present site of Mil- being satisfied with the site Mr. Longwell and 
waukee was occupied by a Pottowatomie his party halted and established themselves. 
Indian village and a trading post conducted by In 1835 the “Western Emigration Co.”’ was 
Solomon Juneau, and at Chicago there were organized in Hannibal, N. Y. This company 
but few families outside of Fort Dearborn. was founded for the purpose “of rendering 

The region was rich in game and was a assistance to such of its members as desired to 
favorite hunting ground for the aborigines move westward and for the foundation of a 
whose constant traveling had developed a well desirable community” in the new country. The 
defined system of trails which later furnished company appointed a commission to proceed 
highways for the early settlers. The wealth of to the lake region and select a suitable location. 
the country was first revealed by the Black These men made their first stop at Milwaukee, 
Hawk War and when in 1833, the Indians but found the place already occupied and so 
ceded their title, it immediately became the continued southward. At the mouth of the 
Mecca of prospectors and explorers. There Root River they were also unsuccessful and 
had been tales of mineral wealth in the south- here the commission broke up and some of its 
west and north and an abundance of game and members returned to New York. However, 
easy accessibility by means of the Indian trails Mr. G. W. Turner remained to await the ar- 
induced large numbers of the pioneers to travel rival of Mr. John Bullen, Jr. Upon his arrival 
toward Wisconsin. the two men continued southward and finally 

Many of these early settlers, after rounding fixed upon the mouth of Pike River as the site 
the southern end of Lake Michigan, turned of their proposed colony. This was in the 
northward and entered the new country by neighborhood already occupied by the Long- 
way of the Jambeau trail. This route con- wells and Montgomerys and was the real be- 
nected the present site of Chicago and Milwau- ginning of Kenosha. 
kee and followed the lake shore as far north- During the summer and autumn of 1835 
ward as Crosse Point, where it turned inland. about fifteen families arrived at the location. 
However, it was not long before the travelers All, however, were not members of the 
left the trail and, attracted by the lake, turned “Emigration Co.,”’ and these others staked out 
eastward so that by 1834 the shoreland was their claims outside of that held by that organ- 
fairly well known and its advantages were ization. The agricultural possibilities of the 
being recognized. region began to attract others and by the end 

It is thought that the first white man to visit of the year there were settled within the limits 
the present site of Kenosha was Mr. Schoolcraft of the valley of the Pike River, as it was then 
as he says that he camped at a river mouth called, some thirty-two people. 
about thirty-five miles south of the ‘‘Milwacky”’ The year 1835 was productive of other 
river, on August 27, 1820. But it was not events of importance to the infant colony. The 
until 1835 that the first settlers began to appear establishment of a tavern by Samuel Risque 
in Kenosha County, and in March of that year was a notable addition, and when N. R. Allen 
Mr. Hugh Longwell and six others arrived. and John Bullen, Jr., added a general store 
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Pike Creek became an important stopping only to the river. What is now Milwaukee 

place for travelers. The first survey of public Avenue was designated as Main Street and is 

lands in this region was also made this year shown as a fine wide avenue, but is not con- 

and the village of Pike Creek platted into lots nected across the river. 

and blocks. Blocks 26 and 56 were set off as public 

These early planners showed some vision squares, as was also the large area on the south 

and an appreciation of good city planning in side of the town, which is now our Library 
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Plate 1. 

that they designated generous areas for parks, Park. No provision was made for lake shore 

public squares, market places and the future parks and Washington Island was entirely laid 

location of public buildings. However, the site out in lots. 

was resurveyed in 1839 and a much less liberal In 1837 the name of the place was changed 

policy pursued in the allotment of public lands. from Pike Creek to Southport, and this year 

This second survey designated the village saw the beginning of agitation to secure a 

limits as Limit Street on the north and Prairie proper harbor. 

Avenue on the south, the present Chicago and 

Northwestern Railroad on the west and Lake : i 

Michigan on the east. It is most interesting : 3 is to 

from the standpoint of the present report in : ee eee 

that it is there clearly demonstrated that the ae Poi ea 

exercise of sufficient foresight would have been i iis sea 

of inestimable value to the thriving community oar. 4 . = tae | 

which has grown upon it. It is evident that a. ; ame in aia pense 8: 

some streets, at least, were laid out to fit exist- Be ee 
5, was a Maite: 
ing conditions and not with an eye to future apa : 

development or convenience. Exchange Street 

extended only from Wisconsin to Pearl Street, 5 

where it became Front Street. Front Street | 

ran off at an angle to the southwest and con- ed 

verged with another crooked, narrow street Kenosha harbor around which the old village of Southport 

and there crossed the river. Main Street ended 
in the crooked alley before mentioned. The matter of harbor development had 

There were no future river crossings provided become one of pressing and grave importance: 

for and Church Street and Chicago Street ‘ran The vast surrounding prairies were giving 

a
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promise of great agricultural possibilities and purchased by C. C. Scholes and removed to 

the steady increase in the production and the Southport, where it became widely known. 

shipment of wheat was bringing the town a Antedating any of the Chicago papers was the 

degree of importance which made the imme- edition of the “Southport Telegraph,’ which 

diate development of the harbor and ware- made its first appearance in 1840. It was then 

house facilities imperative. To further the Wisconsin’s only newspaper and under the 

project a delegation of citizens was sent to direction of C. L. Sholes and Col. M. Frank 

Washington and a bill introduced in the Senate it enjoyed a wide prestige. This newspaper, 

whereby the settlers were to be allowed to pre- founded early in 1840, has continued its pub- 

empt two lots each. These lots were to be sold lication until the present time, and as the “‘Tele- 

at appraised prices and the proceeds used for graph-Courier” still makes its regular weekly 

the building of a harbor. However, the failure appearance and is the oldest publication in 

of this bill in the House of Representatives Wisconsin. 

blasted the hopes of the pioneers for the time When the Territorial Legislature met in 1845 

being. Several estimates of the cost were made Southport was represented by Col. M. Frank. 

at this time by Federal engineers, but these This progressive and far-seeing citizen had 

figures were so high that some concern was felt become deeply interested in education and had 

as to whether or not the Government could for some time been working upon a plan for 

ever be persuaded to undertake the work at all. the establishment of free schools. This led him 

Southport furnished a natural outlet for the to introduce into the legislature a bill authoriz- 

splendid agricultural lands to the west and ing the voters within the corporate limits of his 

this increasing traffic made the people particu- town to place a sufficient tax upon all assessed 

larly anxious for the proper care of their property for the purpose of supporting free 

rapidly growing shipping business. In 1836 schools. The proposed bill created some ex- 

but a single steamer called, while by 1838 there citement and met with considerable opposition, 

were seventy-two steamers and eighty-eight but after much hard work and anxiety was 

sailing vessels, and in 1843, one hundred two finally passed. This gave to Southport the first 

steamers and fifty-one sailing vessels. In this free schools to be maintained in the United 

year there were shipped seventy-two thousand States outside of New England. 

bushels of wheat and warehouse facilities were The work of Col. Frank in the conception 

being rapidly increased. The population kept and accomplishment of this splendid work can- 

pace with other developments and had in- not be too highly commended. It was through 

creased from three hundred thirty-seven in his great interest and persistent effort that the 

1840 to over two thousand in 1843. educational system of the community was laid 

A well organized and continuous pressure, upon so broad and firm a foundation, and 

supported by a record of the thriving condi- through its consummation Col. Frank became 

tions of the community, at last led Congress, the father of the free school system of Wis- 

in 1844, to appropriate twelve thousand five consin. 

hundred dollars for Southport Harbor. The In 1850 the village of Southport was incor- 

next year this was supplemented by fifteen porated as the City of Kenosha, with three 

thousand dollars more, thus successfully com- thousand four hundred and thirty-seven in- 

pleting this first great struggle of the com- habitants. Col. Frank was honored by being 

munity for its future advancement. elected the first Mayor. From this time on the 

The year 1835 was productive of another town showed a slow but steady growth. How- 

notable event, as in that year the Rev. Jason ever its character was changing from that of an 

Lathrop brought to Southport the second print- agricultural community to an industrial center. 

ing press to be set up in Wisconsin. Prior to The building of the railroads had deprived 

the existence of any other newspaper there had Kenosha of that business which had first given 

been started in Green Bay the “Green Bay In- her prominence by making Chicago the central 

telligencer,"” and this publication was the first grain market. But these same railroads were 

newspaper printed west of the Alleghany to contribute to its future industrial growth in 

Mountains. Some time later the plant was a most pronounced manner. 

ped
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The main line of the Chicago and North- Midwest. Among its products are such na- 
western Railroad, between Chicago and Mil- tionally known articles as Nash Automobiles, 
waukee, was laid in 1855, and a few years Simmons Beds, Cooper Underwear, Allen A. 
later the Rockford Division was constructed. Hosiery, Solar Lamps, Hannah's Tables, 

These two lines went through the city and as Pirsch Fire Apparatus, Frost Plumbing goods, 

the business developed others were built fur- MacWhyte wire rope, and many others. The 
ther out in the country. With the advent of products of these factories run into many mil- 
electric railroading Kenosha was connected lions of dollars each year and they furnish 

with two lines, one from Chicago to Milwaukee employment for nearly fifteen thousand opera- 

and one from Kenosha to Milwaukee. tives. 

During the Civil War Kenosha had the honor The rapid growth of Kenosha in the last 

of offering for the service of the government three decades brought home to the citizens 

the first enlisted company in Wisconsin, and very forcibly the shortcomings of the place 

throughout the struggle always did her full from the standpoint of efficient city planning. 
share. The large increase in population, industry, 

Shortly after the incorporation of the City street traffic and the necessary expansion of 

of Kenosha the industrial life of the community other municipal facilities were met with no well 

began to expand—the Bain Wagon Co. was developed plan, and the consequent incon- 

started by Mr. Edward Bain, and N. R. Allen venience and haphazard development brought 

had opened a tannery. Both of these manu- an insistent demand for a comprehensive city 

facturers prospered, and they were followed by plan. This necessity was recognized by those 

the Simmons Bed Company, the Chicago Brass in authority and in June, 1917, the Council 

Company, and others. These factories, while appropriated seven hundred and fifty dollars 
not large, were substantial and they contributed to start the work, and a committee was ap- 

largely to the steady and substantial growth of pointed to take charge of it. Later a further 
the place. appropriation of two thousand dollars was lost 

By 1890 the population had increased to and the plan languished for the time being. 

six thousand five hundred thirty-two (6,532), In 1922 Kenosha again took the initiative 

and between that year and 1900 it nearly among Wisconsin cities and adopted the City 
doubled. The next two decades were remark- Manager plan of government. One of the first 
able for a very large industrial expansion, and important works undertaken by the new ad- 

in each of them the Federal Census showed ministration was the development of a com- 

approximately a one hundred per cent increase. plete city plan. Mr. Harland Bartholomew of 

Now, in 1925, the estimated population is St. Louis was retained as consultant and this 

fifty thousand eight hundred ninety-one work, now accomplished, places the crowning 

(50,891), and Kenosha is known as one of achievement upon the one time village of Pike 

the important manufacturing centers in the Creek. 

J. M. Albers. 
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MAJOR STREETS 

Streets were never more important than width or gradient, they carry an abnormal 

they are today. They carry the life flow of share of the vehicular movement. They may 

the community—vehicles bearing men to and today, because of previous planning methods, 

from work, transporting foodstuffs, fuel, build- be inadequate in capacity, overloaded or im- 

ing materials, products of factories. They properly placed, but their function is unques- 
afford entry to homes, stores and industries tioned. They are deserving of first considera- 

and passage from one part of the city to tion in planning a larger, better city. 

another. They are the rights-of-way for utili- They are major thoroughfares—the support- 

ties. They serve as channels for the circula- ing members of the city wide framework of 

tion of air and the entry of sunlight. The open streets. It is possible to classify the streets 

space of the street frequently offers compensa- of the city as follows: 

tions for the confinements and restrictions of 

modern tenements and miserly home yards. Maj or Streets 

‘ io mnpovieree ct rere ee a pcnice (a) Radial or arterial thoroughfares. 
in their general make-up. The city’s arterial ; 

These are the primary traffic-ways that 
system ought to be well planned. In former pervelthe shearer dheleity aaliheyichonld 

days, when the traffic problem was not acute radiate from the center like the spokes of 
deficiencies in streets were easily overlooked. a wheel. If secondary or more outlying 

Narrow streets, jogs, abrupt terminations inter- centers develop these should have inter- 

fered but little with the leisurely movement of communication by streets of this type. 

horsedrawn vehicles and pedestrians. It was (b) Cross-town thoroughfares. 

easy for cities to fall into a complacent, plan- These are the section and half-section 

less habit of growth. The laying out of streets line streets, secondary traffic-ways that 
form a large and regular rectangular 

was not a matter of great moment except to the pattern. 

owners of property so the public responsibilities 

of the land platter were overlooked and the in- Minor Streets 

terests of the community often neglected. f : : : 

Today, however, the ae finds iteclf obliged The local residential a industrial by- 
i : ways, tributaries of the major thorough- 

to recover control of street development. Its fares. They serve limited areas and as a 

advancement and general well-being both consequence require less special planning 

depend upon traffic circulation, which in turn and control. 

requires a good street system. The planning A 

of thoroughfares for the future city is a work Special Service Streets 

too important to be left solely to indi- In this class are boulevards, parkways 
viduals who are platting land. The faults and thoroughfares of similar type. They 

and deficiencies resulting from their haphazard should be fitted to and supplement the 

efforts in the past are becoming more and more utilitarian streets. 

more apparent. Traffic requirements of the In the street plan of the modern city all 

community as a whole demand systematic and these elements should appear. If their dis- 

co-ordinated street development and this can position or general layout is systematic there 

be obtained only by municipal guidance and will be arterial thoroughfares available to carry 
control. traffic directly to or from every section of the 

Streets must be classified and planned with city. It will be easy to move across town or 

greater regard for their uses. They can no out to important industrial or commercial cen- 

longer be considered all alike. Present day ters. The heavy through traffic movement will 
traffic loads give certain streets extraordinary have its own channels, leaving the minor 

importance. Because of length, direction, streets quiet and well-kept for homes or undis- 

= (19
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turbed for industry or special use. With In preliminary stages the 80-foot vine 

adequate utilitarian traffic ways available, the developed with only a four line Toadway, 
alae. is fol a i‘ offers a more satisfactory planting space 
ee ea for trees and otherwise adds dignity to 
maintained by suitable traffic restrictions. residential dicticts. 

i implified and _ transit oe 

apes mann mi oe The Blo ment of Six-Line Streets: 
Pade eee See No transit thoroughfare should be less a street system of this sort is practically a new divenl Geeta ies ue ee 

municipal problem. width for this type should be 80 feet. 
This permits a roadway of 54 feet with- 

‘ : out street cars and 56 feet with them. 
Major Street Planning The sidewalks are ample but cannot be 

The desire of modern traffic is for ease, oe , Deru ae widening of 
. tti bout. dike roadway for angular parking. . 

Hewes and eA encsy cin es One hundred feet is a more suitable desire can only be satisfied completely by a avi if orate melerrece lie comene: 
system of commodious major thoroughfares. dious and readily convertible. It can be 
All heavy-duty streets must be co-ordinated made an eight-line thoroughfare with 
and to be effective should have the following transit facilities, if necessary. In residen- 

oo tial districts, before the growth of the city 
characteristics: warrants intensive development, the 100- 

Continuity—Of all the characteristics which foot street can be made very impressive. 

must be impressed upor. major streets none is Eight-Line Streets: 

more important than continuity. Major streets The eight-line street should be 120 feet 
should be thoroughfares in every sense of the wide. One hundred feet will suffice but 
ed this width will be insufficient to permit 

a the angular parking which is commonly 
Directness—Major streets, without violating desired. In generous anticipation of 

“he dictates of topography, should follow the future growth, a width of 120 feet on 
arterial thoroughfares will not be found 

eit cools excessive. 
' idth—Major streets should be distin- The above are standards for major streets. J 

J 
red by adequate width. Width should be It must be emphasized that width should be a 
d upon the maximum anticipated traffic dominant characteristic of the “through,” 

.-ad. The “‘street’’ from property line to prop- utilitarian traffic ways. : 
erty line is public property; its crosswise Minor streets and special service streets may 
dimension limits the roadway width and con- have such widths as will satisfy the require- 
sequently its traffic carrying ability. ments of local traffic. If a special effort is 

5 t i i Properlye DecienediaRaadwar eather total ae ° place pe nich — = streets 

street width should anticipate future needs; the SOE a Manors ee me eee COME: 
* spondingly conservative of space. The width roadway can be adapted to present require- 3 : : 

‘ of an eight-line thoroughfare is largely wasted ments. The roadway of a major street should : " ‘ 
. . on a short, local by-way. If impressiveness is be planned for a specific number of lines of : : 

: desired on a narrow street, it can be secured vehicles, always an even number. The follow- zs aie 2 2 a by enforcing a building line that will keep the ing standards are commonly accepted. (See i ‘ 
Blave Now4) houses back and permit the planting of trees 

al be along street lines. Minor streets of residential 
Four-Line Streets—ano street cars: character often need only a two or three-line 

The minimum acceptable width for roadway. The width of minor streets, how- 
streets of this class is 66 feet. This per- ever, should seldom be less than 50 feet. 
mits a 36-foot roadway and 15-foot 
sidewalk space on either side. The Easy Gradient and Smooth Curves—Major 
recommended width for four on ee streets in rugged topography should be so 
is 80 feet. This street width will admit located as to avoid steep grades. Major streets widening of the roadway to accommodate for i fi areca. 
six lines and will also be adequate for OTe Por) Reavy ine epee: ee CUCLY, 
either a single or double track car line. feature, be designed to facilitate the move- 
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF MAJOR AND MINOR STREETS 

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW ST. LOUIS MO. CITY PLAN ENGINEER 
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EXTREME WIDTH ON PURELY Siege Sl ep n-ne 4 AGO FOOT WIDTH SHOULD BE 
LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREETS [mwas BS fly ae THE STANDARD. A BUILDING SET- 
IS UNNECESSARY, EXCEPT — tue soroor stREET IS TOO OBVIOUSLY ECONOMICAL OF SPACE Be ENE  e ee , 
FOR JEFFECT ‘ 

RESIDENTIAL STREETS 

BN ao, A GGFOOT STREET IS THE NARROWEST 
& 5 oe eee TWAT WILL COMFORTABLY CARRY 4 LINES OF 
coe es TRAFFIC. IT 1S READILY CONVERTIBLE INTO 
one : ce A_LOCAL BUSINESS THOROUGHFARE. 

Agee ea ee eae 
Hebe — tol OF PARKED VEYICLES AT 45'& 2 MOVING LINES. 

ay 1g A 70 FOOT STREET OFFERS A BIT MORE 
FOUR £ < | SIDEWALK AND TREE SPACE. SUCH A 

LINE Sage Cd Te Ae Sa Cat ee Me, ee = wae [ ARY. 
THOROUGH- me 4 4 A‘CAR LINE” CROWDS THE 6G FOOT * 

FARES ee ee aie STREET. 

oo oo THE 80 FOOT STREET IS ECONOMICAL 
i cs ¢ y OF SPACE YET WIDE ENOUGH TO CARRY 

as Nags EITHER 4 OR 6 LINES OF TRAFFIC INCLUD 
Cae EG os ING STREET CAR. IN ALL NEW PLANNING 

_ 4 he CAR LINE STREETS SHOULD NOT BE LESS 
eles Ss aie THAN SO FEET WIDE. f 

ee 
Gas Bs THE 1OO FOOT STREET ISA SPLENDID | 

ue eS. cae © LINE STREET CAR THOROUGHFARE.IN fF ¢ 
Cae : af RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS ITS WIDTH GIVES a 
es = fom eS |S IT GREATER DIGNITY AND CHARACTER . eee iste TERN NG 

LINE cts 18 28 e—b—»—tedl WITHOUT RESTRICTING SIDEWALK WIDTH. 
THOROUGH oo ~~ Fe 

FARES ee og y ¢ Daed L ie 120 FOOT STREET Fe ee 
So ees Dhaest Bde GOR SLINE THOROUGHFARE. IT HAS 

RESIDENTIAL Re Se poy a we LP BOULEVARD ASPECT IN RESIDENTIAL NEIGH- 
Tee ae sae YT oe AND MAY Bes oe 
——— ia’ =~ NESS STREET OF UNLIMITED USEFULNESS. 

LL as ——: = See 

THE 100-FOOT STREET MAY BE 
DEVELOPED AS AN 8-LINE THOROUGH- 

sitios POE tne neta 
EIGHT Reps ees a 
LINE me 5p rg tee 

THOROUGH i E 

FARES, THE 120 FOOT STREET IS BETTER -AS 
BUSINESS Sea AN 8-LINE BUSINESS THOROUGHFARE. 

ce a, CO! So = =e ANGULAR PARKING IS POSSIBLE AND 
ee ee Foy SIDEWALKS ARE MORE COMMODIOUS 

—0 ea a a eee ee et ee] 

MAJOR STREETS SCALE IN FEET 
PSS te do ao do 

Plate 4. 
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ment of such traffic. Excessive grades on a needed for country driving. A dark traffic 
major street will repel traffic and force it to way, poorly surfaced and lacking safety fea- 
take neighboring minor streets not paved or tures, encourage the use of illegal headlights : 
otherwise intended for such loads. In adjust- and the hazards of the street increase as a con- 
ing the line of the major street for grade, sequence. Lighting must form an integral part 

changes in direction should be made by easy of future major street improvement. 

curves. Abrupt angles are incompatible with 

present day trafic movement and should not The Use of Streets 

Pepsar cnbnayen strcets: The influence of modern traffic upon major 

Attractive and Durable Paving—The paving street design extends even beyond planning 
of major streets should reflect their importance. for adequate over-all width and proper direc- 

Pavements should be designed to invite and tion. As a complement of the major street 
carry heavy traffic. A systematic paving pro- development plan there should be prepared a 

gram based on the major street plan can be program of minor improvements and changes 
made a means of great economy in the devel- of policy to make the accommodation of 

opment of the city. Much paving that is traffic on all streets easier and safer. 

wasted annually through abuse of streets can Paving width should be based upon lines of 

be saved by a properly designed and improved vehicles. The following principles should be 

system of major thoroughfares. If the sur- followed in determining roadway widths: 

facing of these heavily used streets is attractive es) Ahetunit widthvotirandwar formeving 

and durable there will be no shifting of the vehicles should be nine feet; for standing 

traffic flow. Strictly minor streets can then be parallel to the curb, eight feet; for park- 

improved with less expensive pavements. ing at thirty degrees, twelve feet; forty- 
five degrees and at right angles to curb, 

Suitable Curb Radii and Other Safety Meas- fifteen feet. 

ures—In the improvement of streets the effect (b) Readwavenshouldmbenparedmrcnntne 

of the curb radius at the corner is frequently moet economical accommodation of 
overlooked. Old standards no longer suffice. vehicles. In the downtown district where 

The corner of three-foot radius, easily nego- parking space is greatly needed, the pav- 

tiated by horse-drawn vehicles, is a_ traffic ing on each street should be of sufficient 

hazard today. It throws the turning motor car, width toucare for vehicles eanane Bra 
i certain angle on either side and a definite 

almost regardless of speed, out of its proper number of moving lines in the center. 
channel and into the line moving in the oppo- Extra width merely contributes to the 

site direction. It confuses both motorist and trafic hazard. Once the roadway width 

pedestrian. The design of street intersections is determined by presumption of parking 
5 : at a certain angle, traffic regulations 

is a problem to be solved with due regard for should be devised to insure the use of the 
the safety of all users of the street, pedestrians street in this way. A roadway planned 
as well as motorists. for forty-five degree parking on either 

In planning extraordinarily busy thorough- side and two moving lines, with parking 

fares, the service of safety islands should also lines painted on the Pavement, is a safe 

be considered. Many intersections are dan- sitcet. If parking becomes irregular, the 
a , variable extra roadway space so released 

gerous because they lack clearly defined rights- invites dangerous driving. Streets are 

of-way for vehicles and pedestrians. It is a made safe by being used under definite ' 

matter of record that traffic accidents on one- regulations. Note the folowing roadways 

way streets are practically negligible. Safety for specified uses: 

platforms serve to divide the thoroughfare Four parallel lines, vehicles moving or 

into distinct one-way channels. standing, no ptrect cars, 36 feet; 

Proper lighting is another need of every Ro Peel tos and one center car 

major street, scarcely less important than suit- T. li 4 hicl Al ki 
‘ z : 5 ‘wo lines moving vehicles and parking at 

able paving and well designed intersections. 45 degrees on both sides, 48 feet; 
It should be unnecessary on major streets for Four parallel lines, vehicles moving or 

the motorist to use the powerful headlights standing and double car line, 56 feet; 
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Two lines moving vehicles, two standing with narrow and disconnected streets, and 

at 45 degrees, double car line, 68 feet; could plan niggardly building lots which invite 

Four lines moving vehicles, two standing future congestion. As a protest against this 

at 45 degrees, double car line, 86 feet. abuse of personal privilege and to permit the 

(c) The placing and routing of street car city itself to have some control over its own 

lines should be thoroughly in accord with destinies, the legislature has granted authority 

the ie Ore eet system and trafhe regu- to the city to review land plats before their 
lations. The transit facilities of Kenosha oe 
today Uhavell beont: dissosed a witht itie acceptance for record. Municipal control 

regard for major traffic ways. extends a mile and a half beyond the city 

(d) Major? streeteshoulde Rein idetwhen limits in order that no land platting which is 

firet laid out, Their development. as likely to affect the future city may be unregu- 

traffic carriers can always be suited to the lated. The city is concerned quite as much 
needs of the time. with plats outside the city as it is with those 

Consult Plate No. 4. inside the present boundaries. The exercise 

In directing the proper use of streets) xules of control over street planning is a vital func- 

are necessary. The moving vehicle is the vital tion of the city. The responsibility should rest 

one and in developing and prescribing the use in a City Planning Commission equipped with 

of major streets this fact should be constantly studied plans for all phases of the city’s growth. 

in mind. If standing vehicles are permitted, 

they should not absorb roadway space at the Land Subdivision 

expense of traffic flow. Regulations should be STR pen tah pure Rese y nericulcuralaalendlein 

drawn up and rigidly enforced to insure the 
: z acreage for development as city property 

roadway being used for the purpose for which aa 
2 5 should, as a matter of public interest, observe 

at Was designed: certain principles and standards in the subdi- 

: vision of this land. The welfare and con- 

Control of Street Planning venience of the community at large, as well as 

The foregoing is but a brief statement of the of those who will own the subdivided property 

fundamental principles of modern street plan- or live on it demand: 
ning. It can readily be seen that a plan of First, that the layout of streets have the best 

streets suited to the traffic needs of the modern possible relationship to the topography. 

city is not to be devised by hit or miss methods. iibimeansubeesaiteteronndhchaceced 

The major streets of the future Kenosha must the streets should not all be straight, the 
constitute an organic, functional system. blocks perfectly square. There are many 
Topography, railroads, industries, trunk-line acres in or near Kenosha that should bear 

highways, street railways, vehicular loads and only an occasional straight street. Gently 
7 curving highways, shaped to the water 

speeds, the pedestrians, the character of home epaesa Oe Alt hey iseiia nd italil@oraeke 

districts must all be taken into account. Mani- ground, will produce more useful and 

festly streets of this type should be subject to attractive lots and avoid steep, expensive 

a form of control that will bring to their devel- streets. 

opment the advantages of thorough study and Second, that the thoroughfares, the heavy 
planning. traffic major streets, be laid out without break 

A measure of municipal control over land and of adequate width. 
platting operations is obviously necessary in 

carrying out a scientific street plan. For many If the subdividers of land will peepee 
x the interest of the community in these 

years the streets of Kenosha have been laid ery tunetlnneceseany ier etic. salen mt. 

out by individuals under no compulsion to con- merce and industry they will greatly aid 

sider the interest of the community in their the growth and development of their city. 

activities. The individual in subdividing land Minor streets should be tributaries of the 

in streets and building lots was free to satisfy major thoroughfares. The major streets 

his own wishes. Regardless of the convenience ot eoeeeg have never heretofore been 
designated and as a consequence many of 

or desires of others he could lay out his land them have euffered. 
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Third, that the accepted standards of wishes, especially as regards its major street 

modern land platting be observed in the deter- plan, be fully respected. For the guidance of 

mination of lot and block sizes and the general land subdivision the City Plan Commission 

treatment of subdivisions. should further adopt a set of rules by which 

. all plats and subdivisions may be judged. A 

The tendency is co make blocks longer suggested set of such rules follows. (Ap- 
and to make lots wider and less deep. A 
lot size 50 x 120 feet may be taken as an pendix B.): 
Pungo see ae 6000 square 
e omes, no excess <us 
fe el se es space ie Fou . Existing Streets 

ce petal reer fad ey The street system of Kenosha will have to 
ventional narrow, deep lots, and should carry an increasing traffic load. It will be the 
sell for no more, regardless of increased nucleus of the greatly enlarged street system 

frontage. If frontage is at a premium the of the future city. If it is deficient, the oppor- 

; width may be reduced to 40 feet, but no tunity for healthy, symmetrical city growth will 
lots designed to produce a healthy, livable Lemeies eaeecre 
city, should be less than, this in width. Ce e streets of the Kenosha of 
Reductoin of depth is preferable. A today must be put in shape to carry the traffic 
building set-back line of 20 or 30 feet of the larger city. It is important, therefore, 
will give spaciousness to the subdivision. to know their deficiencies. Briefly they may 
Side lot lines should always run at right be clascihedas follows: 
angles to the street line, regardless of the 

resulting shape of the lot. Lots of 1. Plan—A consistent rectangular system 
variable shape, resulting from gently : S 

: pare nelcrectec ania tiene mnadeericre of platting has been followed outside the old 

attractive for home sites than monotonous city of Southport. This method, pursued alike 
uniform rectangles. on level ground, hill and valley, has produced 

. r a number of streets of limited usefulness. The 
Fourth, that the attractive influence of Pala Gleele Wallee ie buenos develaued 

‘ ike Creel alley is but slightly develope 
recreational features, parkways, boulevards, ip f the forbiddi rh eh : 

3 ecause of the forbidding character of the ter 
playgrounds, plazas, small squares and neigh- : 2 By 

: rain. As viewed from the standpoint of rigid, 

borhood parks be fully recognized. rectangular street platting this territory has 

Realtors inicertainuicities shaver found little value. Similar conditions prevail also to 

that ten per cent of the area of their tract, a lesser degree in the Jerome Creek Valley. 

if developed as park, will return its 
acreage value many times over in in- 
creased sales. By following a “‘ten per 

: cent” rule the men who promote land for i —_— = 
: city use will be building a better city. = = i 2 aS 

— J st a . | 

Fifth, that wherever possible areas be devel- a ce ee SS. 

oped as unified, harmonious, local centers, = 15 F UT _ : 

with sites for schools, churches, libraries, com- ‘un =| warm ? e 

mercial groups, and similar features definitely ae = sti _ ee : 
planned and distinctly marked. f : a em Hs 

A special effort should be made to secure a Reg es os a “3 

whole-hearted co-operation among realtors in ee =2 fae 

carrying out these principles. Every piece of Z : | 

property that is subdivided in streets and eee a = z 

building lots within three to five miles of the Old buildings in the district east of Main Street. Lack of 

present city limits bears an interest for eee 
Kenosha. The men who thus put property : 

upon the market should recognize the interest In the old village of Southport the rectangu- 

of the city in what they are doing. The city, lar plan of streets has been varied, but gener- 

if necessary, should be able to require that its ally with little benefit to the community. In 

Ge
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what is now the heart of the city the streets line’’ community, since its thoroughfares are 

of importance have very poor connections. incapable, in their present width, of carrying 

The jogs and dead ends are shown on a larger number of lines of vehicles. 

Plate No. 5. There is but one continuous 3) Paving and Trathe Flow cBersuke ce 

thoroughfare serving the central business dis- the piven Re a a eeniminaa 

trict, the Milwaukee-Main-Park Avenue route. a Tob lene aa eae see ses 

It too has limitations which will be discussed See a aa Busnes si 2 

later. The arteries which should serve the 5 eas f . 4 ak ae . 

heart of the city suffer from changes in align- Le nucertain ro % 4 wees ea 7 

ment, abrupt terminations and jogs, as may be wna sree pacuawnunin ate Noe 

seen by a glance at the plate above referred to. cg present eee ot sets: tee 

The general plan of Kenosha’s present street Vaencarae oe ce the eee 

system, however, aside from the awkwardness oI - oo: ea = b e city Chics i oe 

of the arrangement in the central section, is pave pepe cen eae ory 

fairly well suited to the needs of a larger city. porbo onan. fi erat Fo = a 

There are several important radial entries, pene sims ey en ee oo 

Salem Avenue, Burlington Road, Sheridan Ge ec eee sonted over pe 

Road south. Streets on section and _ half- oy 4 - autell> Hhengh tants, aan ena 

section lines are continuous except for the moe ix no ic ape aaa f 2 ae 

failure to carry Albers Street through to Broad, Pe we. ee en te ee Bel 
eee ihe bee enn Avenue and based upon a broad plan of traffic circulation 

Pleasant Street and lack of railroad crossings ae heavy, duty streets. 
Be ec if net oe In brief, the street system of Kenosha needs 

systematizing. The business section should 

2. Width—Streets are deficient in width, have more suitable approaches. Several streets 
Market Square is the only street over one within this district need connections that will 

hundred feet wide. Milwaukee Avenue is give them a larger share of the traffic flow. 
ninety-nine. A short section of Howland The arteries of the city should have greater 

Avenue, between Slosson and Orchard, is width. An organic scheme of “through” 
seventy-one. The remainder of the system is traffic ways is needed to give the city of the 
made up of streets sixty-six, sixty, forty-nine future strength and stability. 
and a half, and less in width. 

The total length of streets of each width is A Major Street System 

shown in the accompanying table: Prospect of growth brings an obligation 

Papier which Kenosha cannot afford to overlook. If 

of Total the city were at a standstill there would be no 
Width au Sines Total esti Street Mileage necessity of formulating a major street plan. 

gp Ed hie ces But every indication points to rapid expansion. 
70) deen 3300 ee ees The city must prepare itself for a larger popu- 

G6) pe ee (8458207) ee Il lation, increased commercial and_ industrial 
60 rete 1515320 teem eee 2557. activity and better living conditions. Streets, 
50’ Re OY! eines ee Oy: because of their unequalled importance, de- 

Lew then 49/50 8a eet ee 
f eed must be anticipated in all street development. 

591,500’ 99.8 There are two phases of the street improve- 

ment program; one remedial, the other pre- 
Plate No. 5 shows the disposition of these ventive. The former deals with existing 

respective street widths in the city. It will be streets, the latter with the placement and width 
observed that there has been no system to the of streets not yet laid out. The new streets 
determination of width. Where wide streets may be studied in the major street plan, Plate 
are needed, sixty-six feet or less width is found. No. 6. Existing streets proposed as major 
The city is thus practically stamped as a ‘‘four- thoroughfares are as follows: 

==
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| | Proroene | Prorosep | Desscrsior 
Name or Srreer Present Trarric Untimate Streer To 

| Wir Capacrry Wiort pe CORRECTED 
a Se ee ee Se 

ALBERS STREET AND 
BROAD STREET 

Albers 
Bain-Howland..................- 60 ft. Albers should be extended westward. 
Howland-Pleasant................ 44 ft. Correct jog at Howland. Connect 

with Pike Creek thoroughfare and 
Broad Broad Street. 

C. N. W.-Milwaukee............. 66 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. 

ALLENWOOD AVENUE...........- 66 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Exists only between Bain and How- 
land, outside city. 

BAIN AVENUE 
‘Selma-Salem 20 1!) scneeherery cohen 50 ft. 66 ft. Connect between Burlington Road 
Salem-Selleche's)s:.(. 0:36.00 e 03 68 Se 66 ft. 4 lines throughout | and Bronson. 
Selleck-Burlington................ 60 fr. 

BURLINGTON ROAD AND 
DIVISION 

County Roads 656 5coc ecco ne 60 ft. 8 lines 100 ft. 
Old city limits-Milwaukee......... 66 ft. 

CHICAGO STREET 
Parkclarbor a: estes oct ted 66 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Extend across Harbor. Make new 
Grand-Middle. 3.4. 5 ois 55 .sotess 66 ft. connection with Prairie Avenue. 

CHURCH STREET 
Park/PI Park St 2 2.05225 oles ese 66 ft. Extend north across Harbor to join 
Park St.-Market................. 40 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. Milwaukee. 

CONGRESS STREET 
Strong Grand osc. ule vines os ee 49.5 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Eliminate jog at Grand. Connect 
Grand-Pike Creek. ............... 66 ft. throughout with Sheridan Rd. south of Strong. 

Extend northward in Pike Creek 
valley. 

ELIZABETH STREET 
Howland-@. NOW. ic ciec encase + 60 ft. 
C.N. W.-Sheridan............... 49.5 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. 

FREMONT AVENUE 
Selma-Prairie.. ..20.qd-. 54.50 5 5 66 ft. 66 ft. Connect between Prairie and Wis- 
Wisconsin-Garden............4++. 49.5 ft. throughout | consin. Eliminate jog at Middle. 
Garden-Middle.................. 66 ft. 4 lines Connect with Racine. 
Middle-Pike Creek. .............. 49.5 ft. 

GRAND AVENUE 
W. Lamits-MaimSt....2 cco. cia. 66 ft. 8 lines 100 ft. 

GRANDVIEW AVENUE............ 66 ft. 6 lines 80 fr. 

HOWLAND AVENUE 
Delma-Salemn 0.0.0. 6. 2. o. ees 66 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. 
Salem-Prairie...............6.05 49.5 ft. 
Prairie-Grand.................... 50 ft. 8 lines 100 ft. Correct jog at Putnam. 
Grand-Slosson... <4 24 3 a5: <= ce 7itt: 

Dloseon-Albere.. fo.) 00 es oh oe a 46 ft. 
Albers-Burlington................ 50 ft. 
Emitrien uit | GOES 
Howe-N. City Limits. ............ 66 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. 

LIMIT STREET 
Howland-Racine...............-. 66 ft. 
Racine-C. N. W............-2.05- 40 ft. 
CONS W.-Chicago 7.652 ae 66 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Connect with Burlington Road. 

MARKET STREET 
Howland-Ridge.................- 66 ft. 
Ridge-Pleasant.................-- 60 ft. 6-8 
Pleasant-Chicago-. <2 cs. .esteus 49.5 ft. lines 80-132 ft. Widen to 132 ft. to railroad. 
@hicago-Main .i3 522 6< cacsaee sen 132 ft. 
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| | Sees | Peers | Dee 
Name oF STREET Present | TRaFFic Unrate STREET TO 

Wiptn Capacity Wiotn BE CorRECTED 

——___—__—— as aaa gael a 

MIDDLE STREET | 
Bain-Pleasant..............00000 60 ft. 66 ft. 
Pleasant-Milwaukee.............. 66 ft. 4 lines throughout | Extend west from Bain. 

MILWAUKEE AVENUE 
Grand-Middle.. (i243. 0ecorsun 66 ft. 
Middle-Limit Street.............. 99 ft. 4 lines 
Limit St-N. Limits..............| 66 ft. 

PARK AVENUE | 
Selmia-Deming 3.4 406i cases 66 ft. 66 ft. 
Deming-Park Pl................. .| 50 ft. 4 lines throughout 

PARK PLACE AND MAIN STREET 
Park Place | 
Park Avenue-Main............... 60 ft. 

Main Street | 4 lines 66 ft. 
Park Pl.-Milwaukee.............. 66 ft. throughout 

PRAIRIE AVENUE................., 66 ft. 8 lines 100 ft. 

PUTNAM STREET 
Howland-Milwaukee.............. 66 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Extend westward. 

| 
RACINE AVENUE. 

Division to N. Limits.............| 66 ft. 4 lines 

SALEM AVENUE 
Selma-Elizabeth: <2. 6200.5 6. scot 66 ft. 8 lines 100 ft. Should be extended to connect with 

South St., also to the southwest. 

SELLECK AVENUE AND 
EVERGREEN STREET | 

Selleck 
Grandview-Western.............. 50 ft. 

Western-Bain....................) 60 ft. 
Salem-Howland <: «5635 <4 6 58 66 ft. 
Howland-Pleasant................ 60 ft. 
Bl Engler. 20.220 oe 40 ft. 4 lines 66 ft. Consolidate several lengths as one 

thoroughfare. 

Evergreen Street 
GON We-Sheridan 255 2 se 50 ft. 

SELMA AVENUE | 66 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. 

SHERIDAN ROAD | 
Selma-Prairie. ..-4 40a see p00 66 ft. Eliminate jog at Broad. Extend 
Prame-Grands..... 40 sso 49.5 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. northward from Limit Street to 
Grand-Pine..............-.000055 50 ft. meet Milwaukee Avenue. 
Pine-Limit Avenue...............| 66 ft. 

SIMMONS BOULEVARD........... 120 ft. 6 lines 120 fr. Extend to connect with Selma Ave. 

SOUTH STREET | 
Fremont Ave.-Main St............) 49.5 ft. 6 lines 80 ft. To join Salem Avenue extended. 

The improvements which will be needed to therefore, properly considered as new street 

increase the serviceability of these older thor- development. Plate No. 6 is the major 

oughfares may be classified as: street plan, showing the characteristics of exist- 

aan i treet: i i . ea idenites ing streets and certain proposed improvements 

2. Openings or connections. 1. Widenings—It will be observed by com- 
3. Elimination of / on sharp angles. parison of Plates Nos. 5 and 6 that a large 

4. Extensions in unplatted territory. proportion of the total length of major streets 

The latter item generally involves little is of streets sixty-six feet wide or under. 

beyond control of land subdivision and is, Obviously, since the sixty-six-foot street admits 

=35—
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of a roadway of only four-line capacity, many 2. Openings and Connections — Many 

of these thoroughfares are inadequate, espe- minor changes are needed in the streets of 

cially as car-line routes. Before the demands Kenosha if a suitable major thoroughfare 

of a large city become pressing, therefore, addi- system is to be secured. The more important 

tional width should be assured them according of these corrections may be listed as follows: 

to a definite scheme. The principal streets ; 

which should be increased in carrying capacity eae 4 Fie “pi 

are: ss oS aS ei 
Present Proposed 9 RS er Sa 3 

Name of Street Capacity Capacity a 9 ete ae 
GRANDVIEW AVENUE. 4 lines 6 lines % * 5 ; As Pi te Bee) SNe 
HOWLAND AVENUE 4 lines Gand@iines cay a ee = 
SHERIDAN ROAD 4 lines : 6 lines @| er = 3 id tet BS od 

CHURCH STREET 3 and 4 lines 6 lines J Ss | ee ae 
SELMA AVENUE nines Gimmes ee 
PRAIRIE. AVENUE Atiaee ® lines = mS cs Nee ae 
SOUTH STREET 3 lines 6 lines . - a BAe as om nd 

MARKET STREET 4 and 8 lines 6 and 8 lines ees ee " Z i 

GRAND AVENUE 4 lines 8 lines 

DIVISION STREET 4 lines 8 lines 

BURLINGTON ROAD 4 lines 8 lines 

SALEM AVENUE 4 lines 8 lines Salem Avenue at Elizabeth Street showing the lines for the 
eventual extension of this thoroughfare. 

‘ a Eh me Ek Salem Avenue should be carried eastward 
oe Shae Beet from its intersection with Elizabeth and joined 

i “7 et = poet sey to Wisconsin Street. This will give the south- 

2 a west district a direct route into the Main Street 

; ee business section. 

3 Se i ae é co Sheridan Road should be extended north- 

i ne tite. E ward to meet Milwaukee Avenue. This will 

2 * open a continuous route for tourist travel direct 

5 ER Sian : through the city. 

a : pe ee Church Street should be extended northward 
OB Ee AO eA NN from Market Street to meet Milwaukee Ave- 

Selma Avenue, east from Howland. This Street should be 
widened immediately while conditions 

are favorable. : - 

See Plate No. 7; also Table on Pages 27 

and 28. 

The widenings proposed in the major street ‘ aa 

plan have been determined by a thorough SG N 5 ; 

study of the movement of traffic in Kenosha, oH | ; wha "a 
and the tendencies of growth. The present er La ae 

width of most of the streets of strategic impor- ee ail 

tance, such as Sheridan and Burlington Roads, is seat ea ei ae — in ‘ 
Prairie, Salem, Howland, and Grand Avenues, ee e 4 : | 
is wholly inadequate for the traffic flow of a ee ae i ea oaee 
metropolis. With vehicles increasing in num- 

ber and size and the city constantly expanding Western Hee eee eRe Tish iennee oon proposed 

in all directions, it is a matter of economy to 

formulate plans for the eventual, if not imme- nue. This project may not appear feasible 
diate, widening of these basic thoroughfares. now because of industrial barriers, but the
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healthy expansion of the business district de- lington Road with Fremont and Congress, 

mands its eventual consideration. Sheridan and Chicago. This new thorough- 

fare will reclaim a large and ugly low area and 

F ete nit aces Aaa will be of considerable aid in developing the 
a Vs — Deas. ee northwest section. 
“ee Pps * # Pe 
ie ; : : 3. Elimination of Jogs—These corrective 

ee : io measures need not be detailed here. A num- 
. Ah ber of important major streets are broken by 

F pra jogs and will not be fully serviceable until all 

K€ a eh I +3, salt such traffic hazards are removed. 
ae So ea eas ie 

i ar a 4. Extensions and New Streets—Plate No. 

ft eo et 2S 6 shows all proposed extensions and new 

teed ei % ne streets. The plan is self-explanatory. 

A ashe i The major street system outlined is designed 

— to meet the traffic needs of a much larger city 

North end of present Sheridan Road. The extension of this than Kenosha is today. The business center is 
street should be undertaken at the earliest A 

opportunity. assumed to be the chief objective of vehicular 

travel. Grand and Prairie Avenues will serve 
Chicago Street should also be extended as direct approaches from the west. Park, 

northward. Sheridan Road and Fremont Avenue will be 

Rremont lvenieihouldeberconnectedi be the southern arteries, and Milwaukee, Sheridan 

tween Prairie and Park, the joe at Middle and Racine the northern. The southwest is 

Street shouldialso be corrected. served by Salem Avenue, which should be 

carried westward. The northwest district 

Bes BY Ne a needs two new radial streets to supplement the 

Far he * Raheem Burlington Road. These streets will become 
oT ee aC a m A eg the main avenues leading to the heart of the 

ft Bee ee : “3 Bee oaks” city. They should be wide and direct and free 
3 aOY gan ie be 5 Se] < 

Y # eA “eet from obstructions to traffic. 

F Ants ee ai al The new streets proposed are to be secured 
z : i i , 7 kes primarily by regulation of land platting. A set 

a7 8 oe ee of rules by which subdivisions may be judged 

es gor A get x is to be found in Appendix B. The state law 
a ee gives the city control over plats within a mile 

“8 and a half of the present city limits. By 

exercising this control the city may not only 

prevent many of the mistakes which have 

Deaiie® Aceuuebcas tall Shondan@enan ing whesed! rar witch developed in the past, but may guide street 
should be made: toytacilitate the entry of trafic planning along the most modern and scientific 

lines. The improvements proposed in the 

Congress Street should be carried south from major street plan supplemented by first-class 

Strong to join Sheridan Road. land subdivision should eventually give the city 

It is further proposed that a street or park- of the future a street framework of great value. 

way be planned to follow the Pike Creek The city, fortunately, is giving thought to these 

watercourse, connecting Racine and the Bur- problems before it is too late.
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TRANSIT 

The development of the street railway in- light, buses are more economical because of the 

dustry has been no less remarkable than the low initial cost of installation as compared to 

growth of our cities. It is less than forty years that of the electric railway, which requires ex- 

since the first electric line was operated in the pensive track and overhead construction. The 

United States. This was in Richmond, Vir- successful operation of motor buses, however, 

ginia, in 1888, just seven years after the first requires that they be incorporated with a 

electric line in the world was operated in unified transit system, that they exchange trans- 

Berlin, Germany, in 1881. The first street fers, and have schedules syncronized with those 

railway established in the world was a horse- of the street cars. 

car line operated on Fourth Avenue, New 

York, in 1832, and called the New York & iliracicless Trolley 

Harlem Line. 
From the early days of the street railway Another form of service, though still in an 

until within recent years the expansion of embryonic stage of development, is the track- 

service has been practically coincident with less trolley. From the limited information at 

urban growth. In fact, the car lines have made hand, this service seems to have certain ad- 

possible the tremendous growth of our cities. vantages over the motor bus. Though the 

As a result they have become an essential part initial cost of installation of the trackless trolley 

of community life. The daily flow of people is greater because of overhead wire construc- 

between homes and places of work and amuse- tion the difference is more than offset by the 

ment is dependent upon transit facilities. This saving in operation. 
dependence is still pronounced, and notwith- It is reasonable to assume that because of 

standing the remarkable use made of the economy in operation, the trackless trolley may 

automobile and the fact that the electric lines supplant the motor bus in many instances, but 
have of late failed to keep pace with city for mass transportation there is little indica- 

growth, it is generally conceded that for mass tion that the trackless trolley could ever take 

transportation the electric lines have proved the place of street cars. As feeders to car 
; their superiority over auto buses. lines as pioneer radical and crosstown lines, or 

for furnishing complete service in small com- 

Competitive Service—Motor munities, ; the trackless trolley should, from 

Bisse present i indications, prove practicable and 

economical. 

The experience of such cities as Akron, 

Toledo, Bridgeport and Des Moines in trying Present Routings—Population 

to supplant electric lines entirely with motor nl Ss d 

buses has practically dispelled the apprehen- ee EES BIS 

sion that once existed as to the future of the The present transit service in Kenosha is 

electric railway. It has been proved conclu- provided by one-man cars and buses under a 

sively in these cities that for comfortable, unified system owned and operated by the 

economical and dependable service the electric Wisconsin Gas and Electric Company. There 

lines are most practicable. This, however, are five local car lines and three local bus lines. 

does not necessarily imply that there is no The fare is seven cents cash, four tickets for 

place in a transit system for bus lines. On the twenty-five cents, or an unlimited number of 

contrary they can render a very useful service. rides on weekly passes for one dollar—all 

Electric railway operators recognize that bus with free universal transfers. Of the city’s 

operation has certain advantages, especially total area, 6.15 square miles, approximately 75 

when used to supplement the electric lines. In per cent is provided with transit service, i. e., 

sparsely populated districts where travel is street car or bus, and approximately 95 per 

ages
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cent of the population lives within the areas Two cars are operated for the entire day on 

served. All areas within one-quarter mile of a twelve (12) minute headway. At noon and 

a car line, which is equivalent to five miles night one extra car is operated. 
walking time, are shown as having reasonable " 
Bervine: 3. Grand Avenue Line— 

A reference to Plate No. 9 showing car From Main and Market Streets, west on 
lines, population and areas served, indicates Market to Sheridan Road, to Grand Avenue 

that the city’s development has been extremely and west on Grand Avenue to Charles Street 

one-sided. While the area north of Grand and return. : : 
Avenue is about equal to that on the south, the Two CES OXe operated for entire day with 
trend of growth has been decidedly south and ten (10) minute headway. No extra cars. 

southwest. With the exception of the lines on Me Marlee Streep lin 

Milwaukee Avenue and a short extension of Ero Niaiebtna IMiavk-cts Serene ect 
the Howland Avenue bus line, all the city’s 5 es : 

. Ee Market to Newell, south on Newell to Elizabeth 
transit facilities are south of Grand Avenue, eee 

which is approximately the median of the city’s 2 moe F , 
: : Two cars are operated with ten (10) minute 

area. This serves to exemplify the need of hots Ne een pers L eatile 

providing better street and transit accommo- ie ia cr ba (rarer ae i car is operated. 
dations to encourage development to the north- 

west. 5. MacWhyte Line— 

Though somewhat unbalanced, the existing From Main and Market Streets, north on 
lines have been arranged in a fairly systematic Main and Milwaukee to Adams Street and 

manner and, as will be seen later, practically return. 

all of the present layout can, with few excep- One car is operated from 6:00 A. M. until 
tions, be incorporated into the enlarged transit 9:00 P. M. Headway thirty (30) minutes. 

plan. 
A. Howland Avenue Bus Line— 

Descrips GtabresentaRoutin 3 From Charles and Tanck Avenue, east on 
Doo S Tanck to Howland and north on Howland 

1. Elizabeth and Milwaukee Avenue Line— Avenue to Slosson and return. 

From Erie and Elizabeth (North Shore Sta- saat Fe gh a ats “4 nae oo 
tion) east on Elizabeth to Sheridan Road, to ora ce eee TEU CASEY: 

South Street, to Main Street, to Milwaukee from 8:00 A. M. to 12 noon, one bus with a 
" ‘ pans twenty (20) minute headway; from 12:00 to 

Avenue, thence north to Limit Street and i 
ae 1:00 noon, two buses are in use. From 1:00 

ce i 4 5:55.A. M P. M. to 6:00 P. M. one bus is operated; from 
Seven este iste oe ae hs ag $ eas 6:00 P. M. to 8:00 P. M., two buses are in use, 

until 11:30 P. M., after which four cars are and from 8:00 P. M. to 12:00 P. M. one bus 
operated until 1:00 A. M. From 6:00 to 7:00 te iatoeruices 

A. M. five extra cars are operated, two of 

which start at the north end of the run and are B. Salem Avenue Bus Line— 

routed over Market Street line. From 12:00 From Salem and Grandview, east on Salem 

until 1:00 noon, three extra cars are operated. to Bain Avenue, to Elizabeth, to Charles, to 
At 6:00 P. M., four extra cars are operated. Salem and west on Salem to Grandview. 

Maximum headway, six (6) minutes during the Same schedule as for Howland Avenue Bus 
entire day. Line. 

2. Sheridan Road Line— C. Prairie Avenue Bus Line— 

From Sheridan and Ann Street, north on From Howland and Prairie Avenues, west 

Sheridan Road to South Street, to Main Street, on Prairie to Grandview Avenue and return. 

and north on Main Street to Middle Street and One bus from 6:00 A. M. to 12:00 M., on 

return. twelve (12) minute headway.
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Present Time Zones Present Trackage 

The size to which a city may expand is lim- The present system comprises all the track 

ited not so much by distance but by time re- within the city, a total single track mileage of 
quired to reach the central business district or 7.8 miles. With the exception of several 

place of employment. Usually the majority lengths of double track located on Main and 
of people are not willing to spend more than Milwaukee, as shown on plate opposite, the 

thirty or thirty-five minutes in traveling be- entire system consists of single track and sid- 

tween their homes and places of work. It is ings. In the recommendations that follow sug- 
necessary, therefore, to make all transit routes gestions are made for some slight changes in 

as direct as possible so that the maximum dis- the present track layout, but in the main the 

tance can be traversed in a minimum time. present system is used as the nucleus for the 

Plate No. 10 is a graphic illustration of proposed comprehensive system. The present 
the time required to reach different parts of the main line of the Chicago and North Western 

city from Main and Market Streets. The time Railroad is a serious barrier to the expansion 

zones shown by five-minute intervals cies) of track development westward. This condi- 
determined from the schedules of the Railway tion, however, should soon be relieved by the 

Company and walking time assumed at the rate C. & N. W. track elevation, which is expected 

of three miles per hour. to take place in the next two or three years. 
7 

Transit Flow : 
Interurban Service 

Plate No 11 was prepared to show the 

relative amount of service provided on each C. N. S. and M. R. R. 

transit route, i. e., street car and bus lines. The Situated fifty-one miles north of Chicago 

greatest concentration of service logically and thirty-four miles south of Milwaukee, 

occurs on Main Street, where the several lines Kenosha is served by the Chicago North Shore 

converge. As shown on the plate opposite the and Milwaukee Railroad, a high speed electric 
greatest amount of service is provided on the line, connecting and serving all the North 

Elizabeth and Milwaukee line, where the travel Shore communities between Chicago and Mil- 

is heaviest. The following table gives the total waukee. This Company also furnishes bus 

number of passengers carried on each line for service between Kenosha and Waukegan, and 

a typical day, number of round trips, average Kenosha and Lake Geneva. A modern pas- 

number of passengers carried on round trip, senger station is maintained at the southwest 

and the normal headway (time between cars) corner of Elizabeth and Erie Streets. The 
for the entire day, excluding rush hour trippers: routings of these lines are shown on the plate 

opposite. 

Transit Data 
T. M. E. R. and L. Co. Pe - 

ae z st > The Milwaukee Electric Railroad and Light g > as 
STREET CAR LINES fe = 5og 34 Company operates two electric lines out of 

By Re get Tes Kenosha—one to Milwaukee and the other to 

BES gi §33 ava Racine. The Wisconsin Motor Bus Line, now g 
Z0Q ze gam SSS uni K ih d Raci eal 

Elizabeth and Milwaukee. 3380 180 18.7 6 obstalng Delweenssenosha and \aciie, 1s Also 
' Sheridan Road ween 650 90 7.2 12 controlled by this company. It is also contem- 

Grand Avenue wcccccccnn 745 107 6.9 10 plated to extend this service to Milwaukee. 
Market Street ooo 780 110 Tl 10 See routings in Kenosha on Plate No. 13. 
MacWhyte cocccccrcnennd 127 20 63 30 ; ; : 

No immediate changes are recommended in 
BUS LINES A paw 

the operation of interurban facilities. It 
Howland Avenue... 395 72 5.4 10 houladan, . : ie shou e possible in the future, however, to Prairie Avenue... 127 a2 1o7 12 7 : 
Salem Avenue vic 264 72 3.6 10 simplify some of the bus routes when new 

Revised as of June 18, 1924. streets have been opened and improved. 

ag
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Industrial Groups and Location The employes working in ae oe o 
of Employes oe cece . :. Se thoug! 

e majority apparently live within a con- 
In order to determine the adequacy of the venient distance of the plant. 

transit facilities now furnished the employes of | % 

these industries and to work out a satisfactory Industrial Group No. 4 includes: 

scheme for future service, it is important to MacWHYTE COMPANY 

know where the employes of the various indus- WINTHER MOTORS Seas 

tries reside. Such studies have been made HOEM 5) MANUEAGTORING COMPANY 

possible in Kenosha through the kind co-opera- This group of industries has the smallest 

tion of all the local industries. The address number of employes, and it is interesting to see 
of every employe was secured and four indus- from the plate opposite how the employes are 
trial group plans have been prepared showing scattered practically over the entire city. 

the location of the various factories and places 

of residence of the employes. Though the Recommendation for the Im- 

necessary information was obtained from all provement Opaliranaie 

the local industries, some of the smaller ones Pacdia 

have been purposely omitted from the plans Cres é 

for the sake of simplicity. There are two matters of primary impor- 
& i te TndustisltGecup New| Gncludes: tance that should be decided before any at 

tempt is made to improve local transit facili- 

THE NASH MOTORS COMPANY ties. First, the city and transit company should 

eT SEEN ens agree upon the ultimate form of service to be COOPER UNDERWEAR COMPANY eres oP cates op : j 
VINCENT McCALL COMPANY. ra or ve es oe 4 

. - ti t 
The places of residence of the employes Se ghee peer or 

era 2 re so that all new extensions will be in line with 
working in these factories are indicated by dots i . . 

. a systematic comprehensive arrangement. With 
—each dot representing one person. It will 4 - . 

ee such a definite policy once determined, a pro- 
be seen that the great majority of the employes Z F 

- ee . 2 gressive program can be evolved by which the 
live within a radius of one mile. These indus- ‘ i 

( present physical plan can be improved in 
tries at present are pretty well served by a 

wr, i aoe Ae accordance with the final scheme. 
existing transit facilities though the district . . 

As previously stated, the experience of a 
south of Strong Street, between Fremont and b pee. ne ' 

. . . e Ol 
Pleasant and the district north of Middle Street, eee er dace ar ene ro USE InOter 

Eine buses to supply all urban transportation service 
in the vicinity of Pleasant, do not have ade- i avg Wc 

: proves conclusively their impracticability for 
quate service under the present arrangement. . 

that purpose. As supplemental service, how- 

Industrial Group No. 2 includes: ever, buses are still being used to an advantage 

THE SIMMONS COMPANY over the electric lines. The trackless trolley 
N. R. ALLEN’S SONS COMPANY (or trolley bus) is also proving useful to 

HANNAH'S MANUFACTURING COMPANY augment the service provided by electric lines. 

BAIN: WAGON’ WORKS: This latter form of carrier, which is electrically 

The majority of employes working in these propelled, and can use the same power as the 

plants also live within a radius of one mile. street car, is naturally better adapted to the 

4 Note how the employes have distributed them- street car system and is consequently more 
selves in a more or less uniform manner south economical than the gas bus. But for any 

of Grand Avenue, the concentration imme- growing city which expects to attain a popula- 

diately north of Grand, and the few persons tion of say 50,000 or more, the aim should be 
living in the district to the north of the city. toward the development of a system of one- ; 

Industrial Group) Non 3 includes: man cars and with a single track layout. Under 

ordinary conditions one-man safety cars in 
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY iti bet rel 50.000 4 
C. M. HALL LAMP COMPANY cities between approximately ,000 an 
FROST MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 100,000 are, no doubt, the most satisfactory 

peo
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and economical means of urban transportation. safety car, at an operating cost of but 12.5 
The Birney safety car, the smallest car yet cents per car-mile. Records from ten 

developed, will carry 50 per cent more passen- seeped gpoeane 500 of these Birney 

gers than the largest single deck bus operated cars, showed an average cost of 16 cen : Dee eae ee se per car-mile, and their average on thirteen 
in most cities. ; x ie Stone & Webster properties was 16.5 
able comfort a maximum rush hour load of cents. Some of these installations had 
thirty-two seated passengers and twenty-eight been in service only a year or two, some 

standing, a total of sixty. The largest single as long as five years. Allowing for slight 
deck buses used in most cities have a maximum increase in maintenance as their age in- 

Sto eter eC Tes a creases, we believe the following figures 
PAPACY ee gers, 2 are a conservative estimate for the cost 
twenty-eight can be seated. As to the com- of operating this 16,000 Ib. rail car, the 
parative cost of these carriers, the one-man car capacity of which is 50 per cent greater 

is valued at $6000 as compared with approxi- than that of the bus. 

mately $6000 to $7000 for trolley and gas bus. ITEM Container 

Track and overhead construction must, of Maintenance of way and structure... 1.8 
eourse (beadded| tolthevncst Gk oneanan car Maintenance of equipment. 2 a iby. 
operation, but notwithstanding this their lower 7 1.5 per kw. hr. (alternating cur- ae 

depreciation, cheaper power and other econo- aj other expenses... 12.0 
mies make the cost per mile less than that of ener 
fheteceior troller bueee, otal rs icea ee ane eee 180 

The following is an extract from a paper In a recent article* concerning the operating 
prepared by J. C. Thirlwall, Railway Engineer, of the trackless trolley on Staten Island, New 
General Electric Company, 1922: York, where this form of service has probably 

been more extensively used than elsewhere, the 
Records: — aie ie a as operating cost of the trackless trolley is said 
eee Ne See oscciece to be 25.6 cents per mile as against 33 cents 
BEM Seacilataneunl ant averaees oneraline per mile for the gasoline bus of the same 
Gest of 28 cents) per carmile: ‘These capacity. This cost given includes all items, 

buses are of several sizes and weights, such as interest on first cost of the entire 
from the 6,000 Ib., fourteen-seat design investment, depreciation and maintenance, 
used in Fort Worth and Seattle, up to the power, labor for operation and administration. 
10,000 Ib. double-deckers in New York Iti Ranh x and (Chicana uk Gommeiseataclidvand sonic is true that there are many variable factors 
pneumatic tires, but making adjustments entering into the cost of any form of transit 
in costs to put them all on the basis of service. Conditions affecting the cost in one 
ete. and with solid ca we get city may be entriely different from those in 
the following segregations of costs in another. From the above facts, however, it cents per bus-mile: sn aGebemdimonior eee Gente per uld not be difficult to appreciate that in 

h ITEM Bus-mile cities where the population tends to increase at 
eo sel ira A eg ee a a reasonable rate the electric car line will ulti- 
ody and chassigg cq circa Rte et 2 . 

Engine, transmission and control... 4.3 a at uate Peer Be Bien et 
practical method of providing transit service. 

Tota maintenance wvnnnnnnnnnnn 83 Neu baecs Weastorberslleyhcweccrcanienn 
asoline and lubricants .2.:.00.0 cscs 7.2 should be used where travel is light, but after 

All other expenses—chauffeurs, garage, a super sionminslivetee econ i (otetnan traffic increases to a degree wherein the electric 
Operauion)) scene eee ee 11203) car line would be more economical, the bus line 

‘otelioneratine fener, een een 7G should be replaced and moved to a new loca- 
ieee es ak a tion. In larger cities, of course, it is reasonable 

os ve - Oe ate » this cost will be to expect that single track construction and 
per mile higher. one-man cars may of necessity be supplanted 

Now compare that with rail costs. Last by double track and two-man cars, but the 
year the entire city service in Terre ——— 
Haute, Ind., was handled by the Birney * American City Magazine, February, 1924. 
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travel in Kenosha will not warrant such service change. The plan, however, is flexible in this 
for some time to come. connection and will permit of such changes, 

There are at present a number of cities but the streets upon which transit service is to 
operating one-man cars exclusively, of which 

Wichita and Topeka, Kansas, are good ex- i > 

amples. Topeka has a population of approxi- Poe ‘ PS 

mately 50,000, and Wichita is fast approaching A Rs ei. i . 
the 100,000 population mark. BY ire ee s Ba 

Though there was some opposition at first to : Phi : mata . ae a 
: 3 sa ; ay the one-man car, it eventually met the public S ee aa | : 

approval because of the increase in service i Bh a ae ie : 

which is economically possible with this type of BS ae ee ae 

service. It is recommended that in Kenosha g en eee m, 
all new improvements be planned to the end a 

that the city will be served by one-man safety 

cars; that for extensions, cross-town lines, and | 
j SSSA ee ea | 

possibly main lines where development is ; 
sparse, buses, gas or trolley, be used to develop Busses form an important: Part. of the Kenosha Transit 

traffic in the first instance. 
be provided should be determined at this time 

a . as permanent routes. Proposed Schematic Rerouting Son ; 
The following is a list of suggestions for con- 

Plan 3 Re ae : ‘ 
sideration in working out a program for im- 

This illustrates a recommended system of provements: 

transit routes based upon the needs of a com- , 

munity several times as large as the present 1. No track extensions should be 
eK h Thetel ehets o cheme made across the main passenger line of 

Gon ese fe Dian Uses the C. & N. W. R. R. right-of-way until 
of through routing, that is, rather than each the grade crossings are eliminated. 
line looping in the business district, they are - 

P 2 2. Market Street line. routed through from one part of town to the : 
Make new connection from Market 

: =e Street to Howland Avenue south of and 
— ‘ Rs parallel to C. & N. W. R. R. freight line. 
a See e \ >a Route Market Street line over new con- 
ee i : = es. nection to Howland, thence to Prairie 

Eee oe \ ee and eventually out Prairie. Track to be 
a oa Fy ii\ \ soe abandoned on Market from C. & N. W. 
—S 0 se aaa freight line to Newell, and on Newell 

tie aa : ‘ from Market to Elizabeth, as shown on 
¥e , = Plate No. 15. 
eee Se ee a 

5S a ge oe 3. Extend Elizabeth line south on r a - pals Exi Sal d Sal _ SS — . sero = rie to Salem and out Salem. 
eae oe ay Sy eee ee 
SS Se RG” Seem eae eee) 4. New storage track for cars at Sees 2 Se SE aie eet, i 3 3 eae esac meray a ee Soe Sheridan Road and C. & N. W. Railroad. 
Eee | oy es See aes MS atc eae ere ar f : Ppesiecmmeamneress ie Seiad 5. Provide new spur track on Erie 
One type of transit service available to the people of Kenosha Street just south of Elizabeth and elimi- 

nate the present loop. 

other. The combination of cane of the lines 6. Better storage facilities for cars at 
may necessarily have to be varied as conditions Grand Avenue and Nash Plant. 
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Conclusions and Recommenda- 9. The Chicago, North Shore and Mil- 
ations waukee aie are e ae Tee 

asset to the city, both in the handling ©: as- 
As a result of the investigation of railroad _ . F ne ae 5 sengers and less than carload or package 

transportation facilities of Kenosha, Wiscon- eee ahs Hedi a 

in, the following conclusions and recommend- Cee eee eran Ce nay ven 
c t b is d nm freight station be established with auto truck 

are .. =u Meni Fi : delivery to the North Shore’s Salem Street 
A e freight and passenger service Freight Station. 

afforded by the C. & N. W. Railway is efficient 0. le ns vecommended  thau the North 

and answers present recuurements ssustattonly. Shore make auto truck delivery at Chicago in 

2. The general plan for eliminating grade connection with its regular service. 

crossings of the C. & N. W. Railway is satis- I UEStreee cat eeledaleslcheuldibeisceae 

factory and the method of dividing the cost of d h edheres 
Fie eee era ranged or other means provided whereby 

q -s passengers to and from the North Shore Sta- 

. a in aed a July | 7, ane tion can more quickly reach their destination. 
in the order date uly 5 » shou je 12 Th . . 

5 . e development of new industrial 
revised as described in detail in the report to Micrier fon in ip ial to i 

Pes for een condi tone ietevill be brought istricts for Kenosha is essential to its progress. 
provi ; 
about through the adoption of the city plan. 13. That area north of Kenosha is well 

4. Th = Veen adapted for the development of all classes of 
3 e revisions recommended in e 3 : 

industries. 
grade crossing elimination program consist : 

principally in extending the main track eleva- 14. The city of Kenosha should make a 
: A i systematic effort to secure the location here of 

tion northward so as to include both Fairfield = . fi ‘ 
is F other industries, among which the following 

and Putnam Streets and in the enlarging of 
: : ee are suggested: 

certain proposed openings and providing sev- 

eral additional subways not now contemplated Manufacturers of Sheet Steel and Struc- 

in the order. tural Shops. 

5. Provision for an additional classification me see 

yard north of Kenosha and the enlargement of Auto Renters 

Farm classification yard are recommended. Auto Tops. 

6. It is believed that the operation of an Storage Batteries. — ; ; 

industrial track on Pearl Street should be dis- ie of Linseed Oil, Paints and 

continued and that this track be replaced by Pea in eons 

another track following the line of Pike Creek Boots and Shoes. . 

and forming an extension of a spur track that Paper Boxes. 

now ends at Grand Avenue and Sheridan Canning and Preserving Fruits and Veg- 
Road etables. oad. ? : 

e 5 Electrical Machinery. 
7. The new railroad passenger station Flour Mills 

should be located at the intersection of Market Facutarcul 

Street. Planing Mills. 

8. In elevating track through Kenosha, it Packing and Meat Preparations. 

is recommended that the railroad adopt con- slped ae Paescled Ware. 

crete trestle construction so far as possible in Sumer eg ae pent 

order that the ground space underneath it may As many duplicates as possible of existing 

be made use of in connection with the new industries should also be secured. 

passenger station and for general utility pur- 15. The St. Lawrence Deep Waterway 

poses. when constructed will stimulate industrial
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development in and around Kenosha, as will grows industrially, its transportation require- 
also the proposed Lakes to the Gulf Water- ments will become more complex and exacting, 
way. and one of the purposes of this study is to 

16. The present harbor facilities should be indicate methods of procedure in railroad im- 
improved in order to secure the maximum provement that will not only satisfy the 
benefit therefrom, but it is not believed that growing demands of existing industries but will 
Kenosha would be justified in entering upon also insure the logical development of areas 
an elaborate program for harbor development set aside for industries under the zoning plan 
at this time. and other districts not now within the city 

17. It is believed that the necessity for limits. i Alen oS 
extensive harbor development will arise when The contemplated grade eee elimination 
the St. Lawrence Deep Waterway project be- program of the city and the railroad EVERY comes alcertainty, comprehensive, and when carried out will add 

18. The city should at this time acquire the cry 2 ao Poe ea a = pace i pee 
riparian rights to as much of the lake front as Seen briefly reviewed in this report; and soe : am some revisions suggested. it is possible to obtain in order that future as A - A ae The principal function of the two electric harbor plans may be carried out at a minimum . : : aoe interurban railroads which enter Kenosha are 

y to carry passengers and package freight. Their 
19. The present harbor is not well adapted scope of usefulness is, however, rapidly widen- 

to extensive development as it cannot be easily ing as they are driven to new fields by reason 

served by the railroad. of motor bus competition. In planning for 
20. For the improvement of the Kenosha future growth, full account should be taken of 

harbor it is recommended that Pike Creek be their possibilities for direct service to industries, 
filled above Main Street and that in the space the handling of carload lots, interchange with 
so provided a railroad track be built to serve steam railroads and greater flexibility in the 
a lake terminal for freight and passengers. delivery of package or less than carload freight. 

21. It is recommended that a future new Auto bus lines, of which there are several, 
harbor be located somewhat beyond the constitute another form of transportation 
north city limits where it can be primarily of which is of growing importance to all cities 
service to the industrial district. The port along the Lake Front, and also of the interior 
facilities so located should be designed for where good roads prevail. 
receiving and shipping coal, building supplies The study points out in a general way some 
and other bulk material, wheat, corn, rye, flax of the harbor requirements necessary to make 
and other grains. of Kenosha an efficient port, both for foreign 

Space should be reserved in that area for and domestic vessels. As a result of a study 
dry docks, and coal and oil bunkering facilities. just completed of several ports on the Great 
Direct rail connection must be provided, and Lakes, there is abundant evidence that Kenosha 
ample yards for maintaining an adequate car will reap a considerable advantage from the 
supply. St. Lawrence Deep Waterway project. It is 

expected that one of the principal results of 
Transportation this new commercial outlet will be a stimulation 

of industrial growth, and some attention is 
The railroad transportation problems of therefore given to the location of a district 

Kenosha are considerably simplified by the fact adapted for the great variety of industries that 
that it has but one steam railroad, the Chicago Kenosha should expect in the future. 
& Northwestern. Usually a city is at some dis- 

advantage if there is a lack of competition of Description of Railroads and 
traffic, but the service now rendered by the O i Method 
Chicago & Northwestern Railway very satis- perating ethods 
factorily meets present needs, although at a Chicago and Northwestern Railway. The 
considerable effort by the railroad. As the city Chicago and Northwestern Railway has two
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double track main lines between Chicago and referred to is used primarily for assembling 
Milwaukee. The easterly line, or that which cars to and from local industries, although 
parallels the Lake Shore, is used principally occasionally a train is made up here for a run 
for passenger service, and the westerly line for over the passenger main line. 
freight. The former, or main passenger line, @@N® W. Freight Staton: The fecht 
passes through Kenosha, practically bisecting h ie: 1 : d ¥ Gad i d Vi fed 
it. The freight line is about four miles to the cae - act eae cathe oo rhe 

ee pak Bee he Ke Dee the wide and about 400 feet long. On the track Rockford Division, extends westward from Sloe eee mint Panes Free ae cree 
Kenosha to Freeport, Illinois, connecting up f 3 : é me _ rontage is along Victoria Street, furnishing the two north and south lines, and also the a he ae ee 

ee es . ve a ie = cline ing a total capacity of about 22 cars. 
ee Se a Harvat : E The team tracks lie on both sides of Grand 

Ranney the Rockford Division intersects es Avenue and east of the freight house. Their 
Chicago, ences & ot Baul a . total capacity is about 75 cars, which appears 
ae ee Beck Loe belweee pease aad to be ample for present requirements. Team 
are naps orm a = ae track driveways are of dirt only. Pairs of som i 

northwest, is not greatly used, but will later tracks are about 30 feet apart. 

peprs teenage Suggested Revisions in Operat- 
Passenger Traffic: The main line passenger ing Methods 

trafic over the C. & N. W. Railway consists 

of from 16 to 20 trains each way daily, nearly The very comprehensive grade crossing 
all of which stop at Kenosha. Over the Rock- elimination program mapped out by the Chi- 
ford Division there are two passenger trains cago & Northwestern Railway, in accordance 
each way daily. The passenger station, located with the Railway Commission’s revised order 
at Garden Street and the main line, is a one- for track elevation, dated July 11, 1919, 
story brick structure. A passage way under carries with it other extensive changes, such as 
the two main line tracks leads to a platform the four-tracking of the main line through 
for north-bound trains. Excepting the two Kenosha and relocation of the Pearl Street in- 
trains daily over the Rockford Division, no dustrial track. At the same time that this work 
passenger trains are made up at Kenosha, and is being done it may be expected that Farm 
hence no elaborate system of station tracks is Yard will be reconstructed, or considerably 
needed or provided, the two main line tracks changed. The opportunity should also be 
being sufficient for the present. taken at this time to locate the passenger sta- 

i tion more advantageously and to provide a 
Freight Traffic: Practically all freight that building in better keeping with the size and 

enters or leaves Kenosha by way of the Chi- importance of the city. 

cago and Northwestern is handled in a sort of 

shuttle movement over the Rockford Division Grade Crossing Elimination. 
between Kenosha and Bain, where the main The proposed method of eliminating the 
freight line crosses. Incoming freight cars are grade crossings of the main line of the Chicago 
brought into Farm Yard and there classified & Northwestern Railway through Kenosha is 
for delivery to the various industries and the by track elevation with little or no street 
freight house and team yard. Outgoing cars depression. The present plans call for a track 
are made up into cuts or “drags,” both at Farm raise beginning at Fairfield Avenue on the 
Yard and in the city yard, the latter being north and extending to a point south of Selma 
along the main line in the vicinity of Garden Avenue. In general, for ordinary street widths 
Street. Cars from the Simmons Company are of 66 feet, the plans provide for a line of sup- 
ordinarily in sufficient number that they are ports in the center of the street and upon each 
handled directly to and from Farm Yard along curb line, thus dividing the opening into two 
the Pearl Street track. The city yard above roadways 23 feet wide and two sidewalks 10
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feet wide. .An under-clearance of 13 feet ings provided are 23 feet and sidewalks 

above crown of street is contemplated and the 10 feet wide. 

floor thickness of the subway floor is assumed Hanson Street. a: 4 

at about 4 feet below top of rail. Where sub- Ne through and to be vacated. 

ways will be used by street railways a minimum Broad eG Oy ipl ae nye eer te 

mnder-clearancescl 14.5 feet = recommended. street is shown 66 feet wide east side and 
On the Rockford Division the new railroad 38 feet west side. Two openings are pro- 

grade meets the present street grade at Ridge vided 23 feet wide, and sidewalks 10 
Greece feet wide. Broad Street ends a short 

A detailed description of the crossings as Lem aoe west of the tracks. 

now proposed under the revised order of July ame ONDE jironet Addie tice onente: 

11, 1919, and recommendations with relation Ouineasieet 

to the City Plan are as follows. Where the ; Not through and to be vacated. 
proposed plans meet the requirements of the Orange Street. 

city plan no recommendation is made: Not through and to be vacated. 
; ah 

Fairfield Avenue and Putnam Street. Middle Street. 
. There are five tracks here and a street The new railroad grade as proposed ‘ z z : 

ee i width of 66 feet is provided with standard begins rising from Fairfield Avenue, at the d Tee Ik ¥ Cee 
rate of 0.5 per cent, Fairfield being left sean on re We goon es oe 
at grade. There are now four tracks at $ 
this point. Grand Avenue. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: It is desirable to extend _ Spt ps ae feet Hehe : pens 
track elevation so as to include both Th two sidewalks eac re awa ha 
Fairfield Avenue and Putnam Street. The ere is one street car track on this 
latter crosses about 1200 feet north of street. 
Fairfield Avenue and is to be a four-line Garden Street. 
thoroughfare 66 feet wide. This street is 4914. feet wide east of 

MATa Sir cer the ge 66 foe west of 

An underpass 8’x 8’ for pedestrians or aa e east side it jogs Ki as 
only is provided. There are four tracks ries an oa eon unues ie f b 
at this point which are about 4 feet ay ee 0 : a ao ay ave to be 
higher than the adjacent property. We oe 2 ae, es a ranean fee 

RECOMMENDATIONS: The underpass will be GaaloA sae Ghd ahaa l670 fee Ee 
sufficient for the present as the territory is Marken abiboth of whichistrecta sibware 

ee ee ee are provided. It is scarcely practicable 
owever, r P ne 

E > to maintain Garden Street open and also 
line ee oo eo a retain the freight house and team tracks 
SE anes ue neces 4 | Sco ce = the C. & N. W. Ry. in their present 

ocation. 

North et is sh be 664 id RECOMMENDATIONS: The railroad plan shows 
Th od ata own ee c a eet wide. an underpass at this point for pedestrians 
23 f aoe Se 2 a) IBEONI a. tk SOREL: only, for the purpose of enabling them to 

J teet wide and two sidewalks h Sf reach the passenger station. Although 
SS pe not ae ual it is later recommended that the passenger 

i e star. The ae a = aie Pe tal in station be relocated at Market Street, it is 
character. S ae Hac an Cun nevertheless desirable to retain this under- 
number, are 4 out 31/2 feet higher than pass for pedestrians about where now 

i the street grade. provided, in line with Garden Street. 
Division Street. : Pearl Street. 

This — un ee ee ane a This street is shown 4914 feet wide and 
plea [ec he ei Th ewe: 1 j the plan provides for closing and vacating 
eet wi “4 Sear elles i e resulting it. This is not objectionable as_ it 

7 at a Se ECVe™ eres ally pies Here a 
ronson Street. either a subway or underpass for pedes- 

This street is shown 66 feet wide east- trians would not be desirable at this point. 
ward and 40.5 feet wide on the west side There is little or no traffic now over Pearl 
of the railroad. The two roadway open- Street west of N. W. Main Street. 

ieee
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Market Street. feet wide. The spur track to American 
Market Street is shown 4914 feet wide Brass Company will remain at grade. 

on both sides. One 30-foot opening is RECOMMENDATIONS: The major street plan re- 
bygices ane two sidewalks 9.75 feet quires an opening sufficient for four lines 
wee b 5 hee of the street amount- of trafic. Two roadway openings, at 
ing to about 2 et will be necessary and least 20 feet wide in the clear, and two 
will produce no inconvenient results. sidewalks, each 10 feet wide, are recom- 

RECOMMENDATIONS: It is at the head of this mended. 
street that it is desired to ee the Strong Street. 

ae ieee Dae ia ee eoore 1 ae This street is 66 feet wide on each side 

wb ne aed toe al and the rch, andro age ad D y -foot i ided. 
widen Market Street to 130 feet east of [Uitoo Se oS pa © 
the railway track, taking the necessary Selleck Avenue—Evergreen Street. 
additional land from the south side, No crossing at present. 
leaving the present north line as it is now. RECOMMENDATIONS: This street is not yet 
This wide street will then form a direct through, but will eventually become a 

approach to and offer in the distance a major street, for which an opening to care 
ee the ee of buildings Ten for four lines of traffic will be required. 
ing the proposed civic center. is no Abend 
necessary that the subway underneath the Collins we road’ 1 h Colli 
tracks be the full width of the street, and s S a G0 fe P a ® ae b Ens 
it is recommended that two openings 23 otreet to i. d c ie! 53 S ae 
feet wide and with two 10-foot sidewalks, 7 aaa EUSTE ESO) CO TONS TNS) 
as at other similar streets, be provided. I oot openings. 

Park Sipeet. Sheridan Road. \ 4 

At Park Street one 30-foot opening is ve eine ae der ae ee 
to be provided with two sidewalks 9.75 Plan indicates this street to be eet 
feet wide. 

Wisconsin Street. x 
This street at present is not open across Chest 

the railroad. It is proposed to extend Bost OE a 
Wisconsin Street as an 80-foot street to = RSS ee A eS 
Freemont Street, and to provide a subway Pie 5 j 
under the railroad tracks. The subway ee it alli oti hg 
will have two roadway openings, each 23 Pesala - o bm 1% 4 
feet wide, and two sidewalks 17 feet a ee ; wide. z oF eee eee — 

se ages Geese 
South Street. ae ea : 

This street is to be vacated across the ae : > 
railroad right-of-way. 

Prairie Avenue. 

The present width of the street is 66 
feet on each side of the tracks; two road- ee es ee an ; s i idan Re e sing ity. : Sr cl inisationgah Mistendeotise cer cssinee; is aecviaea way openings 23 feet wide and sidewalks & 8 5 
17 feet wide are provided. for in a definite agreement between the 

P St t city and the railroad. 
‘omeroy Street. 

i i 1 i * 4 
eo = 492 feet wide. a ae wide and two roadway openings 23 feet 

seh Co ean ee eon “O75 f : i wide, and two sidewalk openings 10 feet ne pede sidewalks 9. eet wide evide are provided! 
is provided. 

Dayton Street. RECOMMENDATIONS: The mejor eect plan 
Not ouch Got ond ao tlw nedespras requires this to be a six-line thoroughfare; 

a 3! 2° P, however, as there will be no parking in 
Nee : the subway it is believed that a 46-foot 

Elizabeth Street. ; ; roadway will be satisfactory, especially 
, At this street, the railroad plan orig- as the crossing is on a flat skew and will 
inally provided for one roadway opening be rather costly to eliminate. Two side- 
- on two a oe walk openings, each 17 feet wide, are 
sidewalks. e street as shown is i recommended.
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Selma Avenue. tion of grades can be worked out to advantage, 

The subway originally planned for this but not without considerable disturbance to 
crossing has one roadway opening 19 feet the industries. 
wide and a sidewalk space of 4 feet. The J a theh : 

r se A 2 5 The grade crossing elimination program if 
present city limits line is the outer line a Cre : a i" 
of Selma Avenue: carried out in its entirety will prove of imme- 

RECOMMENDATIONS: Selma Avenue, under the diate and inestimable benefit to the city. 

major street plan, will have a_ traffic Under the terms of the order the city must pay 

capacity of six lines of vehicles, and the claims for abutting damages, but these will be 

subway when built, should provide for at small indeed if the claimants can be made to 

least four lines of travel. Two road- realize the extent to which their property will 
way openings 23 feet wide and two side- 2 2 ‘ 
evallis ‘17. fenridotice vecomimen ded! increase in value after the work is done. The 

= city could well afford, if it can be arranged, to 
Fremont Avenue. i : 

On the ROS D vor RockfordiDivision, purchase outright at current prices all such 

the elimination of Fremont Avenue cross- so-called damaged property and by reselling 
ing is taken care of by a single roadway later at its new price realize substantially on 
opening 30 feet wide and two sidewalks the investment. 

9.75 feet wide. - A redraft of the Railroad Commission's 

RECOMMENDATIONS: Fr emont Avenue mS Order for Track Elevation, wherein each cross- 
classed as a four-line thoroughfare in the 5 5 : au 5 5 

: : ing is treated in detail, is contained in 
major street plan, and will therefore re- as A 
quire two roadway openings of about 23 Appendix A. 

feet ate paces pavers oo The The Four-Tracking of the Main Line. 

Se cae eee coe It is to be hoped that eventually the present 

E baieas wa s a main line passing through Kenosha will be of 

pp cooone gee ee ee four-track construction the entire distance 
grades of 3 feet will be necessary in order : : 3 
that the new grade of the railroad tracks between Chicago and Milwaukee. When this 

will not exceed about 0.75%. is done, the line can be used more largely for 

: Sn i traffic, th d- 
In conclusion, it will be seen from the fore- freight as well eee ee eri ste pana cae 

: é : ing up the service. 
going analysis of the railroad grade crossing 

situation that the revisions to the plan pro- Farm Classification Yard. 

posed by the C. & N. W. Railway and covered The Farm Yard, which is located on the 

in the revised order of July 11, 1919, will con- K. & D. Division in the westerly part of the 

sist in enlarging certain openings and providing city, now has a capacity of about 470 cars. It 

several additional subways not contemplated is not well planned for a classification yard, 

in the plan in order that the City Plan can be being merely a collection of side tracks. There 

developed as projected. In addition, the is ample room in the vicinity for the develop- 

extension of the main track elevation north- ment of a very satisfactory yard that will care 

ward so as to include both Fairfield and for the industrial output of this section. In 

Putnam Streets is recommended. If this work the event that the shore line now used mainly 

is made a part of the general program its cost for passenger traffic is used also for freight, this 

will be much less than if performed as a sepa- yard will not be well located for the make-up 

rate project later. of trains to go out on what is now the passen- 

All crossings on the Rockford Division were ger division, as there will be too much traffic 

examined, but it is not believed economically on streets at grade and an excess of dead 

practicable to carry the elimination further movement. It is felt that a yard to the north 

than now contemplated under the order. Prac- of Kenosha will later become more useful, 

tically all of the movements over this track are especially as that large area just beyond the 

in switching service, and while there doubtless north city limits promises to become an im- 

is some delay at crossings there is little danger portant industrial district. If the present pas- 

as they are well protected. senger line is maintained exclusively for that 

At some future date at points on the Rock- purpose, Farm classification yard is placed 

ford Branch crossed by major streets a separa- about as well as it could be and its further 

at
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development in this district will not hinder the aia aa = = = 
growth of the city. es : 

ee 
Pearl Street Industrial Track. a 

The Pearl Street industrial track is one of Ee at 

great importance to that group of industries a | : I q 
lying along Pike Creek from Sheridan Road to ' ala i a 
the Lake, including principally the Simmons _" i ons” 2 inte “as | 
Company and the Bain Wagon Company. At . rs 
present this track leads directly to the Farm - el 
Yard by way of the K. & D. Division. The = Pa 
raising of the main line tracks necessitates the F Be 4 ; ‘ 

cutting of the Pearl Street track at N. W. Main x = Ree Rt eee ak ma 
Street and the construction of a new connec- ee Ce ee 
tion. The railroad company’s plan, Line A, 

Plate No. 16, provides for the new track to pense and will materially add to the attractive- 
leave Pearl Street just east of Congress Street, ness of the city. It is suggested in connection 
and to parallel this street about 150 feet west Mithaitheleconstructionich ihe station thaceas 
of it, joining the spur to the N. R. Allen Com- much as possible of the space underneath the 
pany’s plant at about Orange Street, the total tracks be utilized both to provide for future 
length of new track required being about 2800 expansion of the station facilities and for park- 
feet. 

It is recommended that instead of following I\ 

the above plan an extension be made of the : t 

spur track that now ends at Grand Avenue and tes 

Sheridan Road. This track indicated as line ; f ee 

B on Plate No. 16, can be brought down t | nit i K alae 

along the right bank of Pike Creek, or if the seh tal ol bh Il) a Asal tl el! 

latter is filled, it can occupy the middle por- = A pe SS rs | 

tion. There is room for a double track with pe il a = = ates 
necessary leads to the Bain Wagon Company, eee a gee sve Se a ses 

Simmons Company, and also to provide, by ae en Ba ee op asthe Pay comes 
running underneath the Main Street bridge, a Z Ra gos igi thie ica a 

connection to the proposed municipal pier later Ae OA FSIG ae i 2 es, ‘soa Ses 

described. 

As the output of the group of industries that ee: en caion eee oes ane ie i: 5 = of the Civic Center plan. 
will be served by this track is very large and 

growing rapidly, it is desirable that a yard for ing room for automobiles. For this reason it 
assembling and classifying cars be located is recommended that a considerable portion of 
near by. The yard previously suggested north the track elevation through Kenosha be by 
of the city would be well adapted for this concrete trestle instead of solid earth fill and 
group of industries. retaining walls and fill, and the space thus pro- 

The Proposed New Passenger Station. vided will have a high value. 

The present passenger station of the C. & N. The Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee 
W. Railway, although conveniently located, R. R. (Electric). 
has become too small for its purpose and is This line offers very efficient local service 
obsolete in its arrangement and appointments. between Chicago and Milwaukee, both for pas- 
As the elevation of the tracks will necessitate sengers and for package freight. 
a very radical change in the station anyway, The passenger station is located at Elizabeth 
its relocation at the intersection of Market Street and Erie Street, a little over a mile 
Street should cause little if any increased ex- from the business center of Kenosha. A con-
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tinuation of its service to outlying points is provided to bring the city and railroad in closer 

provided by auto buses, which are also ope- contact, and to this end it is recommended 

rated by the company to Waukegan and Lake that a downtown freight station be established 

Geneva. The auto buses are operated from a with auto truck delivery to the Salem Street 
downtown center at South and Main Streets to station. Similarly, the street car schedules 
the North Shore station. The station building should be so arranged or buses provided 

is 35 feet wide, about 100 feet long, and whereby passengers to and from the North 
exceptionally neat in appearance and is well Shore station can more quickly and more cer- 

arranged. Patronage on this line is growing, tainly reach their destination. 

and although handicapped somewhat by its Truck service operation in Chicago as an 
relative distance from the business district, it is adjunct to the North Shore Electric would 

a valuable asset of the city and will become facilitate the delivery of Kenosha products to 
increasingly so with the westward spread of the that great market. 

population. 

The freight station of this company is at T. M. E. R. & L. Co. Interurban Express, 

Salem Avenue and the North Shore tracks. Milwaukee Northern Railway. 

The building is of frame construction, 360 feet The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light 
long, the inbound section being 40 feet wide Company’s interurban express offers rapid ser- 
and the outbound 35 feet wide. There are vice from Kenosha to Milwaukee and interme- 

three scheduled package freight trains daily in diate towns, and to quite an extensive territory 

each direction, Chicago and Milwaukee being to the north and west of Milwaukee. 

the terminating points. The freight station is located at Chicago 

Carload shipments are not numerous but and Garden Streets, conveniently close to the 

when of sufficient volume a carload train is business center. A scheduled movement is 

made up to handle it. This line does not inter- maintained, and in connection with store door 

change with the C. & N. W. except occasion- delivery by auto truck, very satisfactory service 

ally in switching to some industry. Interchange is rendered. 

movements with the E. J. & E. Railroad at 

Waukegan, Illinois, are frequent, and this con- Industrial Development 

nection will later prove of great value to future 

industries of Kenosha that may locate on the Area North of Kenosha. 
main line or branches of the North Shore Rail- Further development of industries within the 

road. At present, carload business consists existing city limits of Kenosha is somewhat 
principally of building materials, such as sand, restricted, and is confined to a slight expansion 

gravel, and crushed stone. The sand and of present areas so used. Land must be sought 

gravel is shipped from Libertyville and the elsewhere to provide for the increase in this 

stone largely from Racine. class of activities that is expected. 

Through freight service of carloads in trains Without question the most suitable location 

is not permitted in many towns and villages for a new industrial district is that territory 

through which the North Shore passes, and now used principally for farming lying adjacent 

even with six cars it is necessary in some places to the north city limits, between the C. & N. 

to break the train and proceed in two sections. W. Railroad and the Chicago, North Shore & 

For this road to become an important factor Milwaukee R. R. (Electric). This land is 

in the movement of bulk freight, it will be accessible to the railroad, is flat, and well 

necessary to overcome this disadvantage, served by good roads and electric cars. It is 

either by an extensive grade crossing elimina- on the leeward side of the city for prevailing 

tion program or by the construction of another winds and therefore will not cause annoyance 

line farther west, beyond the influence of such by reason of noise or offensive odors. What 

restrictions. is more important, the lake is close at hand, 

In order to increase the usefulness of the and the topography is such that the entire area 

Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad can be made to fit in with a general develop- 

to the City of Kenosha, some means should be ment of a new harbor.
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Laying Out New Industrial Areas. 1. Industries of like nature should be 
Vacant areas within and adjacent to a city, confined to the same district so far as 

suitable for industrial development, constitute possible. te 

one of its most important assets and are its 2. Industrial districts should be made up 
2 : of as large blocks or parcels of land 

guarantee against stagnated growth. It is, Gas 3 
eee Pa k as it is practicable to keep intact. 

theretore, of the utmost consequence to make 3. Industrial districts should be pro- 
the most of such tracts of land by carefully tected from the encroachment of resi- 
planning the manner of and extent to which dential development and the restric- 

they may be utilized for factory and commer- tions pertaining thereto. 
cial purposes. 4. Streets through industrial areas 

Considerations such as fire hazard, water should be well paved and free from 
ie divect f ‘li na A through traffic or traffic not directly 

SUED a 3 oF. oe ing ce e an concerned with that area. 
jeoreteas of resi GRGE! sections often deter- 5. Sewér and water lines leading to an 

mine what parts of a city shall be devoted to industrial district should be of ample 
industrial purposes and the kind of enterprises size to meet the special requirements 
that will be tolerated there. imposed. 

So far as practicable, projects of a similar 6. A certain proportion of the area 
nature should be grouped together for the rea- adjacent ee industrial district, 

ees See rare aa within walking distance, should be 
son etnat oo ECGs Or aneporanon are reserved for the homes of the mass of 
almost identical. For example, coal yards, the employees. 

lumber yards, building material supply stations, 7. Adequate street car service should be 
furniture factories, foundries, flour mills and provided. 

allied industries, each have a more or less com- 8. Sufficient right-of-way for railroads 
mon source of supply for their raw materials, serving the district should be re- 

: . 2 served so that their future growth 
and their finished products are usually shipped zB ‘ 

aeeae ae will be unrestricted. 

1 cae aes is eae 9. Each industry should have spurs and 
t is evi ent that i each of these in lustries platform space to care for at least 

were located in their own general district the one day’s run, with additional room 
necessity for intra-terminal switching, and for future requirements. 

hence congestion, would be reduced and the 10. The district should be accessible to 

work in the railroads’ classification yards les- railroads and steamship lines. 
, : e ‘ 11. As requirements demand, common 

sened, owing to the simplified method of dis- Fei aes : 
sbuti cd reight houses, receiving and loading 

tribution rer: and team tracks should be provided 
Where a city has already developed along in the industrial districts by the rail- 

well established lines and there still remains roads. 

near its boundaries vacant tracts of land, such 12. ae within crowded areas 

as is the case with Kenosha, it is entirely ene cn the more valuable ground, it 
feasble 6 asin f h 4 is desirable to establish industrial 
See Coe gees Conc vacem terminals, which consist of large, 
areas that little or no congestion will occur fireproof, multiple-story buildings, 
and the maximum benefit will result. capable of housing a number of in- 

This calls for the enactment of well con- a all sharing in common the 
sidered legislation and the exercise of a high acilities provided. 

degree of municipal patriotism. In the actual laying out of an industrial 

It is especially desirable that the railroads district, too much care cannot be taken in the 

be called upon for their advice and assistance manner in which railroad transportation service 

in formulating any plan of industrial develop- is provided. The tendency if there is more 

ment, as the success of such a plan depends than one road, is for each to endeavor to serve 

primarily upon their ability to serve a given the district independently with a view, of 

area. course, to secure as much as possible of the 

The following general rules for laying out traffic for its own line. The inevitable result 

and controlling the use of industrial areas are of such procedure is confusion and a wasteful 

offered as applicable to Kenosha: interference in each other's operations, greatly
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to the detriment of the shippers’ and hence the Machinery 

city’s interest. Tools 

An essential feature is the establishment of Hose Underwear and Sweaters 
small yards or sidings within or very near the Bac eodanes 

district to act as reservoirs for the temporary : 3 

storage of loads and empties which have been Jt will be observed that some of the indus- 
Pe leceeiecorilcliceratomor mrceeedin ror tries of Kenosha are supplementary to others. 

ear inatairiont For example, one firm manufactures automo- 

Streets should be sufficiently wide to accom- biles and another automobile lamps ane Serene 

moderate railroad tracks for switching, as it is sories. One of the largest firms in the United 

generally unavoidable that they be used for this States manufacturing brass copper /stecting 

purpose sooner or later. By no means, how- and tubing is 2 Kenosha, a very Jarge part a 

ever, should such tracks be used for through whose product is worked up there into finshed 

or main line traffic or, {n fact, any other busi- materials, such as brass parts for plumbers 

ness that does not directly concern the indus- supplies, brass novelties, lamps, etc. 
(eee ae edincoidinciee There is still opportunity for other industries 

Ginde Gromineenmny be lnitimizediinmmume in Kenosha, the output of which could be used 

ber and importance by a careful study of the by local firms; for example the Simmons Com- 

probable amount of cross traffic that may arise pany papers = Steal deal of rolled steel from 

due to residential or other development on Cleveland, Ohio, and Middleton, Ohio. Sheet 
Gthevnde aba aventaren: steel is brought in from the Pittsburgh district 

The exact location where separation of and Pig iron from Duluth and the Pittsburgh 
eradea willl beyeauiedihould beiqxedies@eon district, for the manufacture of automobiles. 

as possible in order that buildings and other There 1B po tire factory in Kenosha, although 
Serre neta hel icine be planned the entire output of a factory of considerable 

to conform to the permanent lines and grades. see. could be used by the Nash Company. 

There is no question but that an industrial Similarly there is a demand for a factory to 

district planned and laid out in a logical sys- furnish disc wheels, automobile bumpers, 

tematic manner, with some assurance that con- and material used for automobile ees Dise 

ditions therein will remain stable, will prove wheels are now brought from Philadelphia 

infinitely more attractive to capital than one and bumpers are made in North Chicago. 
ee oeairueirene lieclotrodevelonihaphecardly, Kenosha is well located for the manufacture 

eae of linseed oil, paints and varnishes, and is close 

The benehis! accrue ita uae cityaitronn ia to a very good consuming area for these 

healthy, free industrial growth are not to be products. The Simmons Company manufac- 
eae tures its own varnish and paints at present. Of 

the many industries for which the state of Wis- 

Industries of Kenosha. consin is especially noted, Kenosha lacks those 
The principal manufactures of Kenosha are for the manufacture of farming implements, 

as follows: boots and paper boxes, canning and preserving 

Beds and Metal Furniture fruits and vegetables, men’s clothing, confec- 

Brass Bed Machinery tionery and ice-cream, electrical machinery, 

oe a flour mills, furniture, rolling mills and other 

Aieteride Bicycle lampee Aurea Burnpers steel works, planing mill products, meats, 

(Igoe Mfg. Co.) stamped and enameled ware and roofing mate- 

Wagons rials. 
Fire Trucks 
Narco ulrecks St. Lawrence Waterway. 

Leather The advent of the St. Lawrence Deep Wa- 

Wire Rope terway will undoubtedly make of Kenosha a 
rs Copper Shectnu, Tobe and much more important manufacturing center 

Wire : than it is at this time. It should especially 

Brace Novelties become an export point for a large amount of
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grain. While other ports, such as Duluth, lake, and is there transferred to the railroad 

Milwaukee, Chicago and others will always be and brought to Kenosha. Raw cotton and 

the principal export cities, nevertheless the textiles are examples of materials used in this 

smaller ports, especially those on the west shore city that can be brought at cheaper rates by 

of Lake Michigan, will all receive a great im- water than by rail. The outgoing tonnage 

petus to their growth by reason of this new would consist of machinery, dairy products, 

route to the sea. Kenosha should be able to automobiles and other products of this district. 

support at that time several flour mills, and Testimony taken by the senatorial investigat- 

also grain elevators for direct loading into ing committee at St. Louis on October 22, 

boats. 1923, indicated that coal would move north- 

The city should be a distribution center for ward in considerable quantity from lower 

fertilizers of all descriptions, the principal Illinois, more particularly from those counties 

ingredients of which are imported from foreign traversed by the Big Muddy River. While this 

countries, more particularly from South waterway is still in the realm of speculation, as 

America. Kenosha with other cities on the is the deeping of the St. Lawrence River, it is 

west shore of Lake Michigan are advantage- believed that the city of Kenosha has much to 

ously located for maintaining ship yards and its gain if either project is carried out. The St. 

accessory industries, such as woodworking Lawrence waterway, however, offers the most 

establishments and ship supply houses. economic advantage and more immediate and 

Lakes to the Gulf Waterway. Posiet Se eeralte. 

Should reliable navigation be established 

between Chicago to the Gulf of Mexico by Suggested Port Plan 

means of the proposed nine-foot channel, It is premature for the city of Kenosha to 
Kenosha and other cities of the Great Lakes invest at this time any great amount of money 

in this district should be distinctly benefited in an elaborate plan for harbor development. 

providing the waterway is of such capacity that It is not too early, however, to consider the 

an appreciable amount of tonnage can be matter in its various phases and to take the 

transported thereby. Such a waterway would initial steps that will later make a comprehen- 
bring our southern States, South America, sive plan possible. The most important of 
Cuba and West Indies and Mexico in closer these is the acquisition of riparian rights along 
contact with the Great Lakes district than is the lake shore. The railroad plan, Plate No. 

now possible. Great quantities of sugar, coffee, 16, shows by the dotted area the extent of 
molasses, sisal and a considerable amount of lake front ownership by the city. None of this 

burlap would find their way to this district and land is suitably located for the development of 
furnish the incentive for new industries. a harbor for docking ocean vessels, as it is 

Hides are now shipped from California to almost impossible to get satisfactory rail con- 
Kenosha by way of the Panama Canal, and by nection to any of it. 

rail from New York. Tannage extract, used The following discussion deals with present 
in large quantities in Kenosha, is imported harbor conditions, present need for improve- 
from South America. It reaches Milwaukee by ments, and probably future requirements. 

Description of Kenosha Harbor 

The following description of the Kenosha the mouth of Pike Creek, and consists of 
harbor is from the report for 1922 of the an interior basin having an area of about 
United States Chief of Engineers: eight aoc and a channel protected by 

parallel piers extending therefrom to deep 
“Kenosha harbor is on the west shore water in Lake Michigan. The entrance 

of Lake Michigan, distant about 35 miles channel is protected on the north by a 
southerly from Milwaukee and about 54 detached breakwater. 
miles northerly from Chicago. It is at “The existing project provides for a 
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detached breakwater 800 feet long, for automobiles, and unclassified commodities 
two parallel piers about 250 feet apart, (package-freight). The usual limit of 
1,075 and 1,845 feet in length for the draft for package-freight vessels, compris- 
north and south piers, respectively, and ing 45 per cent of the total traffic, is 12 
for a channel 200 feet wide, 19 feet deep; feet; that for coal (40 per cent), is 18 
this channel extends from that depth in feet; that for the remaining trafic (15 
the lake a distance of 2,350 feet to an per cent) is 16 feet.” : 
interior basin 18 feet deep. The break- 
water is formed of stone-filled cribs; the Comparative Annual Statement 
piers are formed of stone-filled cribs and 
piling. The entire north pier is capped of Traffic 
with concrete superstructure. Calendar 

“The project depths are referred to year Short Tons Value Passengers 

low-water datum for Lake Michigan, V9V7 reece 74,689 $18,437,586 6,250 
which is taken at 579.6 feet above mean 1918 2. 425982 9,654,532 3,370 
tide level at New York. The fluctuations 1919, nian, 385537 7,610,180 1,500 
of water level are seasonal changes of 1920 = 35,232 13,942,570 
about one-half foot above or below the W921 25589 3,815,700 
annual mean stage, and extreme fluctua- s 

- : The decrease in tonnage compared to tions of a temporary nature, due to wind 5 - Be 
that of the preceding year is principally 

and barometric pressure, of about 11/4 : : 
due to decreased receipts and shipments 

feet above or below the mean lake level f bil d k freight. Th 
prevailing at the time. ee a eg een eae ae . 

ee 5 decrease in valuation is due to decreased 
The estimate of cost of new work, : ahi esha 1 

made in 1906, was $35,000, exclusive of RecerE TS Sa one ue ae Sone 
amounts expended under previous pro- and Caan aaa re eae Ba oa 
jects. The latest (1917) approved esti- Me Be Ota oe eS eee gece) 
mate for annual cost of maintenance is States District Engineer, shows no in- 
$7,000.” crease. 

Terminal Facilities. : 
“The following wharves are not open Kind and Amount of Traffic 

to general public use: Three coal wharves Bors | 922 
with 1,765 feet frontage; one lumber Receipts Tons 
wharf with 1,050 feet frontage; one Pregh fish 228 et cared a eee 64 
package-freight wharf with 200 feet front- Fresh fruit and potatoes.nncccccccccnennnnnnnn 473 
age; one tan-bark wharf with 970 feet Goal arid coke 26. tn te BO) 
iar one fishing wharf with 488 feet Automobiles and automobile parts... 1,760 
rontage. Unclassified 12.2 oe ee OD) 
“About 900 feet of revetment, built by ——_— 

the city of Kenosha along the north side Total sie tcaecnunanemuinnnnaaceamed 4570 

of entrance channel and east side of basin, Shipments 
is available for wharfage and is open to Automobiles and automobile parts...ccccccw. 3,523 
general public use. Wiel nens feds 2 Sn ster Be Dee ee ae meee renee 161595) 

“More efficient use of existing ter- a 
minalssnthe peonstructionmo meq OUmrcemint fiotalls a. cee). eee ee ee ee ee OATES 

SSe o ea RTS Pa Grand Tord  e d a6p 
and utilization of available frontage for otal appropriation 40) date! of thie report 
development of additional terminals, par- 678.807 
ticularly for the receipt of coal, is consid- $ 2 Al. 
ered necessary to meet requirements of 

existing commerce and to better utilize the Present Needs of Kenosha Harbor. 
harbor facilities which have been provided The port of Kenosha is well adapted to 
by the Federal Government. handling a packet and passenger business, and 

“While the extension of the breakwater for serving a few large plants that are located 

has somewhat diminished disturbances in immediately on the water front. It is not now 
the harbor during storms, the water- a i . z 
borne cornmerce has decreased initonnaze nor can it be easily made into a port for receiv- 
since the completion of the project.” ing or shipping large quantities of material in 

Gommortial’ Statistics: bulk, such as coal, coke, grains, pig iron, etc. 

ihe ieeneral acharacremiaraibescart This is due to restricted size and to its lack of 
merce for the last calendar year is coal, railroad connections. No railroad track is near 
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enough to the port to effect an interchange consists of leather, autos, auto parts, machin- 

between rail and water, except the privately ery, brass goods, beds, furniture, knit goods 

owned track of the Simmons Company. and wire rope. Autos are forwarded to De- 

Practically all land bordering the present troit, Cleveland, Toledo and Buffalo. There 
harbor adaptable for wharf purposes, is pri- are no elevators on the harbor and no grain is 

vately owned. The principal use made of the shipped. 
harbor is by the Hill Steamboat Line, which The outbound tonnage is of two kinds—that 
has a warehouse on the harbor at the foot of for direct delivery in Chicago or other ports, 
Cedar Street, and the Baldwin Coal Company. or for delivery to railroads for distant destina- 

The latter occupies a portion of the south tion. The former class enjoys a 10% differen- 
front along the channel, and is practically tial in favor of the lake, and the latter is at 

isolated from the streets by the surrounding standard rates. The handling of less than car- 
buildings of the Simmons Company. Rail load shipments by lake affords the advantage 

interchange is not practicable at either place. to the shipper of this rate differential in the 
ciel NicHolsonulransi Company cwithiheade case of local delivery, and a saving in time. 

quarters at Detroit, also makes this port, as Navigation is open practically the entire 

does the Thompson Transit Corporation. Both Yeats which is be tremendous help toward main- 

lines carry automobiles principally. The taining the shipping business on a profitable 

Thompson Transit Corporation has constructed basis. It is believed that the natural advan- 

and operates a warehouse on the east shore of tage of Kenosha’s location will eventually 
the bouine justify the construction of a much larger harbor 

The idiot wechnically coterie npsteai be than now exists, especially if its industrial ex- 

far as Grand Avenue, but it is seldom navi- Benson conunuce 

gated beyond Main Street. Further develop- Expansion of Present Harbor. 

ment beyond Main Street is not to be expected While the Kenosha harbor is too small for 
as the barrier interposed by the Main Street any very great development, it is capable of 

bridge and the crookedness of the channel are more intensive use than is now being made of 

sufficient to discourage the entrance of any but it. By the acquisition of that property between 

the smallest vessels. Main Street and the Harbor line the city could 
The harbor itself is rather small to act both obtain sufficient ground to construct a very 

as such and as a turning basin, and it is not complete terminal for the combined use of 

capable of enlargement except at the sacrifice passengers and miscellaneous freight. This is 

of much valuable land. shown by the cross-hatched area on the Rail- 
It is recommended that the present harbor road Map, Plate No. 16. By closing Pike 

be improved only sufficiently to develop its Creek and extending the railroad track down 

greatest possibilities as a packet and passenger the middle of it near the bridge along the dock 

terminal and that a new harbor for the wall, direct transfer from rail to water and vice 

handling of bulk shipments be eventually es- versa can be obtained. The terminal then 

tablished elsewhere. would consist of a docking edge of about 600 

Traffic through the port of Kenosha at feet, of railroad tracks along the docking edge, 
present amounts to about 30,000 tons annually, and a two or three-story warehouse, with the 

and consists of coal and general merchandise. second floor on street level for direct service by 
Inbound tonnage is made up of dry goods, fur- teams and trucks. The passenger waiting 
niture, fruits, vegetables, hardware and metal room would also be on the street level. This 

goods. This is almost entirely for local deliv- terminal would occupy the site upon which now 

ery, and originates in Chicago, Waukegan and stands a wooden coal dock, which is no longer 

Milwaukee. Coal constitutes an important used. 

item of inbound tonnage. None of this ton- The terminal, such as described above, to- 

nage is transshipped on railroads, but is gether with a similar development carried out 

bulk, such as coal, coke, grains, pig iron, etc. on the opposite shore, should serve Kenosha’s 

handled by trucks and teams from the docks. needs until the St. Lawrence Deep Waterway 

Outbound tonnage originates locally and is opened for ocean steamship navigation. 
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Future Port Development. is comparatively easy to build through the 
Bearing in mind the necessity for railroad swale or low lands extending to the suggested 

communication to the port, and the desirability location. The yards for serving the port can 

of its being as close as possible to the heavy be along the main line of the railroad and only 

industrial district of the city, it is recommended sufficient tracks provided near the harbor itself 

that the new harbor be located approximately for keeping a supply of cars on hand. 

opposite the north city limits line of Kenosha. One of the principal immediate benefits 

At first, the port facilities should consist of Kenosha would receive from port development 

receiving pier for coal, building supplies and would be the securing of an adequate coal 

other bulk materials, and of grain elevators for supply at prices substantially lower than at 

the shipment of wheat, corn, rye, flax and other present. An example of this may be cited in 

grains. Later a transit shed, and perhaps ware- the case of Waukegan, where it is said that, 

houses for miscellaneous merchandise may be owing to its comparatively large and accessible 

added. Space should be reserved for dry harbor, hard coal can be procured for about 

docks and coal and oil bunkers. $3.00 per ton less than the same can be pur- 

Rail connection to the C. & N. W. Railway chased in Kenosha. 
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RECREATION 

The city of Kenosha is one of the few cities In the fall, soccer and regular football leagues 
that appreciate the value of a balanced, all- were formed among boys and liberty ball 

year recreation program. The full significance Was played by the girls. A_ business 

of this fact should be understood. It means fociliti Bynes cane eee the 
ape acilities of the schools. City-wide social 

that the municipality not only buys parks and affaires lice mclallow = eniettaten ome 

playgrounds and other recreation facilities and Thanksgiving parties are organized. 

maintains them, as a great many cities do, but . ee 
jneaddittentcuppore! alrecrestion (depareatenk Winter sports and activities drew forth a total 

: of 115,000 between November Ist and 
to show people how to use them. By this April Ist. Folk dancing, story telling, 
means the municipality secures adequate  re- singing, basket ball and indoor baseball 
turns from its park and playground invest- and skating enlisted the interest of school 

ments. The baseball diamonds are kept in children. Adults had four basketball 

use, tennis courts are in demand, the lawns of leagues, consisting of 22 teams, all players 

the parks are overrun by children at play. The eee ooae baseball leagues of : 16 teams, playing a regular series of 
purposes for which the taxpayers’ money was games. Skating was provided for on 

spent when these areas were purchased are three rinks. Recreation centers were 
being realized fully. opened five nights a week in three dis- 

It is instructive to review the activities and ea complete program of activities : . being offered at each center. The aver- 
accomplishments of the recreational staff. ane daily) attendance: apithese fecrention 

They show at once what parks and playgrounds centers was 736. 
can really mean to a city and constitute an 

argument for the systematic acquisition and Existing Recreation Bacilitics 

development of more such facilities. 

In 1923 Kenosha’s recreation activities were The achievements of the recreation depart- 

under the direction of one central authority, ment, however, would not have been possible 

closely related to the public school system. The without proper support from all city agencies 
sum of $14,447, chiefly municipal appropria- in charge of facilities which could be used for 

tion, was spent in this work. Recreation for recreation. The School Board opened the 

all ages and classes was fostered. It was the school buildings for community uses, equipped 

aim of the staff to keep young and old inter- and turned over playgrounds, and permitted 

ested in wholesome games and sports and social the construction of skating ponds on_ its 

affairs throughout the entire year. How suc- property. The Park Department redesigned 
cessful they were may be seen below. The and rebuilt several parks for more effective 

record is all the more remarkable when it is use, concentrating the facilities for active play, 

considered that this movement in Kenosha is thus relieving and improving those sections of 
but two years old. the parks best suited to normal park uses. 

During the baseball season there were thirty- incase eee coe ee he ute 
four teams playing regular baseball in six : g city departments that purchase and 
leagues, all these teams being in uniforms improvement of land and equipment for 
furnished by merchants and citizens inter- recreation is a problem quite different from 
ested in the sport. Playground ball was that of organizing the human element for the 

played by ie teams in two a year round use of these facilities. 

ateas Hence 4670 ee ed During the 1923-1924 season Kenosha of- 

regularly on organized teams of vanous fered the following municipal buildings and 

sorts. grounds for recreation use. (See Plate No. 18.)
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS All the recreational equipment listed above 

f Enrollment Play Area is practically that which was available when 

Be oe oe eae a 128 ee the organized recreation movement was started 

Datkes #532220) (eas 0 650 1.30 in 1922. Prior to this time, Kenosha had not 
Frank 22st endeaeo ONO -83 thought in terms of an all-year, city-wide 
Wai neia ween Snes 476 3.44 : 
Lnccl nancies eet ggr4 05 2.76 recreation program. There consequently were 
Salen ens ci Ghent 3 ON 4.67 many inadequacies in the equipment which the 

Weiskopf nccnnnnnnnne 374 1.46 recreation staff had to surmount in order to 

McKinsey 30 167 carry on its first work. Generally speaking, 
Giant ee these inadequacies were due to lack of fore- 

Jefferson peer sight on the part of the city. Just as it per- 

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS mitted arterial highways to be laid out too 

McKinley asco 514 1.67 narrow and did not require the continuation of 

Pifcoln = aan ete ee Ie 2.76 other important thoroughfares, so it acquired 

Washington weer. 497 oe too little space for public school sites, neglected 

COMMUNITY CENTERS playground needs and allowed desirable park 

Washington School lands to pass into other hands. Kenosha with 

ie Socal its large foreign born population did not per- 

SMALL PARKS ceive the social value of the community meet- 
eee Equipment ing place. The older schools were poorly 

Civic Center ....... 1.2 Acres Playground apparatus equipped to serve at once as educational and 

a es Me recreational centers. The city had parks 

Bullamiore 0. 1.06 adorned with heart-and-diamond shaped flower 
Library cece 564 beds but no tennis courts, wading pools and 

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS baseball daimonds, and no golf course. 

Area Equipment Many deficiencies still exist in the recreation 

Lincoln 44.07 Playground spperetuey 2 equipment of the city. These will be more 

nie cents Ji fl football fully revealed in following pages. But there 

held) \{ssoceer feld: 14 is an appreciation of the responsibilities now, 

Columbus ............ 6.2 Playground apparatus however, and a determination to protect the 
Sheridan ............. 4.4 Playground apparatus city as much as possible from further structural 

Eichelmann ...... 22 robe) weaknesses of this sort. For this a plan is 

reclaimed needed showing how the recreational require- 

ee Ce, fs See ments of the city may be most effectively and 

inediniver noel economically met by the reservation of land in 

Lake Avenue....... .86 usable, advance of growth. This phase of the city 

pes iebe plan will supply such a guide. 

Washington ... ......23.82 Playground apparatus; | 

ae Sa aa eae Systematized Recreation Facilities 

aes in the City 
courts 

Golf Course........44.0 Golf Course The location of recreation facilities is all im- 

LARGE PARKS portant. If Kenosha acquires land for parks 

None PiEAGUReIDRIUrs or playgrounds without regard for the factors 

None which affect their usefulness, it stands always 

in danger of realizing poor returns from its 

In addition to the above there should be investment. It is almost axiomatic that play- 
mentioned the Simmons and Nash Playgrounds grounds for small children should be placed 
for employees—two areas of surpassing attract- where the little tots can reach them safely; 
iveness which do much to satisfy the recrea- that athletic fields for the youth of the city 
tional needs of a large body of citizens. should be near the normal congregating places 
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of such groups, that parks for neighborhood use The youth of the city, those in high school 

should be accessible without crossing railroad and at work in factories, stores, offices, 

yards or invading industrial districts. No ce should be furnished athletic fields 
; fully equipped and of proper size to 

amount of money spent upon high-class equip- accommodate all the play activities of this 
ment, or even the most capable leadership, can important but often neglected group. 

quite overcome the handicap of a badly placed s . 
Adults, enjoy quiet rest parks close to the 

park or playground. home, large parks where complete detach- 
The city plan in its emphasis upon fore- ment may be found from the brick and 

thought and the use of scientific methods in stone, smoke and noise of the city, golf 

determining what facilities for recreation a city courses, — swimming pools, tennis courts, 
ought to have, and where they ought to be floral displays, animal collections, boat- 

ies : ing, water scenes, concert lawns and espe- 
placed, becomes primarily an instrument of Gilly) idesienedia duivee cannes ine eihe 

economy in city development. It is practically parks that will afford pleasure to all fami- 

certain that Kenosha has not spent its last lies possessing an automobile or convey- 

dollar in the purchase of recreation areas; it is ance of any sort. 

ee that if it spends its = in a mei A city properly planned should have be- 

according to a systematic plan, it wi lerive tween 10 and 15 per cent of its area devoted 

ra returns for th expenditures than it to public recreation, distributed among facili- 

as been accustomed to. ties of the various types listed above. No 
It is pertinent to ask, therefore, what should 

the municipality do in the matter of providing 

play and recreation facilities for public use. In ST Catal 

the first place the idea of a balanced recreation a [SEER a 
a oe or: Gates wieSe Bee pueroun 

program implies the conduct of activities veers =a 
attractive to all ages and all classes. From the Sa ST Oe eee [eee ae 

standpoint of recreation, the population of the 

city may be arranged into five broad groups, | 

for each of which certain specific types of | eee Bae eeecee 
é 5 | parece ee AREAS. PAR - 

recreation grounds are especially adapted. i Fee peceaton, | Stes Boos eis 

See Plate No. 19.) The city must consider: || eOputirog ee ees or cues |e y a Se eeee | | agencies | Sivriios- ror arwencs | Sapersoa 
The small children, from 1 to 5 years of i Eat ee ee ee eee 

age. The municipality should assure them \| 
adequate home grounds, and if possible \| "Peres 75% our : 
interior block playgrounds where they | oa sere, 
may play safely and under parental ob- | ee eee ee | Seating PRES 
servation, junior playgrounds at schools \| epwagenent| Constn Hs . : | SECHEORIOSD PRS. (une 
and in parks, to be used while accom- \| ae eating re 
panied by older brothers and sisters or \| Srensuse bene 

parents. | Aoutrs 

| 
The school group, of elementary school age, || fro ewmcxcnen] | CHART. SHOWING A 

need large school playgrounds where both || | Gary Puan twonece || CLASSIFICATION OF POPULATION 
buildings and grounds may function to- || [ANTtous MSOWR' || S= RECREATION FACILITIES. 
gether as an educational-recreational cen- Wee = 
ter throughout the entire year; park 
playgrounds, swimming pools, skating Plate 19. 
ponds, coasting hills and the like for free ; : 
undirected play; large parks for hikes and child would have to walk more than half a mile 

contacts with nature. to reach his school and playground, and the 

The junior high group, of adolescent age, latter would offer him in no case less than two 

requires large-size playfields for both full acres of play space. At every junior high 

boys and girls at intermediate schools, school there would be a playfield of at least 
tennis courts, baseball diamonds, pools, 2 

z Se 3 ie ten acres, and at every senior school a larger 
skating ponds and similar attractive facili- fif oe 
ties in convenient and easily accessible one, fifteen acres or more, containing a com- 
parks. plete athletic field and the equipment of tennis 

a
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courts, baseball and football fields, running b—School sites are secured without 

track and similar facilities needed for young regard for the amount of space 

men and women of this particular age. A which will be needed when SSI: 
Ear atone Mot matleder tree ores residence lot in the district is in 

Dee or zpan x os y e use and the maximum number of 
would be within walking distance (one-half children are demanding enroll- 

mile) of every home, and these intown parks ment. The school site is not 

and large outlying reservations together should placed in the approximate center 

offer one acre of park attractions to every 100 of the district to be served. As 
see E in the case of parks, the school, 

of the city’s population. Interwoven through era e Gnd Cath renee data 

the structure of the city also would be a con- late, must draw its enrollment 

nected chain of straight formal boulevards across railroads, through industrial 

and winding naturalistic parkways, the latter areas and around parks and ceme- 

laid out chiefly along river banks, water pores The school board which 
eal - outlines its elementary school dis- 

courses, and utilizing generally areas not likely Dicomvcllanice ncemecmcn, 

to be assets to the city if left in private hands. growth and purchases sites at 

These are standards which scores of progressive acreage prices can generally buy 

cities are following in the development of sys- five or six splendidly located 

tematized recreation facilities. OTeA® BV ENS INe five acres each for 
what it would have to pay later 
for one inadequate, badly located 

Effecting Economies in City group of expensive lots. School 
D ] t sites, moreover, should not utilize 
evelopmen valuable frontage or major streets. 

It may be asked here how the city can be ra takgpere ee ae 

expected to do all this. Kenosha has not the expensive. Timely purchases of 

means with which to go out and buy all the land will obviate such unsatisfac- 
land needed for the parks and playgrounds and tory conditions. 

swimming pools and pleasure drives suggested 2. Avoiding duplication. Too often the park 

above, however desirable they may be. If it department and the schools are both 

secures such splendid features, it must find spending city money trying to serve the 

more economical ways of acquiring them than play needs of children, and neither agency 
is doing its work well. 

have heretofore appeared. Some of these 
means may be suggested.. Money may be 3. Eliminating waste and unproductive land in 

saved for the purchase of properly located and the citys Careful general planning, the 
lla iaids foteercn Gan Donel allo opening of new streets, resubdivision of 

ue yee oe uM ne land and similar expedients will usually 
devices: rectify wasteful conditions. In certain 

ae ae cases it may even be desirable for the city 
I. Anticipatory land purchases. This 1s espe- to buy low-lying property for recreation 

cially needed in the purchase of neighbor- purposes, in order to prevent a shabby 

hood park areas and school sites. A development that will adversely affect the 
delay in buying property for such uses value of surrounding property. The 
until residential prices apply results gen- existence of population congestion and 
erally in the following conditions: waste land in the same locality is a well- 
pape lands ore noteecare leatialinare known characteristic of populous centers. 

Sons The increase of tax revenues resulting 
cut down severely in size, or are ae : 

é from the utilization of such space will tend 
not taken in the proper location i 5 c 

to make it easier for the city to supply 
to render the most effective ser- 2 Te : needed recreation facilities. 
vice, but are bought where cheap 
prices happen to prevail when the 4. Proper land platting. Unscientific and mis- 

city finally decides to act. Such guided subdivision practice is responsible 
a dilatory policy results in plac- in large measure for the failure of the city 
ing parks next to cemeteries, in to secure the land it needs for public 
districts that ought to be reserved recreation. Low areas, which in the form 
for industries, between railroads of parkways or filled parks and play- 
and in other inaccessible, im- grounds might become an asset to nearby 
proper locations. property and to the city, are cut up into 
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lots and sold off, in the belief that more It should be noted, too, that Kenosha may 

money is thus made for the owner. Such reasonably expect in the future some help from 

lots frequently remain unused for years, the county in the reservation of large outlying 
producing little or no returns to the city 
andl cndineteyaven en aes letercnon park areas and forest preserves. The lake 

better lots adjoining. counties of Wisconsin and Illinois, especially 
unt those related to the metropolitan districts of 

5. Use of assessment district methods for the Milyankee!and(Ghicaron livers tenenalternie 
purchase of purely local parks and recrea- 1 d : : 
tion areas. The subdividers of land on lem in this respect. They are rapidly being 
the outskirts of the city should set aside changed in character by the development of 
ten per cent of each tract for park pur- transportation facilities, the expansion of 

poses and recover full value of this re- industry, the growth of urban centers. County 
served area and a profit by capitalizing and state must be looked to for the preserva- 
the advantages accruing to remaining ; : 5 o 
Iota! Un the cin oe Nisteapoliaiallensall tion of certain natural parks in this metropol- 
parks and playgrounds are secured by itan district. Kenosha county possesses several 

distributing the cost of such lands accord- privately owned areas of surpassing beauty, 
ing to graduated zones of benefit in ap- which people have used as parks for many 

pepe ane ee years. It would be a great misfortune to allow 

ieneeeaea yetithetpeoplelor cachi district these treasures to be lost. County authorities 
are provided with adequate recreation must consider it as much a part of their duty to 
grounds. anticipate the future recreation needs of the 

6. Dovslopinent (af civie pelae aman ceahion people of this section as to provide them with 

Bndiiien! engacedinlpromnounel land leaks permanent ; roads and jails. ' The city of 

divisions. ‘To such men the city must Kenosha will do its part, but in view of the 
look for those occasional small parks, the steady encroachment of metropolitan influences 

triangles and squares and plazas which in this section, it will need some outside help. 

add to the city's attractiveness. What- The principal object of the city plan as re- 
ever pleasure drives the city secures, it 5 jar Fasskweet & h 
=willealoaubaveite get largely through ear gards SEED ‘acl a les is to Porat out the 

who are planning streets in outlying dis- necessity for, and outline economical ways and 

tricts. Kenosha can be made an immeas- means of securing suitable land space for such 

urably better city if realtors will only features. The improvement and management 

recognize the | splendid opportunity for of these facilities and the arrangements that 
public service inherent in their daily work. ee pseeann hei pee 
By working together they can equip the are ioe e for directing their use are of inci 

city with small parks, parkways and dental importance. Such matters are merely 

boulevards at no cost to themselves and mentioned in preceding pages for the purpose 

with untold benefit to the city in which of discovering what facilities the city already 

they live. No other class of citizens has has, their efficiency rating and what new ones 
such opportunities. a eee 

The above devices for effecting greater 

economy in the reservation and purchase of WPlaniton Moreiettective Recrene 

land for public use are not spectacular, but that C ass 

should not obscure their real merit. It is in- tion Facilities 

cumbent upon municipal officials to seek and Based upon experiences to date, the recrea- 

take advantage of every opportunity to relieve tion staff of the city lists the following present 

the financial burden which development of a needs: 

comprehensive system of recreation facilities ee 

implies. The methods of securing play- ie hi fields. 

grounds, local parks, pleasure drives and the 3 swimming pools. 

like, which are suggested above if put to full 10 tennis courts. 

use, will lessen the general obligation of the city 6 wading pools. , 

and greatly aid it in developing the sort of 6 modern sand piles. 

recreation equipment which a progressive com- The above list represents a shortage of facili- 

munity like Kenosha ought to have. ties for the city of today, with its 50,000 popu- 

gp
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lation. The interest in recreation already rapidly disappearing in close-in residential 

aroused would be sufficient, according to the districts and the latter are becoming more and 

authorities, to keep all the above items in con- more dangerous every day. 

stant use during the season. This is an indica- For the younger children there ought to be 

tion of the project before Kenosha if the nearby, protected playgrounds, areas which 

municipality wishes to make further invest- they can call their own. What are known as 
ments in community health and well-being interior block playgrounds deserve considera- 

through the development of recreation facili- tion. A twenty-five or thirty-foot strip off the 

ties. rear of every lot would scarcely be missed in 

The city must view this problem from the those blocks where lots are 130 to 150 feet 

standpoint of economics. To be worth what deep. Yet these contributions, if consolidated, 

they cost all recreation facilities should be would give the young folks of each block a 

placed where the largest numbers may reach generous, secluded playground, always open to 

and use them without conflict of interest and parental observation. 

without inconvenience. The unnecessary ex- It will not often be possible, in sections 

pense resulting from duplication of service is where such a device would prove of greatest 

especially to be avoided. All recreation relief, i, e., in built-up districts, to effect the 
facilities of the city, regardless of type, owner- immediate development of an interior block 
ship of land, or present management, should playground. Barns, garages, fences and similar 

be considered as a system, functioning for the structures usually occupy the rear of lots. In 

benefit of all citizens of Kenosha. certain cases, however, there may be a mini- 

The specific recreation units which the city mum number of these structures, or they may 
should seek to introduce in proper locations be subject to eventual removal through 

throughout the structure of the city may be transformation of the residences. The advan- 

listed again as follows: tage of an interior block playground at such a 

time may be perceived by owners of the 
1. Playgrounds— ‘ pages “ 

(Gy Mttiotee ony cuneedchildrens property. Certainly the possibility of opening 

(b) Senior—for children of ele- up such areas in the central section of the city 

mentary school age. should not be overlooked. The city should be 

2. Play or athletic fields— prepared at all times to suggest plans for the 
3. Paks creation of these most valuable junior play- 

(a) Small rest areas. grounds. It is in the newer districts, however, 

(b) Neighborhood parks. that the interior block playground idea may be 

(c) Large reservations. carried out. The execution of the major street 

4. Pleasure drives. plan will make possible more varied land sub- 

5. Community centers. division. In blocks of irregular shape, such as 

6. Special features, such as detached will oc in undulating topography and in 
swimming pools, skating ponds, districts designed for quiet residential use, 

coasting hills. interior block playgrounds naturally suggest 

A definite fixing of responsibility for the themselves. As Dee land subdivision plats 
woe : come before the city plan commission they acquisition of the land needed for these various : sos 

items is essential to the success of the program. should be reviewed for interior block play- 
ground opportunities. Realtors when fully 

acquainted with the advantages of these fea- 

Playgrounds tures are generally willing to revise plans so as 

Several tendencies in the modern city have to create them. 

served to stimulate the present wide interest in Kenosha has already had considerable 

playgrounds. Single home yards are not alto- experience in the development of school and 
gether suitable for group play. They are park playgrounds. In 1923 fourteen areas, 

becoming scarcer and more restricted. Chil- which may be classified as playgrounds, appear 

dren are forced to play upon privately owned in the recreation system, the supervision of play 

vacant lots or in the street. The former are activities being in charge of the recreation divi- 

—~§o=:
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sion of the public schools. The location of The inauguration of a comprehensive recrea- 

these grounds with reference to the children of tion movement in Kenosha, however, has 

the city is shown in Plate No. 20. Kenosha served to emphasize deficiencies of playground 

has taken a very commendable step in center- 

ing playground activities in the schools. It is vy on 

avoiding the duplication of effort, which is aa 

common elsewhere. F be 44 8 i tes 

The soundness of this principle of placing : ae a ~ rrr tp oes se 

playgrounds at schools is more apparent today ee ; i ee 4 2 aS oa 

than it was when the playground movement I I I j ll Ta rs 

was first started. Many cities are coming to ‘ae eT fe: tl sibs 

realize that since playgrounds are for children |e sn eet gece ae Je 

and have such potent educational possibilities, le js mee a sane 

the duty of looking after them seems best ¥ agi eee eS ee 

centered in the school system. If it were = Bet ee ge ile. ae 

merely a provision of space or the erection of itis <2 Ce Oe ay ee 

apparatus, the responsibility might perhaps = 
remain in the park department. When the school board fails to keep up its building program 

encroachments are generally made on the 
But the playground problem is more com- children's play space. 

lex. isi f , th f facili- 2 
Dies eer oueton cls pace tue ees ob acs location and area. The older schools of the 

tes) the proper management “of playground city, for instance, were built upon sites now too 
activities represent merely an extension of the mF . ee 

Ze small for both school and playground pur- 
normal activities of the public school organiza- 

Hl : J 5 : poses. The standard of not less than two 
tion. By a slight modification of policy the 

acres for a playground and 100 square feet per 
school board may carry on playground work. Soe 

child in the case of large schools, was not fol- 
To do the same work as well, the park depart- z A 

. ie lowed until recently. The newer school sites, 
ment must enter a field calling for a specialized ; 

however, are all large and will be adequate for 
personnel, must find properly located and = os 

5 school and playground purposes if buildings 
adequate space, must duplicate many routine 

are properly located upon them. 
efforts of the schools. The school department, Pl A . 

by assuming control of playgrounds and play- b cee at all the schools of the oy, 
peat ore Lnukcenacha inate ferrecenttnin obviously would place such recreation facilities 

paecicipalieconories mulheres aecruero tele within convenient reach of all school children, 

iheseiecyaneees: and if the grounds were adequate and the direc- 
i tion of playground work systematic, would 

(a) School grounds are more widely used, greatly extend the beneficial influences of such 
thus better justifying their cost. facilities. The playground problem for 

(b) oT at Hoga the ane being Kenosha, however, because of existing condi- 

Fe ce Ge tions, becomes chiefly that of (a) increasing 

ee iaserthens by a ae of ce ahs = 

hace in ate ya) tai A 
(c) Duplication of playgrounds need not oc- (b) ou ae a i“ ae i ne « = ae 

cur, as will frequently happen when there seu opting a delinite formula for the loca- 
is no clear understanding as to which tion of new schools and the purchase of school 

municipal agency has playground respon- sites of standard size. In the case of elementary 

sibility. schools, the standard is five acres, intermediate, 

(d) ik organization of a directing personnel ten to fifteen acres, senior high schools, fifteen 
or playgrounds is easier when play to twenty-five acres. 
grounds are year-round institutions under R di , 
fhevechoallanihontes: egarding the first proposal (a), above it 

i x should be noted that two factors deserve con- (e) Playground interests may readily be cor- sderntionintelane: 1 fone 
related with social center activities, the Sea ae pega en argement of school 
public schools being well adapted to the grounds. There are certain elementary schools 
latter uses. in Kenosha which, in the course of time, be-
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cause of obsolescence and duplication, are is here for the creation of a first-class play 

likely to be abandoned. Only those schools center. 

which are permanent need to be considered in 

developing playground facilities. Such schools Grant School—As it exists at present the 

are established institutions in their respective Grant School playground is adequate in size. 

districts. If their yard space is below standard, It is unusuable, though, because the building 

enlargement will, in all likelihood, never be less has only recently been completed. Grading 

necessary than it is now. Obviously those and landscape development are needed to 

schools which have the smallest play areas now recover the value of this center. 

and are in the most thickly populated districts Jefferson School—This is a new school built 
eu served by other play facilities, deserve from the same plans as the Grant. The site is 
primary consideration. Plate No. 20 shows adequate for playground purposes. 

the distribution of elementary public school 

enrollment for 1924 and indicates conditions Columbus Park—As Plate No. 20 shows, 

with respect to playground areas, including dis- there is no other district of the city as densely 

trict boundaries as determined by railroads, es 

arterial highways and similar existing barriers "ioe - 2 BS ‘i 

in the city. eee % ee ati [ i H 
The most satisfactory method of assuring aq Oat fae a i~ re ° 

the children of all parts of the city playground Aas - ms. Pegs = ait I i {! 

areas would seem to be to consider the fol- A rs sf mM ‘ 

lowing as permanent playground centers: ry os % Ary nnlie Ya hyoe 

Simmons Playground—This area will have enced ly pe — ee mg 

to be developed for playground service to the a eo ; wa < 

children now living in the district served gen- f a ar % a < 

erally by the Weiskopf school. A playground Se eee er a 
ought to be maintained at the school, but the orn sg =: eels 

yard space is small and the school old. Because RAR ey e is. 

of the changing character of the district this Grounds of the Bain School are so cramped that play in the 
school is not to be considered a permanent petals a acces tay 

elementary school center. populated with children of playground age. 

Washington School—The Gillette schools The Bain school, which ought to serve as center 
occupy this site. The playground area is for social, educational and recreational activi- 

thereby reduced somewhat, but the opportunity ties of this section, is not adapted to such use. 

simenanene | skonoses Seaptancemenr ox 1 
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The building has no auditorium or gymnasium. resentative of the worst practice in the invest- 

The playground is deplorably inadequate. ment of municipal funds. Foresight and a 

The challenge to educational and recrea- more sympathetic consideration of the needs 

tional authorities which exists in the Bain of children should have led the school board to 

School, cannot properly be met through the buy a large tract off the busy thoroughfare and 

public school. It is recommended, therefore, more centrally located with respect to the 

that Columbus Park be made a complete western boundary of the district, which will 

recreation center. This calls for a new park probably always be the North Shore Electric 

design. The area should be at once a park line. Because of these conditions, it is believed 

with distinctive park features and a junior- that the playground center for many of the 

senior playground. It would be advisable for children in the Columbus district will have to 

the city at some future date to build a first- be at the Lincoln School, the play area for 

class social center building here. A suggested which is maintained across the street in Lincoln 

plan for the improvement of this park and the Park. The superiority of this play center 

increase of its efficiency is shown, Plate No. would justify requiring the children to walk as 

calle far as some of them will have to in order to 

Deming School—The Frank School servesa “each it. 
considerable number of children educationally, McKinley School—This school is designated 

but offers them comparatively few recreational as a junior high school, although a site for an 

advantages. The playground area of the elementary center has just been purchased 

Frank school is below standard and probably nearby. The two schools will jointly use the 
cannot be increased. The most feasible plan junior-senior playground between them. The 

for offering children playground advantages tract is not as large as it ought to be for such 

comparable to those enjoyed elsewhere in the numbers, but when it is finally improved it 

city, is to increase the size of the Deming will be a satisfactory recreation area for this 

school grounds and constitute this the play- district. 

ground center. The eventual removal of the Salem "Avenue==lihetpermanenttelementary 

vocational school will relieve conditions some- echinelihael non ven becnterertadioontiieate 

what and enable the city to construct a first- occ be lance haes beenmecenredachcererenars 

class playground at the Deming School. provide an adequate, well-proportioned play- 

ground. The one fault of the site is that it 

absorbs too much valuable frontage on an 

arterial highway and consequently exposes the 

children to unnecessary dangers. This may be 

| obviated by setting the new school well back 

iii Ae a ™ uit Loe from the street and making something of a 

1. aime i ath at andi #! park between it and Salem Avenue. 

SE i a eee Pr Durkee School—The yard of this school at 

Ss Sta present is inadequate. The playground needs 

ses gee ; a a of the district ought to be served at the school 

i (1 RS : by the acquisition of the additional area shown 

—— - aaa Ron on Plate Number Three. This school will 
: = : probably always be an elementary center and 

7 ijeeat torn pore ie toys ond suis are Linas | Reed of adequate play pace will never be leas 
School finding their own school grounds too urgent than it is now. Property for the school small use the playfield of the 

park. should be acquired whenever it comes upon 
Lincoln School—The Columbus School has a the market. Until such time as the school play- 

very cramped playground. It is futile to ex- ground can be developed, the junior play- 
pect this school to serve as a playground center ground in Sheridan Park will have to serve 
even for the small district which it serves. The many needs of the district. 

site of this school, in size and location, is rep- New Playground Centers—The proper plac- 

FP
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ing of elementary schools and the purchase of (d) Developing play areas in neigh- 

five-acre school sites in the future will provide borhood and other parks. In such areas 

splendidly for the extension of the system of the children may play without restraint, 
, : but protected while parents enjoy other 

educational-recreational centers for children. Bark features 

Such centers may be expected at the following (Oebulding Mewiunming Fpocleand 

sites: skating ponds in parks and playfields. 

oe Ses Cee rae The Board of Education should assume 

The new site on Elowland Avenue south. charge of all organized play activities, leaving 

The new site on Park Avenue south of the city still free to do its share toward provid- 

Selma. ing those facilities which both children and 

Additional centers properly spaced, with adults voluntarily seek and wish to use, with or 

district boundaries determined by principal without supervision. 

major streets, railroads and such, are shown The parochial and private school enrollment 

on Plate No. 20. If the city can find of Kenosha presents another serious problem 

means of acquiring outlying areas approxi- in the planning of adequate recreation grounds 

mately as shown in the center of each district for children. In 1923 approximately twenty- 

before acreage prices have been superseded by five per cent of the total enrollment of the city 

city land values, it will have successfully solved was found in parochial or private schools. 

its elementary school and playground problem These children will have to find their recreation 

at a minimum cost. areas adjacent to these schools or else depend 

The development of “‘school’’ playgrounds, upon the play areas in parks or maintained by 

as proposed herein, however, does not mean the municipality. 

that there shall be no more playgrounds in 

parks. The city, as distinct from schools, is not ; . 

expected to abandon all responsibility for the Play or Athletic Fields 

provision of space for the play of children. It Tho distieten bdrrcen Ssleememdh” die: 

should aid the schools wherever possible to passed abovemencaaniayfeldenenouidinennins 

meet the recreation and play requirements of deratoodn leveroan delenoenlicnien vatonchie 

this class. The co-operation of the munici- Gyentol elementary echeoll ace ibe, lendiei|: 

pality can take the form of— about the age of fifteen lose interest in the 

(a) Assisting the Board of Education activities of playgrounds. They wish detach- 

by frequent collaboration on planning ment from the “‘kids’’ and prefer more active 
problems to secure proper school sites, ee veal 
i. e., assuring a distribution of such insti- games and sports, such as baseball, basketball, 
Fn otentheraeeaiohibe city, placing tennis, football, running and swimming These 

them with reference to heavy traffic activities are best accommodated on certain 

streets, boulevards, parks, transportation distinct units of the recreation system, which 
lines, etc., encouraging in land subdivision For ure ceestot pricemrce can erialenciienere 

the specific: platting of school arcastand” 47" 7 a tavaelde! | Playfelda) therefore, should the reservation of such sites. es 5 : g 
(b) Offering to the schools, for com- accommodate primarily the athletic and recrea- 

bined school and playground sites, park tional interests of the youth of the city. : 

lands that represent a duplication of In order to place facilities of this sort within 
service. convenient reach of all young people, two types 

(c) Purchasing, whenever opportunity of playfields should be distributed over the 

offers, additional playground Brees at city. All junior and senior high schools should 
districts now lacking neighborhood parks, ‘ s 

be equipped with such fields, and on these 
playgrounds and adequate school yards. 
These areas will render more effective fields the school group should find outlet for 

service if contiguous to or intimately con- practically all recreational interests. Supple- 

nected with existing or proposed public menting those playfields should be others, 

schools. Plate No. 20 will show the sec- similar in character but under municipal direc- 
tions of the city where the school popu- “ 

I sToes tion. On these areas the young men and women 
lation is densest and where play facilities , 
are lacking. who are no longer in school should find oppor- : 
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tunity for wholesome recreation. Because of at the outset with that which is most needed for 

the advanced age of those who use playfields, a first-class outdoor equipment—an adequate 

they draw from larger areas and consequently site. 

need not be as numerous as_ playgrounds. For that proportion of the youth of the city 

When developed in conjunction with high which no longer attends schools, the city has 

schools and neighborhood parks, playfields are already provided two playfields, one at Lincoln 

generally well spaced with respect to the popu- and another at Washington Park. The place- 

lation which uses them. Under such conditions ment of these units is generally satisfactory. It 

a playfield is within walking distance of all who will be noted, however, that west of the North 

want to play baseball, tennis, football or Shore Railway there is need of space for more 

similar out-of-door games. such fields. This need can be satisfied chiefly 

Kenosha fortunately is preparing to develop through acquisition of neighborhood parks, a 

playfields for junior-senior high schools. The matter to be discussed later. 

Bonnie Hame school tract is large enough for 

a thoroughly modern athletic field. Another Community Centers 
in Lincoln Park will be available near the 
Fantom hieniecheolot that mamemnVashineton Community center interests in Kenosha have 

and McKinley schools will both have suitable already been notably advanced by the Board 
playfields adjoining, provided these sites are of Education and Park Department. By open- 
mee aren reducediben baile: ing the school buildings for neighborhood 

It is especially to be urged that the Board of activities the Board of Education has greatly 

Education secure large sites for all high schools stimulated the community spirit and advanced 
dene ee hemes liolar delet Parertal effort public interest in wholesome recreation. By 

should be made to correct the present tendency encouraging the use of park shelter houses for 

to glorify the competitive teams of the schools. evening games, dances and parties, the park 
ihe athleucelof (the! ereat body of students department offers a constructive solution of the 

ahewil ace lho aedbastl  Uhen eckrune. leisure time problem of many young men and 

well-planned school grounds, all boys and girls MOWER: The following community centers 
should find recreation. Something more than were open during the past season: 

a spectator’s interest would develop among WASHINGTON SCHOOL 

them if plenty of tennis courts, hockey fields, McKINLEY SCHOOL 

baseball diamonds and the like were available Ee ee 

close to the school buildings. Present condi- JEFFERSON SCHOOL 

tions now favor the development of highly GRANT SCHOOL 

trained representative athletic teams, but force Whe chiesueediin connection withtthe pravie 

the great majority to seek automobiles, ro sion of community center facilities appears to 
indoor game resorts and entertainment that bo Gee of aradtine iene eal Iau canis 
makes little or no contribution to either physi- ment Mheldenticncieslcl come ck the older 

cal or moral well being. schools are gradually being corrected, and most 

In the future, the sites selected for all new of the newer buildings are much better adapted 

schools should conform to the standards pre- to community center uses. A real social center 

viously noted: junior high schools need epProer building nearer the heart of the city would be 

imately fifteen acres; aoe high schools, a most useful unit of the recreation system. 

twenty-five. Areas of such size will ee Columbus Park is seriously in need of such a 
date large buildings and yet Be develop- feature. All the neighborhood parks should 

ment of satisfactory playfields adjoining. The have community buildings that are both at- 
school needs of the city can be estimated with tacuve and usefull 

sufficient accuracy to justify anticipatory pur- 

chases of areas of this size. By acquiring Parks 

generous sites well in advance of needs, the 

city saves in two notable ways: it gets land at It is necessary in planning a functional sys- 

reasonable prices and it provides each school tem of recreation facilities to classify parks 

2 Fes.
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according to service rendered. The parks of The degree of appreciation which is ac- 

Kenosha do not all have equal value in meeting corded small parks varies. Some cities ignore 

the play and recreation requirements of the them because of their limitations, and as a con- 

people. Size, character, accessibility, treat- sequence they become waste spaces. Some 

ment, and similar factors all affect the useful- transform them into noisy, unregulated and 

ness of any so-called park. It is a mistake to unsatisfactory “playgrounds,” and by applying 

presume that the recreation needs of young and this term to them avoid the purchase and de- 

old in a certain section are properly supplied velopment of really adequate and properly 

merely because an area generally known as a located playgrounds. Other cities have a dif- 

“park"’ appears in the locality. ferent conception of the service of these small 

When such a narrow conception of the use- parks and make them delightful breathing 

fulness of parks exists, the city is likely to find spots, always neat and clean, with lawns and 

itself being equipped with “‘gift’’ parks, or‘*bar- trees and shrubs contributing dignity and char- 

gain” parks, areas which may or may not be acter to the neighborhood. When so treated 

related to the real recreational needs of the they make a distinct impression upon visitors 

people. If the value of parks in the city is and inspire generally a higher regard for the 

properly understood, the development of these city. Not every microscopic “park’’ offered as 

features will be systematic, according to a bait by speculative real estate operators is 

definite formula. capable of rendering proper service to the city. 

Smellfparkenwillive incorparcted unite Generally speaking, however, these areas when 

city structure, not because they hold well placed and of reasonable size, have a 

notable recreational possibilities, but be- value to the community which should not be 
cause of the significant contribution they acleréainie ae: 
can make to the amenities of city life. 

. : Kenosha has a number of small parks. 
Neighborhood parks will be eagerly veues ‘ i 

pode hmendldiseosedinithtalcereinicdeeree Their size and locations may be fully studied 

of regularity throughout the structure of in Plate Number 22. They are usually at- 
the city. These features of the recreation tractive and do much to create a favorable 

system answer a most serious need; the impression of the city. Library Park is as de- 
city should select the sites of neighbor- lightfull al'spot’as iaay bel foundiin any. city. 
hood parks and place them where they EB 5 
Peyirendenthonnidestpessibleieerrce In developing the structure of the future city 

[iaree parkalare practically astescenual these small parks should be introduced wher- 

as neighborhood parks, but have a dif- ever opportunity offers. In land subdivision it 

ferent function. Their dominant charac- is often very desirable to plat a two to six-acre 

teristic should be size. This precludes small park to stimulate interest in what might 

the adoption of any set plan or formula otherwise be an unattractive group of lots. In 
for their location. Natural attractions, : 
timely purchases gifts) raay all aid the street improvements such as are contemplated 

city to secure its large parks. It is neces- in the major street plan, there may come forth 
sary only to provide proper access to odd-shaped parcels, which make splendid 
these units by correlated development of small parks. 
pleasure traffic-ways and transportation 
facilities, and to develop these areas so Neighborhood Parks: Of primary impor- 
that their natural charms may be pre- tance in a well-rounded park system are neigh- 

served. borhood parks. These pleasure grounds, 

Small Parks: Under the general heading, while not differing greatly in size from ‘‘small 

“Small Parks,”’ are classified all those public parks,’’ stand at the opposite pole in usefulness. 

grounds which, because of their diminutive In the modern city they are practically indis- 

size, have limited recreational possibilities. pensable. Their incorporation in the urban 
These parks range in area from the single structure has become as essential as the provi- 

blocks frequently dedicated to public use in sion of sewers, water supply and pavements. 

subdivisions, to the fragments left at irregular Neighborhood parks are precisely what the 

street intersections. Practically every city has name indicates. They are intimate community 

one or more such areas. recreation areas. Their great value in the 

=
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modern city depends chiefly upon their acces- rating. A study of this design will suggest the 

sibility. A neighborhood park should be usefulness of this area. The designer in 

within walking distance of practically every handling the site has produced a neighborhood 

person in the city—one-half mile is generally 
i . . s = > A) Gaeta are Nit Gb 

considered a fair radius of the service area. be Ae EN thedh e ak 

A neighborhood park of twenty or thirty a tre RES aes 3 

acres should occupy the center of each square Poti 5 foe RM eae fe 

mile of residential territory in the city. With A SR Ee 5 ver Y ee 

a normal population density around it, each Fa 5 lens aes | 
2 i ee = whe 

park of this type may be expected to serve ees : ee 

approximately 2500 families. Since Kenosha BA icees Sie i i ee "ins 
is adding approximately 250 families to its imetie eee aad 

population yearly, it may be stated that so long — Rr cen ca _ 
. . Re hn Bee ee BE eee 

as growth at this rate continues the city should earn soe SEA FOE a 

plan to acquire at least one such area every ten exist Oia Ub had a Plank SAS Che oh 3 
: : : Peer a ce ce eae aa ete 

years. With the zone plan in effect it should Ber RAPE eRe Se eu ga ee 
not be difficult to select sites for neighborhood = 1 

parks that will prove to be properly related to Columbus beck wields bie which eceepere Gesign a 
the home districts of those who will use them. Brenig be ercot ye meroyea 

The intensive usefulness of neighborhood 2 ? 
: : : park with attractions for all ages. A small 

parks makes their design a serious problem. " : 
z is area is reserved for the play of younger chil- 

They cannot be mere open spaces in the midst : 
; . F : dren; a larger section of the park has been 

of thickly built-up neighborhoods. Their de- 
made a playfield for boys and girls. A swim- 

sign must reflect in a measure the nature of zs ee : 5 
s ; : ming pool and similar equipment is concen- 

their surroundings. An economical layout is trated b Th d fi : 

needed. No waste areas should appear. rate gsor a: Name es |evoteds tomachye 
- recreation is a distinct feature of the park. 

Every section of the area must perform some cca ae A 
2 Adjoining is an area which is planted with 

park service of value, must offer some attrac- 3 ee 
ss 5 Lae trees and which has been left naturalistic in 

tion to the diverse classes who will live around h ‘ Thelelder falkecho deci 1 

the park. Automobile driveways are wholly Snare iene Roane) La ek Ct ep RD 
and shady retreat may find genuine pleasure 

out of place except perhaps for approach to a aay k h r ‘ll b di 

parking space near a concert court or some ie b _ a i a t — we ix © = a 

such feature. Walks should invite promenad- Deg payer oUn each viece: pouncete 

ing, and also provide short-cuts through the % <., ae ae = 

area. There should be a formal display of ass "hes 4 

flowers for those who enjoy colors, water BS Shin = a 

in a fountain, trees and lawns, play areas for a fa ini Om fe 
; 2 f ; Rg a A 

children, perhaps tennis courts, and if possible, a as Re ae ee 

a band pavilion and well-proportioned concert I Rae ene Ee, eae 
red cee pp peer 

court. The whole layout of the park should 7 pe ae 
be trim and neat and well adapted to interior ete ed eyes. © tes ee ie te 

city conditions. It should lack nothing which A ss — 

people forced to live under such conditions 2 = Se 

desire for recreation and pleasure. The super- a pee a — 
intendent of parks in Kenosha appreciates the Fe wee cael aa ; sae bo 

importance of design and is developing the haa #3 cal ea 

neighborhood parks of the city according to ‘A view in Lincoln Park—one of the intensively used park 
modern standards. areas of the elty Sat pina ideal neighbor- 

ood park. 
Plate Number 21 is a reproduction of the 

design prepared for Columbus Park, a neigh- exterior edge of the park is a planting strip to 

borhood park which at present, because of preserve its attractions for residents across the 

poor landscape treatment, has a low efficiency street. In the center it is proposed eventually 

ee
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to erect a community building in which may terside areas. Simmons Playground will be 

be held the social and recreational activities eventually a very useful lake park. Elichel- 

of the neighborhood. This park is not as large mann Park, when completely filled, will also 

as it should be to bear all these interests, but render valuable service to the central section 

it is the only available recreation space serv- of the city. In addition to these, as Plate 

ing the district. Number 22 shows, the city should acquire 

Kenosha has several other parks similar to larger areas, both north and south of the city. 

Columbus. Lincoln Park has been designed The sites most desirable are not likely to be 

- _ —— - ~ - 
Ee be ok = ee BR Z aS Pinas Bae Ba Sag be re “a Rie as ce Fes ci 
Seay $42 i Lae a cS “wy % . 

ice es sie NB 5 eT ; : a Ra ot eH 

, GOR oa rane Sen ae es 
ee es ey 4 : ao 

ee Pe os - i . 
a SFE 9) * ER eee eee Oc shea 
Te i a a a ——__. 

RE ee an : | 
niin oman . 7 set te Bi L x 

ee 2 a SS eel: ; ; oe ; Ry 

The ravine in Washington Park. A view of the future lakeside park area, north of the harbor. 

with much the same regard for service, and available a few years hence. If Kenosha wishes 

when its improvement is finally completed will to secure lake front parks where they will be of 

be a recreation area of unquestionable useful- value, it must act quickly. No better use of 

ness. The same may be said of Sheridan the city’s borrowing power can be conceived 

Park, Simmons Playground and Washington than that of saving bits of the lake shore for 

Park. The latter should be extended to the all Kenosha citizens for all time. 

present golf course so that all these areas may Plate No. 22 shows the distribution of 

ee ‘Go 
} radi 

aii , Seheray ta 
a: eee ae Re aes eS 

' 4 Chey, te Sec ae 
oe eee a 

= ie aa oo ees + a a el ee MM Ri Tape Tt =e 

teeta ne eee ot — es i 
= + oe ae nce tp ae ele, a ee eee 

ikea ue ee RES SS 5 Sa Se gs SEE ee ean «28 Seeger" fe ea ia aaa a ee & eo 

ee ee eae Nice Sige yaa, | Sam 9 
ete. a oh A Oe bat oe i galas ares ae : 

brane: a ieee Ele ¢ aes age ES ; 
ag Sn Sf rm a eee 

Natural park area west of Washington Park which should The shore line north of Kenosha Beach. The north park 
be public property. system will extend for several miles north 

of this point. 

function together. This proposal is shown on population in Kenosha, and the disposition of 

Plate Number 22. existing neighborhood park areas. An exam- 

One primary feature of the Kenosha Park ination of this plate will show that while a 

system obviously should be the lake front large proportion of the population is now 

parks. The city has reserved all too few wa- within convenient reach of either developed or 

Bago
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undeveloped neighborhood parks, there are Sites for new ones outside the city should be 

other large and rapidly growing sections of the sought and favorable prices for specific areas 

city which have no such facilities whatever. It should be called forth by consideration of 

should be the aim of those in charge of park other sites nearby. Broad plans for surround- 

development to correct the city’s present ing the city with a system of parks should be 

deficiencies by the purchase of neighborhood constantly before the Park Department. The 
park sites in the district noted on Plate Number primary aim should be to acquire the property 

22, particularly those immediately west of while it is available. Improvements can come 

the North Shore. In outlying sections growth later. 

should be anticipated by selecting neighbor- Plate Number 23 is included to show the 

hood park areas well in advance of residential possibilities and form of a complete system of 

development. large parks. This scheme is based upon the 

_ topography of the city and its environs. It 
Large Parks: Large parks have a function Hone y [ : 

* Z S takes account of probable tendencies of 
in the recreation system different from both : e 5 . 

fe 3 growth. It is drawn with a view toward equip- 
neighborhood parks and small parks. The im- i is 5 

an ping the city with an adequate number of 
portance of size in such parks cannot be over- i‘ A aa 

i recreation grounds of this sort, distributed and 
emphasized. They should be large enough, : 

: : 3 mie arranged so as to render the largest possible 
despite the improvements which come with city z 

‘i ne service for the least cost. 
growth, to retain a purely naturalistic character. Th 

é e park areas marked have suggested 
More and more are contacts with nature i 

i themselves as desirable by reason of tree 
necessary to city dwellers. These large areas, 5 : 

_ growth, natural ruggedness, relationship to 
preferably connected by a chain of pleasure Sa i 

: one another, the possibilities of connecting 
drives, should offer wholesome retreat from ates 

: ‘ i parkways and boulevards and similar fac- 
the noisy, oppressive city. They should em- aoe 7 . 

tors. The possibility of connecting up Mil- 
brace and preserve for future populous urban " . 

2 waukee’s 87-mile parkway has also been 
centers all types of native scenery. Woods, z = : 

5 considered. No discussion of large parks 
hills, lakes and the valleys of streams naturally ‘i 

i and boulevards for Kenosha should omit 
suggest themselves as large park sites. 2 5 

i reference to the regional planning problem 
It is Particularly necessary for Kenosha obthe Chicarordistrice 

because it 1s srowme rapidly and bears such 7 In considering large parks shown in Plate 
peculiar relationship to Chicago and Milwau- Number 23, it should be remembered that the 

kee, to make further Be aes) of large park essential purpose and use of parks has changed. 
sites. In the development of this phase of its The conception of park planning has likewise 
recreation system, it is better for the city to chanvedu Each uniter theularee park eystem 

err on the side of over-generosity, to secure proposed should have a definite function. One 
parks that seem too large, rather than to secure should belal woodlandinark avcholly nacural 

areas too small. It is possible only in genuinely an area full of delights for those who would 

large parks to RISES, that naturalistic char- lose the sights and sounds of the city. Another 
acter which constitutes the primary attraction ql oo clonaniiy dhe animal pad, o 

of these parks. zoological garden worthy of a large and pros- 

Kenosha has no areas which may be classi- perous city. The zoo is certain to become 

fied as large parks. The golf course is in a objectionable in any small park and no plans 

sense a park of this type, but as used has little should be made for the creation of a zoo in 
value to people who do not play golf. In the an unsuitable area. 

course of time this park will probably be In the system would also be a floral park, 
consolidated with Washington Park and func- where green houses and flower displays sur- 

tion as a neighborhood recreation area. Golf pass in interest every other feature. There 
courses should be in parks of several hundred might also be a golf park; or a water park 

acres in extent. featuring fountains, pools, lakes and water 

The city of Kenosha cannot always be sat- gardens; or a botanical park; an arboretum; 

isfied with the few parks possessed at present. perhaps even a municipal amusement park,
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with well regulated concessions the chief at- boulevards. The streams and water courses 

traction. Each area, if the system were well which surround the city invite such treatment. 

planned, would have special attractions and Subdivisions here and there will often include 

interests. Going to one park would not be 

like going to every other one. The citizens of ig 

Kenosha would make greater use of these out- 

lying reservations as a consequence of this : 

diversification. 5 4, "s a oe = 
d é en aa Px 3 

Pleasure Drives: In the development of the mee BR i 

recreation facilities of the future city, the aim Ea eens ee sa aoe 

should be to bring all features into a Ree 4 FEE Ds i re, cor ae ae 
harmonious, connected system. There should ai ae an yogi neo oe it 

be traffic ways, bearing something of the char- pen oe Sci “et, Ne 5 

acter of the parks themselves, by which the oe os i his ee 2 

outlying recreation grounds might be ap- Ms fee Eee ‘ ee 

proached. DF ata oss EBS 2) 

Pleasure drives are no longer to be consid- Pike Creek valley which is practically waste space in the 
ered expensive luxuries in the city. The com- heart of the city, but which could be made an asset 

to the surrounding property by the de- 
fortable, smooth-riding automobile has become LIS Gh LS 

a pleasure-giving device of great importance. 

Its use is constantly being extended. Definite stretches of boulevard-like streets. The city 

routes over which such vehicles may move are by anticipating pianning can harmonize these 

urgent needs in the modern city. efforts. The formula is as follows: 

pleasure drives must afford the weer distinct (1) A, continuous plensure route should be laid out through territory at present un- 
pleasurable sensations. The views ahead and platted or subject to replatting or modifi- 
alongside ought to be of a higher order than cations. 

those found on ordinary streets. Pavements (2) ulhisirouteshould) be located eoeas to 

should facilitate smooth, comfortable driving. prove advantageous to the property 

These thoroughfares, moreover, should have through which it passes; the city’s interest 

width and continuity, both for traffic carrying in the scheme as a whole can be adjusted 

purposes and a dignified, impressive appear- to this requirement. 

ance. Specifically the above means: 

It is manifest that when pleasure drives are (a) Utilization of land which might 
not planned beforehand and laid out as suc- prove of little value for home 

cessive portions of the city are platted, the streets, (b) variation of width 

possibility of securing the distinctive charac- and direction, if need be, to per- 

teristics noted above is considerably lessened. eae tae of tote ene Pir et as to take advantage of the drive 
Kenosha has had no experience in this line. system, (c) providing convenient 
The city possesses no genuine boulevard. No access to larger parks, (d) wher- 

wide protected natural parkways have been ever possible making pleasure 
developed. Few existing streets would now drives serve more utilitarian _pur- 

lend themselves to boulevard treatment. They bee a eee ane: quick approach to city, etc. 
are narrow; poles and wires stand where trees utes ae 
pRoul deere ihnuseeieretoinesri tometer (3) Out of civic interest, supported incident- 
iets. ally by proof of the influence of such a 

system upon their property, the realtors 
If a system of connecting pleasure drives affected by the proposed pleasure drive 

can be anticipated in the platting of land they route should be willing to incorporate 

can be made practically to pay for themselves. their share of it in their platting. 

Kenosha should be able to encircle the present Needless to say, the willingness of realtors 
city with a chain of beautiful parkways and to accept this scheme will depend upon (1) 

— 80 —
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the ability of the city to assure continuity to These are in no sense invariable proposals. 
the route, (2) the selection of a right-of-way A closer study of existing conditions at the 
line which houses can face and derive benefits time of making detailed plans will doubtless 
from, (3) the preparation of satisfactory detail suggest modification of proportions and general 
plans for the improvement of the system. Iso- treatment. The fundamental principles to be 
lated sections of a pleasure route are of little followed in the design of the system may be 
value; the city must proceed in good faith to summarized as follows: 
see the scheme completed, once it promulgates Boclevardeienditmarwmeaerentsnbe 
plans. This route should take precedence over created for a distinct purpose—PLEAS- 
all except major streets in determining the URE. This pleasure may come from liv- 
frontage of lots; no homes should turn sides or ing upon them or driving or walking on 
backs on pleasure drives. The drive should them. The pleasurable effect is to ibe 
not be monotonous; there should be a variation secured by special treatment and eae i . i to matters not usually considered in the in the treatment wherever topographic condi- development of ordinary streets. 

Se: z Mee (1) Pleasure drives should be wide— In accordance with the principles outlined which means dignity, impressive 
above there has been prepared a plan for giv- ness, comfort. 

ing Kenosha a system of modern pleasure (2) Traffic should be restricted—to pre- 
drives. The details of this plan are fully serve the street scene from incon- 
shown in Plate Number 23. Plate Number gruous, disturbing notes. 
24 is illustrative of the types of pleasure (3) Paving should especially contribute A ee to the pleasure of using these thor- rives contempla fare : oughfares. 

The following features of the proposed (4) Private building development should 
outer system are to be noted. be regulated—to secure unity and 

; harmony. 
| se ontes are coneeean. (5) Planting should be of the highest 2—The system is related to lake front type, for upon this one feature 

parks. depends a considerable portion of 
3—There are arterial approaches to the the effectiveness of either formal 

city and around the city. or informal pleasure drives. 
4—Existing highways form a part of the (6) Special care should be given the lawn 

system. areas and planting and proper 
5—The system is composed of formal maintenance of roadway should 

and informal boulevards and natu- be assured. 
ralistic parkways. (7) A generous building setback will add 

6—Parkways have been chosen chiefly spaciousness to the pleasure drive 
along the lines of water courses. and permit a wider planting of 

7—Practically every section indicated is trees. 
arranged to contribute to the value (8) Car lines if need be can be accom- 
of property through which it passes. modated on streets of this type, 

but they should be planned for 
The new lengths of drive are found chiefly and isolated as much as possible 

in land not yet platted. In the development in wide central strips bordered by 
of these sections lies the city’s greatest oppor- planting. 
tunity. By enlisting the support of the real All these measures will contribute to the 
estate interests, who will plat the land through creation of a first-class pleasure drive system. 
which these lines run, the city would secure a Most of them cost little or nothing beyond the 
boulevard system of great attractiveness. regulation of an ordinary street. 

= 6s
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SCALE OF CROSS SECTIONS HARLAND BARTHOLOM ERSTE EET || SUGGESTED CROSS SECTIONS OF Pressure Drives | MEHR SROs 
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A BUILDING SET BACK OF ZO FEET OR MORE ADDS I THE FOUR LINE BOULEVARD CAN BE REDUCED TO. 
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ZONING 

The zoning ordinance in Kenosha has be- stances exist where buildings have exceeded a 

come so well established since its adoption reasonable height limit or have covered the 

more than a year ago, that its benefits and entire area of lots, making little or no provision 

economic value are too well appreciated to 

warrant here a prolonged discussion of the a ee Pics ee. 

purposes and merits of regulating building | 3 se os Eat Ee he jy 

development. The need of community regu- 5 oa ee “3 ‘ er at se gle 

lations in the interest of public health, safety = Bee aah Te 

and general welfare has long been manifested 5 eae ee ca ae 

by our health, fire, housing and building laws. ae ei mY et . %. 

Obviously these laws were designed to insure a | a eae \ ‘ ey eee 

buildings of safe construction, to improve the a —— 

sanitary conditions and secure sufficient light a a = a a 

and air in buildings, and while the value of SSS ee — 

such regulations in improving living and busi- = ae = imeem 

ness conditions has been incalculable, the con- Komi eas ee 

tinued growth of our urban centers has neces- nian = — 

sitated an amplification of these community ThevTock oF coneidera ion show nota ownere wren a erste 
poner by the zone ordinance. 

It became evident in this country more than for their own light and air. __ It is these condi- 
ten years ago that if cities were to avoid the tions that have brought about the new com- 

tremendous economic waste due to the invasion munity regulation known as zoning, which 

of inappropriate buildings in well-established regulates the use, height and area of all new 

districts, the continual shifting of business dis- buildings and the alteration of existing struc- 
tricts and the uncertainty as to the proper use es 

of old as well as new districts, it was not only In less than ten years this new zoning move- 

necessary to regulate the construction of build- ment has spread throughout the country until 

ings, but their use and size as well. Every on January 1, 1925, there were three hundred 

city, large or small, has striking examples of and twenty (320) communities in the United 

smeimminae - — States having zoning ordinances in effect, and 

ie Re oe eee these varied in size from a population of 131 

Poe Py, be D : to approximately 6,000,000. The total 

: 35 g F ; aggregate population of all the zoned com- 

ee a ie : munities exceeds 24,000,000. More than 

> Ree ae thirty (30) states have enacted state laws 

Tia call | Ee] authorizing cities to do zoning, and in addition 

ae to those ordinances already in effect, numerous 
ES ore ee : other cities have ordinances in the course of 

et preparation. 

beet = eee 
— — Zoning in Kenosha 

The first step necessary toward the adoption 

Rear lot dwelling==a)formlof crowding rad) longer inermatced: of a comprehensive zoning ordinance is the 
acquisition of proper legislative authority from 

unregulated growth. Stores and apartments the state legislature. Wisconsin has always 

have located in residence districts, factories been one of the leading states in enacting city 

next to schools and hospitals, and other in- planning legislation, and at the time Kenosha
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undertook comprehensive city planning, the to lots 25 feet or less in width, those from 26 
city found that it was vested with sufficient to 29, 30 to 35, 36 to 40, 41 to 49, and those 
power to adopt a comprehensive zoning ordi- 50 feet or more in width. 

ice a eee eee by ie ee Industrial Map—tThis was prepared to deter- 

Before considering the study of zoning the oe Ute mature of the ediairics 18 Reoceha. 
plan commission realized that it was first i, e., those which, under the Zone ordinance, 
Hecessaiy ta) evolve| avevaiemate etrect and would come under the classification of light and 
Aner atone Eel nine ene heavy industries. Those that are objectionable 

Major Streets and Transportation having been by reason of smoke, dust, odor OE ORS Te 
Dre ened el enterica en erevedmite eins confined to the heavy industrial districts, and 

commission then took up the matter of zoning. all other EYES of manufacturing pre permitted 

The collecting of complete information regard- in the light industrial district. 

ing existing building development and tenden- ae i 

cies of future growth was necessarily the first Existing Development Prior to 

step. Comprehensive field surveys were neces- Zoning Ordinance 

sary to ascertain the character of every parcel USE— 

of property in the city, and this data was Tne Re USE Sera IEEE h 

recorded in a series of five study maps as poe Ce ey NBD DTOUg i out 
eee eer te ee the fact that Kenosha had four well-established 

industrial districts. The group on the west in 

the vicinity of Prairie Avenue and the Chicago, 
Study Maps North Shore Electric includes the Nash Motors, 

Use Map—lllustrates by various color indi- Allen “A”, Cooper Underwear and Vincent 

cations the use of every piece of property McCall Companies. A second group on the 
within the city. Residential uses were differen- east, which is in close proximity to the central 
tiated as to single family and two-family business district, includes the Simmons Com- 

dwellings and apartment houses. Distinction pany, N. R. Allens Sons Company, Hannahs 
was made between commercial buildings, in- Manufacturing Company, Bain Wagon Works 
dustries, railroad property, public and semi- and others. South of Elizabeth, just west of 

public property, parks, cemeteries, and city the C. & N. W. R. R., a third group embraces 
property. This map, as completed, represents among others the American Brass, Hall Lamp, 

the existing use of every piece of property and Frost Manufacturing Companies. Along 

within the city of Kenosha as of February 1, the C. & N. W. R. R., north of Fairfield, a 

1923. fourth group is situated and includes the 

2 , MacWhyte Company, Winters Motor Company 
Height Map—Upon this map was shown the 5 . 

re a BR icight of all Bete buildings. ~ esas egiecciite ae 
A . . side from the enterprises located in these in- 

a anne ee made, dustrial districts numerous small industries have 

ait ae Gy Pee eee located in various parts of the city, principally 

4 x coe in the central district and along the railroads. 

(4) to six (6) stories. As could be expected, however, there were 

Density Map—tThe existing density of popu- certain small industries located in districts 

lation was shown graphically by determining which were essentially residential or commer- 

the lot area per family. Seven different classi- cial. 

fications were used, indicating areas having less Comimerce=-A study lef the locationtel come 

thanjo2 >) equarestect persiaraly, 902 )togl 242) mercial enterprises illustrated clearly the need 

1250 to 1999, 2000 to 2499, 2500 to 3999, of some measure of control to prevent stores 

OEM ot 2 2 rend 00 )squate si cct or more. from scattering promiscuously throughout the 

Lot Width Map—Variations of lot widths of city. Few residential areas have escaped the 

all occupied property weré also indicated by invasion of the sporadic store. While the 

different colors, and were classified according greater number of retail enterprises were logic- 

—p4
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ally located along main thoroughfares, it will entire city. From this information, together 

also be seen from the Use Study Map that some with numerous field inspections, the tentative 

are located on the corners and even in the draft of the district map and ordinance was 

middle of blocks in districts which should re- prepared. Careful consideration was at all 

main residential property and free from the times given to existing conditions, and insofar 

noises and trafic common to commercial as possible and practicable present uses were 

enterprises. perpetuated. The large industrial districts were 

Deellingenn \Coneshasteseentialln aacitviot properly taken care of and provision made for 

one and two-family homes, with but few apart- future expansion: Kenosha is somewhat Peete 

ment houses, and the latter, generally speaking, liar in that it has but one steam railroad 

are close in. The larger homes are situated in (C. “ N. W.) and practically all the PrODELey, 
Tee Deteetn Dare een ee abutting this line is either already occupied or 

IMichican) ccuthech Deming Siesta withthe subdivided into small parcels of land. The 

exception of those residential areas along Lake best and, in fact, the only prospects for addi- 
NCI ean ener tite rE ecntlneSreeer mae in tional flat land next to the railroad is north of 

Washington Park; east of City Park; between the present city, limits. Here lies 2 est Bice. 
Salem Selena BaduBains Avenues scuth- oF of land admirably situated for industrial pur- 

Symmonds Street, between Howland and Park poses but cannot be zoned for that Bet 

Avenues; and between Park Avenue and Lake since it is beyond the corporate limits. 
Michigan south of Deming Street; all other Commercial districts have been allocated 

residential areas have either already been par- along the principal thoroughfares or at their 
tially occupied by two-family homes or are well intersection in the outlying districts. Rather 

situated for two-family and apartment house than designate solid commerce along all major 

development. streets, which would be considerably greater 

Height—The height map disclosed that there a. - ey on ie aa a 

were no buildings exceeding six (6) stories in See ren ack cone ae Reg aaa hetehe: “Tilsve were weiss dures 122) Gaseer been established at the intersection of major 

with buildings between four (4) and six Nee Sprmcnianiely eae epee kas “° 

(6) stories, inclusive, in height; forty-six (46) ehataell eae Ae mnt eee ee 

three stories, and the remainder two and one- quarter par Neate Sen hie a he 
a provision for local stores is essential to public 

half (21/2) stories or less. conveniences. Where store centers had already 

Density—The majority of buildings had lot been established off the main thoroughfares 

areas per family of 5000 square feet or more, and were well situated in relation to the dis- 

though there were a number ranging from tricts they served, these were accepted in lieu 

2500 to 3999 and 4000 to 4999, rather gen- of creating new districts. 

erally distributed throughout the city. Fortu- ; . Se ig 5 . 2 

nately, however, there eee no dette less Residential Soc ea dic zetdeneol 
iHan G25 Noniee fee mere eaten development is predominantly single family, 

few in the classification ranging from 625 to there had been a marked tendency toward two- 
1249. family dwellings, and as will be seen from the 

District Map defining the several districts, the 

Lot Widths—Though there was considerable larger part of the city’s area has been zoned 
variation in lot widths about the city the so as to permit of this latter type of dwelling. 

greater number exceeded 40 feet or more. Certain areas, however, because of their present 
Some lots as narrow as 25 feet are scattered use, have been designated as single family dis- 

about the city, but fortunately these are few. tricts while other small undeveloped areas have 
been set aside for this purpose. A zoning 

Preparation SE Districe Map ordinance to be reasonable should insofar as 

possible provide both kinds of residential areas 

The study maps as outlined above illustrated in various sections of the city so that one might 

graphically the building development of the select his place of residence in any part of the 

— 85 —
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city and locate in a district in keeping with the ticularly since open porches, accessory buildings 

residence he desires to erect. Such is the ar- and garages are permitted to locate in rear 

rangement of Residential Districts in Kenosha. yards. Furthermore, it has been customary in 

Then, too, considerable area has been allotted Kenosha to provide rear yards of twenty-five 

to apartment house development in the areas (25) feet or greater in depth. 

close in where they properly belong. The E 

apartment districts are conveniently located Side Yards—Two side yards of five (5) feet 
Mithereterencertoltherbusinessidisiict andeentc are required in residence districts so as to secure 

brace those areas which, because of their prox- a least 10 feet of open space between build- 

imity to the city’s center, will continue to rise ings. This regulation can easily be complied 

in value and consequently a more intensive with on lots of forty (40) feet or more, which 
residential use should be permitted. the city has set as a minimum width for future 

F lots. Existing narrow lots must of necessity be 

Non-Conforming Uses—Subsequent fo the accepted and the ordinance specifically pro- 
preparauon of the Use Map’ showing ae vides that lots of less than forty (40) feet and 

ing conditions, and the 5 District Map,” desig- of record at the time of the passage of the ordi- 

nating the future Se, districts, the two i nance shall provide two side yards three feet 
were checked one with the other to ascertain in width 

the character and location of those uses not in 

conformity with the zoning ordinance. These Setback—A nominal setback of twenty-five 

uses were recorded on a ‘“‘Non-Conforming Use (25) feet is required in residential districts 

Map” which served as a check against the pos- = 

sibility of an error in overlooking well estab- Ais i 

lished districts. After a study of this map all re — x ay 

existing uses were taken care of insofar as it Ss @ t 1 ee 
was reasonable and consistent with good zon- Pi i b 4 eS e 

ing practice. cL 5 a ae 
Cs Y _ = eae. i Bei 

HEIGHT AND AREA RESTRICTIONS aa i & crit: ne 

Height—The Wisconsin legislature passed a Sy , a i Mad RRIF 8: St 

law in 1923 limiting the maximum height of i a 

buildings in cities of the first class to ten stories, — : ees 

one hundred twenty-five (125) feet, and in the eT a oe aa 
- : : BREA Sn eee cee 

second class cities to eight stories, one hundred ee ee Se aie Sel 

(100) feet. This law was later sustained in —— ——— = : ee 
the WaseonciniSupreme Courtandrconseduent|y. The orderly effect of a uniform building line. 

automatically disposed of the height limit ques- except where setbacks of greater or less depth 
tion so far as the city was concerned. Kenosha : a ie x 

é y Z é have been established by existing buildings, in 
being a second class city, the maximum height c nee : 

eee et i which case such existing setback shall be main- 
is limited to eight stories, or one hundred 2 5 5 

7 : noe tained. The ordinance also provides that 
(100) feet, in the central business district. i : 

i reel where local commercial centers are located in 
Beyond the central area industry is limited to ‘x x 

5 : : mie the same block with residences, the setback of 
six (6) stories, or 75 feet; commercial districts - : tae 

: i the residential district shall apply to the com- 
vary in height from two and one-half (2!) 3 aks fi - ; 

‘ i is mercial district. This obviously is to prevent 
stories, 35 feet, to eight stories, 100 feet, x 

A . corner stores from protruding out beyond the 
and residence from two and one-half stories, . . ‘ : 
Seren th, ne eras residences and shutting out the light and air, 

Se ae which has a decided reflection in depreciated 

Rear Yard—To insure sufficient open space property values. It is admitted that for com- 

on residential lots a minimum rear yard of mercial purposes, the front of the lot is most 

twenty-five (25) feet is required. This will valuable because of convenience and advertis- 

provide a space of at least 50 feet between the ing advantages. For this reason no setback is 

rears of buildings, which is none too great, par- required on streets zoned commercial through-
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out between two intersecting streets. But for permit the corner building to project out to 

local stores which are to serve the immediate the property line, or nearly so. In justice to 

district, the advertising value and convenience both parties the Kenosha Planning Commission 

is nil compared with the benefits accruing to adopted a regulation requiring the building on 

surrounding property by keeping the stores in the reversed corner lot to observe on the street 

line with the residences. side one-half the setback of the residences in 

The application of the setback regulation on the rear, and further that the accessory building 

a reversed corner lot, i. e., a corner lot facing on the corner lot shall insofar as possible be 

kept back in line with the 

setback in the rear. See 

ite Plate Number 26, illustrat- 
ing this regulation. 

ILLUSTRATING Another regulation that 
; t; rah oe SEMBAGK MEGULATION o7 has been discussed fre- 

x Re ao REVERSED CORNER LOT quently and for which agi- 
it Lace so, tation is steadily increasing 

,. as SRP el CITY PLANNING COMMISSION oe 
+ € Aes ee ance,” or keeping the 

| \Ng h ec NR ey oa i buildings back from the 

Ye Se, — at corner at street intersec- 
[ee Pe or io ae in tions. This increases the 
| mx ‘ee a rot re eo *, a range of vision of approach- 

2 Re A cs EN op wnt Ne ee? oe ing vehicles and _ conse- 

Re oe ot « ‘ONS ma ; ee quently facilitates traffic 
tae Bock be ie xo Ss - movements and reduces ac- 
Xe eo ‘hee ge. bt ag " wes dhs cidents. Vision Clearance 
so <a e cay e ave NZ abn = 3. casei. as has been attempted in some 

e ie Gee Lem tet. seen ay zoning ordinances as ap- 
ae se oe sl ; ena ey Ba % plying only to fences and 

ga A ha, UN EMA || robber in outlying i 
* ae s sans, wi’ ee A aie ee f 3 tricts, but so far aS it is 

2 1 paare oa Sh el Note < D ik » | known Kenosha is the 

5 Se Ne VAN Se iL wpe VAPE| first city to apply this prin- 
abe eee we ey ie ae Ns cca <5. | ciple to buildings at all in- 
Bik gh Fe ES yy ean, AS TEE pias . : 4 MAE cxcnn Aa \ aah (eet eS BRL Ls i f tersections. This regula- 
“aS = ay =A VAN eee tx| tion is now being fostered 

o A Se eo Wieigeee e See in the principles of high- 

Note — THE STREET SIDE YARD OF REVERSED CORNER LOT 1S EQUAL “*” way design, and while it 
TO ONE HALF THE SETBACK OF THE BUILDINGS IN THE REAR — ACCESSORY _ 

BUILDING MUST OBSERVE FULL SETBACK — SEE ORDINANCE FOR REGULATION would be somewhat im- 
practicable to attempt to 

apply it in certain sections 

Plate 26. of the larger cities it should, 
nevertheless, be possible to 

an intersecting street, is a matter that has ad- obtain at principal street intersections in the 

mittedly been difficult. To require a full set- outlying districts. Plate Number 27 illustrates 

back of say twenty-five (25) or thirty (30) the advantages to traffic of such an arrange- 
feet on the side of a reversed corner lot, ment. 

together with the side yard required on the 

opposite side of the building, would deprive Publicity and Hearings 

an owner of the use of considerable frontage. 

Conversely, it would be unjust to the property The state law provides, and properly so, 

owners in the rear of a reversed corner lot to that public hearings shall be held on the pre- 

[eS
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liminary zone ordinance in order that property misunderstanding of the purposes and appli- 

owners be given an opportunity to offer sug- cation of the ordinance it was necessary to 

gestions and file remonstrances before the final “sell” the ordinance to the public. After the 

: ~ ; — ordinance was tentatively approved by the plan 

& % a aaa y fi rae i commission and published in preliminary form 

Sy tr Ci tihdees °C: cs considerable publicity was given to it in the 

Pa pady) Pay / i Bd way of explaining the purpose of such legisla- 

- Lg Bi cS sad S ef < tion and its application in Kenosha. Addresses 

a Ps * ba 3 Ei “y were made and the ordinance presented before 

; a ft =? _ bh as the various civic organizations and numerous 

Be ed 3) pe ik i tae bs i neighborhood meetings. As a result of an 

E = Be 4) a 3 extensive publicity campaign and the plan 

SA) Rigger oa commission’s efforts to satisfy public opinion 

: : o> me SS ; little opposition was encountered at the hear- = ew Bie ee ee ae 
BT Reached Na, fee ings. 

“oui; cae | | Many valuable suggestions were obtained 

; er through discussions and all requests that were 
Occasionally stores were built with corners cut off, but this Pie i : ‘i 

is now required by the zone ordinance in the within reason and consistent with good zoning 
interest of public safety. : 

were granted. The ordinance was then sub- 

adoption of the ordinance. Hence to elimi- mitted by the plan commission to the council, 

nate numerous complaints resulting from a who in turn held additional public hearings, 
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; Plate 27.
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after which the ordinance was put in final form ordinance has been in effect sufficiently long for 

and passed by the city council, January 7, property owners to appreciate the benefits of 

1924. It became effective on the 18th day of protection and the stabilization of property 

the same month. values. 

Operation of Ordinance Since Legal Status of Zoning in 
Adoption Wisconsin 

It is a common expression among individuals The Wisconsin Supreme Court has already 

and organizations that they favor the “‘prin- gone on record in favor of the reasonable 

ciples’’ of zoning if properly applied. The best application of zoning regulations, as is apparent 

test of the proper application of zoning provi- from two decisions handed down by that court. 

sions in any city is the experience after at least One case was a mandamus suit to compel the 

one year's operation. For approximately one city of Milwaukee to issue a permit for the 

year after the ordinance was in effect in expansion of a non-conforming use; State ex 

Kenosha, January 18 to December 12, 1924, rel. Charles Carter, Appellant, vs. William D. 

permits were issued for 874 new buildings, Harper, Building Commissioner of the city of 

aggregating in cost approximately $4,252,091. Milwaukee, Respondent. Prior to the adop- 

During this period no changes were made tion of the zoning ordinance in Milwaukee the 

in the districts as originally adopted, and appellant had erected a dairy and milk pas- 

of the permits issued but fifty-nine (59) cases teurizing plant in a district which, under the 

came before the Board of Zoning Appeals. A zone ordinance, was zoned for residence. In 

chart prepared from the records compiled by 1921 the owner sought to expand his plant to 

the Chief of the Inspection Department is in- take care of increased business but was denied 

cluded herewith showing in general the nature a permit on the grounds that it was contrary 

of each appeal and its disposition. to the zoning ordinance. The appellant 

Aside from the power of adjustment vested charged that the ordinance was “‘unreasonable 

in the Board of Appeals, the ordinance further and oppressive, that it deprives him of the 

provides for amendments by the city council equal protection of the laws, and takes his 

so that it may be modified to meet changing property without due process of law and with- 

conditions. Thus the ordinance insures pro- out just compensation.” 

tection and at the same time is sufficiently The supreme court in handing down its de- 

elastic to permit of amending so that it will not cision made the following statement in the 

become restrictive as conditions change. No concluding paragraph of its opinion: “‘It is our 

zoning ordinance could be made practicable or conclusion that the ordinance is, in the respects 

legal that did not provide for amendments, as here considered, a reasonable, valid and con- 

cities must grow, and growth implies change; stitutional enactment. It is appreciated that 

on the other hand, promiscuous changes should there are other provisions of the ordinance, 

not be permitted lest the stability of the zoning the validity of which may be the subject of 

ordinance be destroyed. The ordinance, there- future challenges. It is to be understood that 

fore, provides certain precautionary measures no opinion is expressed with reference to any 

designed to prevent unwarranted changes. features of the ordinance except such as are 

Plate Number 28 was prepared to show herein treated. So far as the ordinance affects 

how all new buildings erected from February, the rights of appellant, it fully authorizes the 

1923, to August, 1924, have been distributed denial of a building permit, the issuance of 

in an orderly manner in accordance with the which he seeks to coerce.” 

district plan. Differentiation has been made The other decision rendered by the Supreme 

between residence and business. Court pertained to the limitation of the heights 

Judging from more than one and one-half of buildings. As previously stated the legisla- 

years’ experience it is evident that the zoning ture passed a law limiting the height of build- 

idea has met with great favor in Kenosha. ings in all cities of the state to one hundred 

This is partly attributed to the fact that the twenty (120) feet in first class cities and one 

t=
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hundred (100) feet in second class cities. which it may do indirectly. If it has the power 

Three cases were before the court attacking the to authorize cities to enact regulations limiting 
validity of this legislation. One, the Wisconsin the height of buildings, it cannot be satisfac- 
Telephone Company, which sought to complete torily maintained that it is without power to 
its building in Milwaukee (16 stories), 225 accomplish the same result by a direct act of 

8 . 
feet high; another the Hotel Wisconsin Realty the legislature. While the direct act of the 
Company, which had under construction a hotel legislature may not embody the best public 
in the city of Green Bay designed to be 100 policy, that is something with which we are not 
feet in height, to which the defendant later concerned. The question is, has the legislature 
decided to add another story, but made no ap- the power to limit the height of buildings in 
plication for a building permit until after the populous centers? Upon this question we are 

passage and publication of the height act. The in accord with those courts upholding the 
third case was that of the Piper Brothers, who power. We therefore hold that the legislature 
had secured a permit to erect and had plans has power to limit the height of buildings in 
prepared for a hotel in Madison 115 feet in populous centers of the state in promotion of 
height prior to the enactment of the height law. the public health and safety and, perhaps, the 

The court ruled that since the Wisconsin convenience and general welfare of the people. 
Telephone Company had obtained a building The beneficial effect the height law is hav- 
permit for a Seay building and had ing in the city of Milwaukee is expressed in the 
actually built a foundation for a structure of following article which recently appeared in the 
that height, all prior to the passage of the National Real Estate Journal, March 9, 1925: 
height law, that permission to complete the “The Milwaukee Real Estate Board has ildi ted. u ae 
= eee NWyieconsiaReniey again gone on record as being in favor of the e eae Ce i Cc Paar oe eT eldthne eeuchiastns 125-foot building height limit for the business e ae : : : OMPany: pee Dy d district of Milwaukee, according to the Mil- 
spphesbop ogee: 2d bee waukee Realtor. The matter of repeal of the tment of the law and that no ex- ones att, ee pee 
Sake oo - pie Fada. building heights limitation has been under con- 
pense had been incurred in anticipation of add- ee mee acme Tho Baad taker th 
S Alia 1 he build: that the sideration in Milwaukee. € Board takes the 

gO BG one eee oe rabeerae epee stand that under the present law the downtown 
hould ly in this instance. aie i ; 

i eae ee SS case Gn (Madicon was district is developing so well that there is 
e Pi 5 

similar to that of the Wisconsin Telephone on ee ee aa pan 

in Mil kee in that a permit had : 1S 
cee ad sak Sunerel had eli fovcone reasonable yield from their investment. From 
een secur gs ear 

. i felt that ‘ he lanes a purely economic standpoint, it is 

sales ee ee ease there is no great need for higher buildings in 
passed, and a: . Gs ; 

< f ; th Ith - the court granted the Piper Brothers permis- ee ee Bai eee ye 

sion to complete their building. ons Ge ae aa Dre 5 

That high buildings in densely populate: Ss : 
areas are injurious to health and increase fire The court decisions outlined above should be 
hazards, resulting in a menace to the safety of gratifying to Wisconsin cities now having zon- 
property and persons, is scarcely ane to a = has pit or SPRAB aS ah 

tion. That the police power may be exerte shou eee UCU eL 
to promote the public health and public pin ales wd me uphold Ae ee 
is so well established that it is a truism in the ey are based upon scientific pr 
law. Granted that the more scientific and sat- merely vee. ae as ie been the 
q ishi i i ties in the past. compre- isfactory way of accomplishing this result, so case in a few ci a: 
far as high buildings in populous centers con- hensive studies are made of existing conditions 
stitute a menace to public health and safety and all regulations in the future are based upon 

are concerned, is by means of the so-called present and expected growth, it is believed that 

zoning ordinances, it cannot be said that the the coe will continue Pop eustatn ZOnLas ordi- 

legislature may not accomplish directly that nances in the state of Wisconsin.
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CIVIC ART 

It is significant that one of the first phases of this end will bring a satisfying response from 

the Kenosha city plan to receive consideration the people themselves. 

was the city’s appearance. The manner in An interest in matters of civic art need not 

which the civic art problem stimulated the mean extravagance, or even added expense, so 

preparation of a city plan and was solved as a far as the city is concerned. The chief re- 

first step in the city planning program has quirement is that the city have definite policies 

already been related. The people of Kenosha and standards to apply to works that affect the 

have given evidence in many different ways municipal scene. These standards, moreover, 

that they believe in making their city attractive. must be selected with taste and discrimination. 

The popular support which the city plan has The city erects lights, traffic signals or street 

had thus far is but one proof of this. signs. Are these ugly or beautiful? Who 

It is the fundamental object of the city plan shall say, since the city has no guide to follow 

to make Kenosha attractive. Attractiveness in selecting them? The light standards on 

will be created in two ways: by developing a one street may be of praiseworthy design 

more practical city on the one hand, and on and on another depressingly ugly. Yet the 

the other a city that also pleases the eye. A latter may be the more costly. The city may 

well-planned Kenosha will favor an economical permit overhanging signs of various sizes and 

and efficient conduct of industry and business shapes and shabby awnings and canopies on 

and provide more satisfactory living condi- Main Street, and show cases obstructing the 

tions. These will, undoubtedly, add to the at- sidewalk. A prohibition of such structures 

tractiveness of the city but they alone will not would doubtless cost the taxpayers nothing, 

suffice. And for Kenosha to show a sensible would save money for those doing business on 

regard for appearances, will make it attractive the street, and would greatly aid in the creation 

in every sense of the word, and will draw of a favorable impression of the city. A gen- 

people to it. eral requirement that poles and wires be placed 

There is a value in a conservative program on rear lot lines would not add to the public 

for the improvement of the city’s appearance. expense, but would help utility companies to 

The outlook in any city is not entirely unre- plan more orderly service lines and by leaving 

lated to its commercial and industrial standing. the streets free for tree growth would improve 

The greater cities all value appearance. They their appearance tremendously. It may be 

realize that the creation of a favorable im- seen by these few examples that a program for 

pression upon visitors is often a wise step the advancement of civic art need not become 

toward securing a new factory or business merely another means of entering the city 

establishment. They know also that civic treasury. It has been found elsewhere that 

pride develops when the city is well-dressed money spent for better appearances, if spent 

and that civic pride can be translated into con- wisely, is returned many times over every year. 

tentment and satisfaction among those who The problem of Kenosha, however, is to dis- 

live and work in it. Community good will in cover a method by which the proper policies 

large measure is evoked by beautiful parks, and standards may be adopted. In many of 

clean, dignified, tree-bordered streets, trim the larger cities it is customary for administra- 

light standards, well-designed school buildings tive officials to depend upon a municipal art 

and absence of poles, wires, street signs and commission for advice and guidance with re- 

bill boards and other disfigurements. The gard to civic art problems. There is no such 

administrative officials of the city can do a body in Kenosha, however, and it is doubtful 

great deal toward making Kenosha a better if one is needed. The state law of Wisconsin 

looking city. The mere publication of the fact states that the council shall refer to the city 

that the municipality itself is in action toward plan commission for advice, consideration and 

a
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report before final action is taken by council, (c) Public structures of good design, 
the following matters: such as schools, hospitals, bridges, 

libraries, etc. 

The location and architectural design (d) Street accessories of pleasing lines, 
of any public building and the location of light standards, traffic signals, 
any statute or other memorial, the loca- street name signs, etc. 
tion, extension, alteration, ornamentation (e) Proper street tree planting and care. 

or planning of any street, park or play- (f) High grade landscape art in parks. 
ground. s 

(g) Praiseworthy monuments. 

It is entirely within the province of the city (h) Regulation of traffic in parks and on 

plan commission, therefore, to suggest a defi- pleasure drives. 

nite civic art program and to devote some 3. Guidance and control of semi-public or 

effort to making the program effective. The private works. 

Wisconsin statute particularly gives the plan (a) Removal of poles and wires and 

commission the prerogatives of an art commis- sidewalk obstructions. 

sion and the plan commission should under- (b) Regulation of signs and bill boards. 

stand and appreciate this responsibility. It (c) Improvement of home grounds. 

should seem advantageous, therefore, for the (d) Elevating standards in design of 

council and other city officials to depend upon stores, apartments, and even in- 

the judgment of the plan commission in this dustrial buildings. 

special field. Officials who make no claim of Kenosha has paid some attention to these 

being artists, or even for having cultivated things and today, as a consequence, is an un- 

tastes in such matters, should be entirely willing usually attractive city. One may enter it with 

to cooperate with the plan commission to the the expectation of finding it ordinary and 

extent of submitting questions of taste to it commonplace, but he leaves it with a distinct 
Beforeractionhe take and generally satisfactory impression. The 

homes in Kenosha are well cared for. Streets 

are clean and attractive. The parks are espe- 

A Civic Art Program cially well kept. The Nash or Simmons 

athletic field would be a credit in any city. 
Emphasis is laid upon the necessity of co- 

operating with city officials for the reason that Senne 

public work makes up a considerable portion f BT aE 

of the structure of the city and has a great deal igh Up . Nt 

to do with the city’s appearance. Public work, — 

moreover, as distinguished from private build- Pi - a Ls on 

ings of various sorts, is subject to a measure ' ; ae ie ; >. ke 

of control. Briefly, the responsibilities of the ‘ . De jee ee Pe a tame | 

city in matters of appearance may be roughly gg ei ke ae eae 

divided into three classes: a BO Rah ee 

1. The natural beauties and other assets of the ae dead ae 

site. =a Kae 

(a) Lake shore. = 

(b) Natural park areas. The North Shore Railway station—a contribution to the 
(c) Hills, ravines, streams. CHES SbOratanEe. 

(d) Natural forests. The North Shore Railway station deserves high 

(e) The natural contour of the land. praise. The library is a classic gem. The 

2. Public works which may make the city at- monuments of the city are not-numerous, but 

tractive. have unusual character. The civic center is just 

(a) Cleanliness of streets. taking form and promises to add much to the 

(b) Attractive and well maintained pave- tone of the downtown district. 
ments. All these features of the city which combine
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to make it attractive have come into being opportunities and can become without great 

more as an accident than through any conscious expense a wholly attractive city if it sets out to 

effort on the part of the city to supervise its accomplish this end. One of the first interests 

make-up. This same haphazardness which of the city should be in those assets which na- 

has allowed these things to appear is also ture has placed before the city and which 

responsible for certain other developments merely await taking. It would seem highly 

that reduce the attractiveness of Kenosha. desirable that a greater effort be made toward 

Private buildings, for instance, are not at all the preservation of lake front areas. Certain 

in the same class with those erected out of citizens of Kenosha have already appreciated 

public funds. Stores on Main Street especially this need and have shown unsurpassed devo- 

give the city a shabby, depressing appearance tion to their city’s interests by acquiring and 
holding large sections of the lake front north 

x of the city until such time as the municipality 

may take these areas off their hands. There 

SO are other lake front areas south of the city that 

NS f could very well be held in similar fashion. 

oe \y And inland are also many tracts which nature 
- ~— has apparently created for park purposes. 

| All these the city should acquire and hold for 

i D | the use of its future citizens. If a city fails to 

5 ai act at opportune times to acquire these natural 

lies ty ri les a park areas, it soon finds that they are taken 

= =i eee for other purposes and thereafter their attrac- 

Sees Se tiveness rapidly disappears. Woods are de- 

: ‘ stroyed, streams are put underground, and val- 

F om leys become dumping places. One may wit- 

Rage : ness this action taking place now in the Pike 

ee No Creek Valley, and it is suggested here that this 

be ie valley as a parkway would be worth more to 

Mage = eo the city than it will ever be worth if used as a 

Not a particularly pleasing view for the public dump. 

qe nl strectob pate ciaets Srowipe There are many citizens of Kenosha who 

have always manifested a deep interest in trees. 

which belies its character. Overhanging signs 

and awnings in the business section help to bi ea Roe Sis a a 

lower the dignity and attractiveness of the busi- eee Fess 3 Be? » 

ness section. Just east of Main Street is Poe ee, 2 es 

a district which is suffering from the inevitable ae PE : ne Se : oe i 

blight which comes from the stopping of circu- A ay he a as tite ¢ 

lation. It may be noted, too, that school ee le Peer Pee 

grounds are not planned as they should be, and Rabe Faison: ne : 

that on certain streets trees have been neg- fe lan ah mr ies ae 

lected. And here and there in outlying sec- : we S a eager E oe 

tions, often adjoining residences and occupying c ecg 

prominent positions, are blatant, obtrusive and Be age = bees Re tie i 

ugly bill boards. pee NE sf 5 

It is obvious that many of the conditions ——— 

noted above have developed because there was The effect produced on streets where trees have long been 

no centering of responsibility for the preserva- Plante 

tion and improvement of appearances. This The old elms and maples which today appear 

lack should be studied as a part of the city along many streets and contribute so much to 

planning program. Kenosha has many unusual the attractiveness of Kenosha, were planted by 

os
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men who loved trees, who appreciated their in securing forest lands. They could call 
value in the city, and who spared no pains to attention, for instance, to the commercial value 
protect and preserve them. In the early days of forestry. City forests are rare in this 
it was possible for a few individuals, out of an country, but are common abroad and have 
interest in such matters, to improve the aspect been found very profitable municipal enter- 
of the city by planting trees, but today the city prises. 

is larger and more complex and there is, as a The practice of planning straight streets and 
consequence, less thought given to these natural rectangular blocks on rolling ground also con- 
adornments. tributes to the destruction of natural attrac- 

The municipality itself has made no forest tions. Excessive grading becomes necessary 
reservations, yet there are densely wooded and the street scenes as a consequence become 
areas nearby which should be permanently set stilted and highly artificial. Terraces of dif- 
aside because of their manifold attractions and ferent heights appear in front of dwellings, 
future value. The city and county could well buildings are not adjusted to the ground and, 
join for the purpose of acquiring a forest pre- as frequently happens, the street itself comes 
serve near what is known as Petrifying to an end in a steep hillside. These conditions 
Springs. It is suggested that perhaps a forestry do not indicate an intelligent adaptation of the 
society might be organized for the purpose of form and structure of the city to the site which 
stimulating an interest in such projects and of nature has provided. 

protecting the tree growth in the vicinity of Public works in every city make a notable 
Kenosha. Such an organization undoubtedly contribution to the municipal scene. The 
could secure favorable cooperation and help manner in which the city does its housekeeping, 
from the owners of property upon which na- for instance, is a factor in the creation of a 

tive forests now stand. A group acting with- favorable impression upon strangers. There is 

out ulterior motives could aid the city greatly no excuse today for any city to have ugly, 
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dirty streets. Street paving materials have center of a group of magnificent buildings. 

been perfected to a high degree. The auto- Beyond this civic center and around it will be 

mobile at once brought about a reduction of the business interests of the downtown section. 

ES Pa The city has already made known its intention 

af ae at ee wes ae of carrying out its portion of this scheme and it 

2 rs PRE ARN tock ie now remains only for the Chicago and North- 
eee CRESS ae western Railway to build its new terminal in the 

tr ran ae location indicated. This the railroad has 
oes 0 agreed to do in connection with the elimination 
id eee te of its tracks through the city. 

° ci The other public buildings of Kenosha are 

39 ia Ey is equally meritorious. The Simmons Library is 

2 ae, oh) tee a beautiful building in a well-nigh perfect set- 

es oa aes ting. Kenosha would be distinctive for this 

_ hee. aarmmi one structure alone if it had no other attrac- 
— be = tions. Few visitors pass through Kenosha 

a i ee without making a mental note of the library 

ail building and its surroundings. The schools, 

too, generally speaking, deserve praise, al- 

ats ai though it must be said that the policy of build- 

ing several structures from the same set of 

Srey: een plans will not in the end leave Kenosha with 

altogether creditable school buildings. The 

the unpaved street areas and has stimulated a designs thus far adopted for Kenosha public 

wider interest in attractive roadway surfaces. schools are not so excellent that they can be 

It is possible in practically every city to keep repeated indefinitely. Whenever it is desired, 

streets clean and above criticism, and this sur- in the interest of economy, to utilize the same 

vey has disclosed the fact that those in Kenosha set of plans, the Board of Education ought to 

are. ia 
The buildings and structures erected for Mr: oe i % 

public use in Kenosha deserve a special note. eS ae ys 0 

The city has embarked upon a program for the * ie ; i 

development of the civic center which will at ees 

eventually give it as fine a public building group . i - ig 

as any to be found in this country. This project . e “og 

has already been briefly described but views are iy i eee 

presented here to illustrate more fully its great j z = 

attractiveness. Closely related to the civic . / H s 

center is the proposal for the erection of a new et ane 

Chicago and Northwestern Railway passenger pveessstiao os 

station. It has been proposed as a part of the “ 

civic art plan to widen Market Street from the 

railroad eastward, and at the railroad end of 

this broad artery to erect a new terminal build- 

ing. The possibilities of this scheme stimulate 

the imagination. In future years it would be 

possible for a visitor to Kenosha to alight from LL en 

his train at a modern terminal, pass out east- Pole= the pesuliruly brary deserves 

ward upon a broad tree-bordered avenue, sim- 

ilar in many respects to the avenues of Wash- insist, and the architect ought to insist, that 

ington, and after a walk eastward of but two the exterior treatment be revised so that each 

blocks to enter an open plaza or park, the school may be different from the others. The 
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landscape arrangement of school grounds, this sort is that whenever possible the aim 

moreover, is not given as much attention as it should be to remove poles rather than add to 

deserves. The Board of Education should be them. Many cities in an effort to clear the 

urged to give greater consideration to these sidewalks are suspending trolley wires from 

important matters. It is a well known fact buildings, and it has even been proposed to 

that children are not insensible to the cultural suspend lights from the buildings. 

influences of good architecture and a well- It is believed that Kenosha would find it 

maintained landscape. Every school site that advantageous to devise a lighting plan for 

is purchased should be planned completely the entire city, in anticipation of the day when 

before the building is started and arrangement such an improvement may be authorized. The 

of the grounds should be so established that standards to be installed in various sections of 

(1) the building may have a suitable position the city should be carefully selected by a group 

on the site, (2) an area in front and on the of lighting authorities, architects and engineers, 

sides that may be devoted to lawns and plant- and standards of the design selected should be 

ing, and (3) an adequate, well-graded play- required whenever new lights are put in. There 

ground may be found at the rear. should be a residence light, and business light, 

Kenosha has had some experience with possibly of two types, and a purely utilitarian 

bridges and thus far the standards which have light for industrial districts. Space will not per- 

been set for such work are commendable. The mit a discussion of the various factors to be 

street accessories in use have also been selected considered in selecting lighting standards, but 

with some consideration for design. Lighting it may be stated that the common faults to be 

standards are modern in type, and the kind of avoided are clumsiness and over-ornamenta- 

lights used along Milwaukee Avenue is espe- tion. It is possible to find stock patterns for 

cially noteworthy. Trolley poles appear along standard lights that are well designed. Most of 

this street and light brackets have been at- them, however, are faulty in that they are much 

tached to these poles. This is the most satis- too coarse and heavy for the function per- 

factory way of solving the problem. Many formed, that is, to support a light-weight glass 

globe, and are loaded with meaningless orna- 

ments that destroys any beauty of line that they 

might have. 
Sy Street name signs and traffic signals are 

SS amenable to the same suggestions made for 

H lighting standards. A pattern for the former 

ak A especially should be selected and used through- 

i H. s ani out the entire city. Kenosha at present is 

+ Ins iy L ; equipped with a miscellaneous assortment of 

a fy re Bi x ay it street name signs, although the majority are of 

ee ep =a a standard pattern. Kenosha gives some atten- 
See Stich : tion to the maintenance and care of street trees, 

Mg se PR “ although there is no specific tree commission 

: : bs 7 or a department with an appropriation of its 

Sie BO ae own to carry on this work. The Park Depart- 

= ment handles it and confines its activities 

“a chiefly to the care of existing planting. There 

is no special effort made to require new plant- 

ing in districts that are just being opened up 

The right type of light for streets where one or to secure authority to plant new trees on 
set of poles is required for trolley 

wires. streets that have been long neglected. 

Kenosha has certain streets which today are 

cities install a new set of light standards and bordered with tall and attractive trees. These 

thereby add to the number of poles standing streets should serve as an inspiration. They 

on the street. The rule to follow in cases of show what can be done in order to give all 

ey
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streets the character which these few have at Kenosha’s parks are being designed, built and 

present. It is necessary to plant trees upon maintained according to the highest standards, 

them at regular intervals only, preferably at the eee : 7 

time the street is first laid out. Certain sub- pes aa et it 

dividers are following this practice and the city eS ne pe Bs me 

plan commission should make an effort to per- Pe as iz ae SN A iE 

suade all to adopt the same policy. bs oe ia AES Ee re 

There is nothing that improves the appear- om : ee “ 1 f ee 

ance of any city quite so much as tree-lined a ‘i % i Oe Shia he 

streets. Kenosha should know this and should J ig P 

have a well established tree commission or tk, 

bureau devoting its entire effort to the care of , , 

the old street trees and the planting of new ee a = 

ones. This commission would specify suitable 

types of trees, proper spacing, and should have : 

a force to do the planting. When such ar- 0 CRS urea * 

rangements exist elsewhere it is customary to Tad 

provide by ordinance for the carrying out of ; ; 
yi a al 

Te i) “Sa : 
Pe . ee” Pel = % So ; 

® age 4 G4 Guelor Kenosha aifaw) treaeurce should) be 
» x ies ages? mete’ A P Z| moved to more appropriate setting 

- ieee’ kee RS ay in new civic center. 
Geo oat pe Bs. 

ls ; ee 4 s ~*~ and it should be a matter of pride that this 

a ay ae = on Ld %4 work is being done on a budget that is small 

dé i ie ee At in comparison with similar budgets in other 

ame ei ; — cities. 

rh t : i Kenosha has public monuments. Two of 

i i = ; an ; Fs 
4 Ki pet Ae =— : Sea Pe ee a ¥. 

ee eee: So oa ea 
3 s eee es 

Trees uniformly spaced, planted at time subdivison is opened. nee ey @ oe 
3 Deere |= «ei 

; : + ye reg 
street tree planting in the same manner as ns oi Ce. ~ 

other street improvements, the request being ge it Lf pee ee 

made by petition of a certain small number of ee es ei sexe : Be 

property owners, the expense of the tree plant- x eae ee a 

ing being divided equitably among the prop- meee rae ei | 

erty owners benefited. Kenosha should find st ey 

this method of handling the street tree prob- ais ae nee EE 

lem better than the one in effect at the present nines 

time. The presence in the city of a recognized ees jf iy Hl Nie f 

authority on trees would tend to correct the Ly yyy ry) HN SSS 

practice of planting trees too close together, ee Yi) HSS % : 

planting the wrong varieties, and having such a Paget 3 Bin 

haphazard distribution of trees along the Hatin A 

streets. A beautiful monument—a beautiful building, 
- r but the two not properly displayed be- 

The landscape work in public parks likewise cause of careless landscape de- 

contributes in no small measure to the attract- ahi 

iveness of the city. Those in charge of park these stand in the grounds of the library. Both 

work in Kenosha appreciate this fact. are magnificent and would be creditable adorn- 

gg
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cn ae slg ae ee el 

ments of a capital city. The Lincoln monu- the appearance of the street through the re- 

ment, however, is not especially well placed. It moval of these disfigurements, but also permits 

stands alone on one corner of the library plot a more satisfactory handling of street trees. So 

and has no walk about it, no planting, and 

has no relation to either the street or the li- Jee Se 

brary building. A monument of this sort oe BE, & 

would be much better placed on the axis line ie 4 

of a building, at the termination of a street, re eg a 

or in the center of a public building group, as ar 3 

in the civic center. The Soldier’s Memorial is iid ; ae ee ee ‘? 
on the axis line of the library building, but ice, pera i 

suffers from an improper landscape treatment. For ee ae & 

It is practically impossible, except from certain i ee es ; 

positions, to see the top, and there is scarcely ss ce oe ee 

a place from which a front view of the entire ee Oe eae ae Es 4 

shaft can be secured. Visitors driving past the es ‘ : we ey ee 

park are scarcely aware of the fact that — — — 
One side of the street well planted and cared for—the other 

damaged by poles and wires. 

long as poles and wires are permitted on the 

streets it is practically impossible for the city to 

secure a satisfactory tree growth. 
i" The regulation of signs and billboards de- 

i J ; 1 serves consideration also. Kenosha is not se- rh ‘ 5 ae oe a 2 riously troubled with billboards in residence 
el. Senta ae ss oo districts and the zoning ordinance will protect 

ee a Scat ae ee : them as long as it is enforced. But in the 

fe aa ‘ eh — i : see. business district overhanging signs are objec- 

Pees Bie a etch : tionable. Main Street is badly afflicted. 

3 a if aber? Be. There should be a city ordinance to bring 

f ee z as some order and reasonableness into business 

Poles and wires on easements at rear of lots in_a new north signs. It is becoming the custom in many cities 
side subdivision—the standard to be followed 

in all subdivisions. 

Kee lieten 2, Sami: 
Kenosha has such a beautiful symbolic monu- ene Reet at 

ment. =< ASU ie woes 
Aside from the opportunities afforded by Pre Sot eos “te Ee 

proper guidance of public work, the city has rte a Bae aes a j 4 = 

opportunities now and then to exert an influ- or ee! ewes . iA 

ence upon private or semi-public works. In eae EST Pare St oe 2 

the manner of control of poles and wires, for es ! es Seek ae 

instance, there is much that can be done. Many ———— <a ea ae 

streets in Kenosha are afflicted with these utili- re SE gee eee = 7 

ties, and they appear even on some of the aes: 2 Bee: ee Be 

newest streets. This should never be permitted, ye es * 

for it is customary all over the country today s a | 

to arrange subdivision plans in such a way that The appearance of this street would have been improved 
all overhead utilities can be placed upon rear greatly HAAtansteetany aames Leereey Sse a2 
lot lines. The utility companies themselves 

prefer this practice and frequently urge real to abolish signs over the sidewalk entirely. 

estate promoters to set aside rear lot easements. This makes for a much more dignified street 

The placement of wires here not only improves and leaves no one doing business there at a dis- 

Stooge
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advantage. The present arrangement does and around public buildings. The influence of 

place certain merchants at a disadvantage be- civic organizations should be sought in an ef- 

cause the sign which they may erect is likely fort to encourage garden contests and other 

measures which result in the betterment of 

appearances in residence districts. 

f In the matter of the design of private build- 

fe ings moreover, there is little that the city itself 

Won can do. The Chamber of Commerce in Cleve- 
Uk = ‘ a land, Ohio, however, offers a prize each year 
—— . } : : “1 q: : 

y my . i j to the best designed building in each of three 

i | ee ve | Ra: ee me r ‘a a classes: stores, factories and apartments. The 

= J Se amount of the prize is sufficient to stimulate an 

SS, _ interest in the contest. The field was restricted 

ae See to these three types of buildings because little 

2 attention is generally paid to the exterior de- 

sign of such buildings. Churches, hospitals 

and larger commercial structures are all likely 

Three Seaerenic trees signa ey oles yaa of the city —unavate: to be much more carefully treated. The award 

bill boards. in Cleveland has undoubtedly improved the 

at any time to be practically invisible from any en of all building design in that city. 
5 5 Kenosha might well adopt a similar plan. 

distance down the street. The practice of 3 : f 
F 5 5 Finally, it may be stated that builders of 

hanging signs out over the sidewalk becomes . = 
Rune S business structures in Kenosha have not yet 

merely a form of blatant competition in which er ees re a 

each merchant tries to outdo the other. The Se Oe DOS 
The street system of the downtown section in- 

street scene as a consequence soon resembles ; . ee 
z ae vites the erection of several tower buildings. 

a country fair, and it is really questionable : : 
: One especially on the corner of Main Street and 

whether there is any particular advantage to . ° 
a . i ; Market, looking west down the widened 

merchants using signs of this type. Many busi- : 
mas : ; Market would add notably to the character of 

ness men are beginning to realize this and ea fae : Ba build: 

are adopting the simple device of placing a flat, me Msinese oo ee reves ene: 
A A would dominate the municipal scene and imme- 

well-arranged name plate in a conspicuous 

place on the front of their building. Many 

leases of the newer store buildings, in fact, con- ae Ee alia 

tain clauses prohibiting any signs except those — ” 

attached to the building in the manner S| " 
described above, and in places specifically pro- Xaci il i 

vided for signs. It is customary also for ey ii HN mE 

architects to design building facades with ie =) m4 a eek as sa 

special sign areas or blank name plates that <2 oh wae any Sal eis Ce d 

form an integral part of the design. It is recom- e i i i te lah ator vive 

mended here that the city council take steps [EE pom ren aie i eee 

immediately to require the eventual removal of sg a3 See Co 

all over-hanging signs in the business section. >” 3 ~ 

The manner in which the home grounds of - “ 

the city are maintained manifestly has a bear- 

ing upon the attractiveness of the city. The Bie iS tee oe a eee ty er ey eae wal 

municipality, however, is not in a position to 

encourage the improvement of home grounds diately impress everyone who visits the Civic 

directly. Indirectly, it can stimulate an interest Center or gets off the train at the new North- 

in such things by doing good work in its parks Western station. 
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APPENDIX A 

Redraft of Order for Track Elevation 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

June, 1924. The elevation of the street shall be not less than 
31.5 feet above datum. There shall be a road- 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, That the way 46 feet wide between curbs, with a mini- 
Chicago and North Western Railway Company, mum vertical clearance of 14.5 feet, and two 
the City of Kenosha and the Wisconsin Gas sidewalks each 17 feet wide. The track struc- 

and Electric Company furnish all necessary ture may have two lines of supporting columns 
materials and labor, and perform all work at the curb lines and inside thereof, and one 

necessary to effect the separation of grades in line in the street. The approaches shall have 
the manner herein ordered, and the cost and vertical curves and maximum gradients of 3%, 
expense thereof is proportioned and shall be including the side approach on Ann Street. 

borne as hereinafter specified. Paragraph 3: Collins Street shall be carried 
Section 1, Paragraph |: The plane of the under the tracks of the railway company. The 

main tracks of the Wisconsin Division of the street elevation in the subway shall conform to 
Chicago and North Western Railway Company a uniform gradient from elevation 30 feet 
shall be elevated from some point south of above datum at Sheridan Road to elevation 

Selma Avenue through the City of Kenosha to 34.50 feet above datum at Fremont Avenue 
some point along the line between Putnam (resulting in elevations of approximately 32.5 

Street and the north city limits of Kenosha. feet and 32.8 feet at distances of BE BIOR 
The plane of the tracks of the “Kenosha Divi- mately 100 feet and 190 feet respectively west 

sion’’ shall be elevated from its junction with of Robert Street). The approaches shall pref- 
the Wisconsin Division westward to Ridge erably conform to this same grade line, but $e 
Street. A\l these track changes shall be accom- any event shall not have gradients exceeding 
plished in such manner as to permit certain 3% with Broper vertical curves. A roadway 
streets and avenues to be carried under the 46 feet wide with a vertical clearance of 13% 
tracks of the railway company, as more par- feet, and two sidewalks, each 10 feet wide, 

ticularly described in the following section: shall be provided. The track Sema 
have supporting columns at the curb lines and 

Paragraph 2: A\ll elevations shall refer to inside thereof, and also at the center line of 
the City of Kenosha datum. the street. Surface drainage from the subway 

Paragraph 3: All street elevations men- eee 
tioned shall refer to elevation of crown of road- Paragraph 4: Selleck Avenue-Evergreen 
way. All track elevations mentioned shall re- Street, shall be carried under the tracks of the 
fer to elevation of top of rail. railway company with approaches, the gradients 

: of which will not exceed 3%. A roadway 46 
aoe 2. Paragraph 1: Selma Avenue feet wide with a vertical clearance of 141 

shall be carried under the tracks of the railway feet, and two sidewalks, each 10 feet wide, 

eee he SAS of the roadway shall shall be provided. The track structure may 
e not less than 50 feet above datum. The have supporting columns at the curb lines and 
oes shall provide a roadway 46 feet wide inside thereof, and at the center of the street. 

1 a rie ae a by iegerendrue of not Surface drainage from the subway shall be pro- 
ess than 13.5 feet, and two sidewalks 17 feet vided 
wide. The track structure may have two lines 
of supporting columns at the curb lines and Paragraph 5: Strong Street shall be carried 
inside thereof, and one line in the street. The under the tracks of the railroad company at an 
approaches shall have suitable vertical curves elevation of 33 feet above datum, with ap- 
and maximum gradients of 3%. Side ap- proaches at same elevation. A roadway of 
proaches shall be constructed on Ann Street 46 feet with a vertical clearance of 1312 feet, 
and on Pickwick Street. These approaches and two sidewalks, each 10 feet wide, shall 
shall occupy at least the full width of the streets be provided. The track structure may have 
as laid out. supporting columns at the curb lines and inside 

. thereof, and at the center of the street. Sur- 
. Paragraph 2: Sheridan Road shall be car- face drainage from the subway shall be pro- 

ried under the tracks of the railway company. vided. 
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Paragraph 6: Elizabeth Street shall be car- Paragraph 11: Market Street shall be car- 
ried under the tracks of the railway company ried under the tracks of the railway company 
at an elevation of 33.5 feet above datum. The at an elevation of not less than 32 feet above 
approaches shall preferably run uniformly to datum. A roadway 46 feet wide with a ver- 
the official grades of 32.8 feet above datum tical clearance of 14.5 feet, and two sidewalks, 
at Bond Street and 34.4 feet above datum at each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. The 
Fremont Avenue, respectively, but in any event track structure may have supporting columns 
shall not have gradients exceeding 3% with at the curb lines, and inside thereof and at the 
proper vertical curves. The side approaches center of the roadway. The approaches, in- 
on West Main Street shall have vertical curves cluding side approaches, shall have vertical 
and maximum gradients of 3%. Surface drain- curves and maximum gradients of 3%. 
age eastward from the subway shall be pro- 
vided. A roadway 46 feet wide with a vertical r Paragraph 12: Fremont Avenue shall be car- 
clearance of 14.5 feet, and two sidewalks, each ried under the tracks of the railway company 
10 feet wide, shall be provided. The track at an elevation of not less than 32.5 feet above 
structure may have supporting columns at the datum. A roadway 46 feet wide with a vertical 

curb lines and inside thereof, and at the center clearance of 13.5 feet, and two sidewalks, each 
of the street. The two existing switch tracks 10 feet wide, shall be provided. The track 
at Elizabeth Street and Fremont Avenue may structure may have supporting columns at the 
remain at street grade. oe i. eal — and = oe 

of the street. e approaches, including side 
Paragraph 7: Pomeroy Street shall be car- approaches, shall have vertical curves and 

ried under the railway company’s track at an maximum gradients of 3%. 

fe Wee ed ae Paragraph I 3: Pleasant Street shall remain 

tical clearance of 1314 feet, and two sidewalks, a grade crossing raised to an elevation not ex- 
each 9.75 feet wide, shall be provided. The ceeding 43.3 feet above datum. The ap- 
track structure may have supporting columns proaches shall Bee vertical curves and maxi- 

at the curb lines and inside thereof. Surface mum gradients of 37%. 
drainage from the subway shall be provided. Paragraph 14: Garden Street shall be 

Paragraph 8: Prairie Avenue shall be car- cee . in ra Ley See ae 
ried under the railway company’s track at an a of 1s) ee h ao e . 44 per 
elevation of not less than 33 feet above datum. & ie ai poe ae i. il coe a ae 
A roadway 46 feet wide between curbs with a ane Seti uy ee zi pellWayeiracks eat guile 
vertical clearance of 13.5 feet, and two side- Oe OIG ee 
walks, each 17 feet wide, shall be provided. Paragraph 15: Grand Avenue shall be car- 
The track structure may have supporting col- ried under the tracks of the railway company 
umns at the curb lines and inside thereof, and at an elevation of not less than 32.6 feet above 
at the center of the street. Surface drainage datum. A roadway 46 feet wide between 
from the subway shall be provided. curbs with a vertical clearance of 14.5 feet, 

Paragraph 9: Wisconsin Street shall be ex- eel ames oe eects 
tended and carried under the tracks of the rail- Caphie cee are caches oy eae 

way company. A roadway 46 feet wide with a thereof, and at the center of the street. The 
vertical clearance of 13.5 feet, and two side- aporoaches) ahalll haven vecnest crmmesurd 

ee maximum gradients of 3%. Surface drainage 

umns at the curb lines and inside thereof, and ea 
at the center of the street. Surface drainage Paragraph 16: Middle Street shall be car- 
from the subway shall be provided. The ap- ried under the tracks of the railway company at 
te een nee Samy shall an elevation of not less than 32.6 feet above 

ave maximum gradients o: ‘0. datum. A roadway 46 feet wide with a ver- 
tical clearance of 131 feet, and two sidewalks, 

Paragraph 10: Park Street shall be carried each ON fect wide: eae be provided. The 
under the tracks of the railway company at an track structure may have supporting columns 

elevation of 32.5 feet above datum. A road- at the curb lines, and inside thereof, and at the 
way 30 feet wide with a vertical clearance of center of the street. Surface drainage from 
13.5 feet, and two sidewalks, each 9.75 feet the subway shall be provided. 
wide, shall be provided. The track structure . 
may have supporting columns at the curb lines Paragraph 17: Broad Street shall be car- 
and inside thereof. Surface drainage from the ried under the tracks of the railway company 
subway shall be provided. at an elevation of not less than 33.3 feet above 
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datum. A roadway 46 feet wide, with a ver- Paragraph 22: Fairfield Avenue shall be 
tical clearance of 14.5 feet, and two sidewalks, carried under the tracks of the railway com- 
each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. The pany at an elevation of not less than 32.0 feet 
track structure may have supporting columns above datum. A roadway 46 feet wide with a 
at the curb lines and inside thereof and at the vertical clearance of 131!) feet, and two side- 
center of the street. The approaches shall walks, each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. 
have vertical curves and maximum gradients of The track structure may have supporting col- 
3%. Surface drainage from the subway east- umns at the curb lines and inside thereof and at 
ward shall be provided. the center of the street. The approaches shall 

have vertical curves and maximum gradients of 
Paragraph 18: Bronson Street shall be 3%. Surface drainage shall be provided to 

carried under the tracks of the railway com- the east. 
pany at an elevation of not less than 33.6 feet 
above datum. A roadway 46 feet wide with _ Paragraph 23: Putnam Street shall be car- 
a vertical clearance of 131/) feet, and two side- ried under the tracks of the railway company 
walks, each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. at an elevation of not less than 29.5 feet above 
The track structure may have supporting col- datum. A roadway 46 feet wide, with a ver- 
umns at the curb lines and inside thereof, and tical clearance of 14.5 feet, and two sidewalks, 
at the center of the street. The approaches each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. The 
shall have elevations not exceeding 33.6 feet track structure may have supporting columns 
above datum in order to afford surface drain- at the curb lines and inside thereof, and at the 
age from the subway. The side approaches, center of the street. The approaches shall 
if any, shall have vertical curves and maximum have vertical curves and maximum gradients 
gradients of 3%. of 3%. 

Paragraph 19: Division Street shall be car- ' secon 3: be the eS beeh ed aera 
ried under the tracks of the railway company ae we ie eee eo an a a iE 
as near as practicable to a uniform gradient Sy ie em) aco gmc Cogn CLEC TES: between. the established!’ gradeetlofl33 Olfeck difference between connecting grades exceeds 
abovel datunt aul [alia iSHeccrend 34.4 feet 0.5 feet per 100 feet. The vertical curve shall 
above datum at North Victoria Street, except have a total length of not less than 40 feet, ex- 

that under the west portal the elevation shall tending at least 20 feet on each side of the 
be 33.6 feet above datum. A roadway 46 point of intersection of said grades. id 1 
feet wide with a vertical clearance of 13.5 feet, In all cases the grade of curbs and sidewalks F adjoining thereto shall correspond to the grade and two sidewalks of 17 feet each shall be provided. “The! track “structure may have of the crown of the roadway; or shall corre- 

supporting columns at the curb lines and inside spond to the standards of the city in such mat- ters; except that at Selma Avenue, the north thereof and at the center of the street. Sur- : - é side of Sheridan Road, Fremont Avenue and face drainage from the subway shall be pro- : ee North Street the walks may be carried through 
. the subways at a higher elevation than that of y: 

Paragraph 20: North Street shall be carried the roadways. 
under the tracks of the railway company at an Section 4: The pavement in subways and 
elevation of not less than 33.5 feet above Gnubridges\iehalll be of brick on al concrete 

datum. A foes 46 feet wide with er foundation, with curbs of stone or concrete, 
tical clearance of 134 feet, and two sidewalks, and walks of concrete, unless otherwise agreed 
each 10 feet wide, shall be provided. The to by the city and the railroad company, and 
track structure may have supporting columns all in accordance with the standards of the city. at the curb lines and inside thereof, and at the The balance of pavement within the right-of- 
center of the street. The approaches and side way lines may be of brick on a concrete foun- 
approaches shall have vertical curves and dation, or of such other material as is used by 
maximum gradients of 3%. the city for paving the portions of the street 

Paragraph 21: Limit Street shall be carried hase a ae mane C ae pe 
under the tracks of the railway company at an ad ing Ik By ¢ e ae coetatne on ECEC 
elevation of 31.5 above datum. A roadway fe oe : “ hee fo ae ae poe AIDS 
46 feet wide with a vertical clearance of 14.5 hall ke ta a Hea ae: suoways 
feet, and two sidewalks, each 10 feet wide, et OS eulab iy eaten: 
shall be provided. The track structure may Section 5: The material to be used in the 
have supporting columns at the curb lines and superstructure of the bridges and track super- hav g P 
inside thereof, and at the center of the street. structures shall be iron, steel and concrete, or 
The approaches and side approaches shall have a combination of the same, and such track 
vertical curves and maximum gradients of 3%. structure shall not permit oil, water, dirt or 
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other deleterious materials to fall or drop upon in all subways the necessary fixtures for incan- 
the street below. descent lamps, together with the necessary 

wiring back to the portals of the subways. It 
Section 6: The work to be done under this shall furnish all facilities required for such 

order shall be performed as follows: temporary maintenance of street traffic as may 

Each utility, not municipally owned, shall be required during the progress of its work. It 
make all changes in its property made neces- shall prosecute or defend all actions arising 
sary by reason of the carrying out of the pro- from vacations of streets and alleys, or changes 
Wisionslobtnielarden: in grades of streets and alleys resulting from 

The Wisconsin Gas & Electric Company the provisions of this order. . 
shall assume responsibility for all excavation or All the work required to be done under this 
embankment required to conform to the pro- order by the Chicago & North Western Rail- 
posed street grades between vertical planes one es Company, = other public ceINice COtPory 
foot beyond the outside rails of its street car tions, upon or in connection with the public 
tracks, and for all pavements or road surface streets or alleys of the city shall be done under 

within the same limits, as well as for its own the superintendence and subject to the imaper: 
track construction. During the progress of this tion and approval of the city enginer. At 
grading suitable provisions shall be made for least thirty days prior to the proposed eee 
street car passengers to transfer on foot over mencement of any part of the work affecting 
or around the work in question, by the railway the public streets and alleys, detail plans and 
company across its right-of-way, and elsewhere specifications therefor shall be submitted to the 
by the street car company. city engineer for examination, who shall give 

The city shall ibility £ mn the same prompt attention and shall approve 
Se ee eee eee rata same if they do not conflict with the provisions 

changes required in the PYOpe ty and appurte- of this order, or in the absence of specific pro- 
nances of its water, police and fre depart- vision do not conflict with the standards and 
ments, such as water eles, Wee poles, etc. requirements of the city. If such plans are not 
It shall a responsibility for all atic) correct or satisfactory the city engineer shall 
changes outside the limits of the railway right- promptly mdvise the anterested party or parties, 

of-way extended pees the ee including the stating specifically the reasons for objection 
necessary catch basins to provide for the sur- thereto 
face drainage from such subways as specifically : 
call for surface drainage. Where sewers are Section 7: Whenever it shall be necessary 
not available in the streets and adjacent to in the prosecution of the work herein author- 
such subways as the railway must provide ized or required to be performed, the railway 
pee a - al cause such sewers company may temporarily obstruct any public 
to be built and paid for as is customary in street, avenue, road or alley, to such extent, 
such matters in that city. It shall also assume and for such length of ae as may be ap- 

responsibility for all changes in existing streets proved by the city engineer. It may also erect 
outside of the limits of the right-of-way ex- such temporary structures as may be required 
tended across such streets, except for such work in the execution of this work, subject to a like 
as is put upon the owners of utilities and the approval. 
street car system. It shall also assume respon- - i 
sibility for the incandescent lamps required in Section | 8: The city shall by appropriate 
the subways, together with the wiring up to the action of its common council, and by all other 

portals of the subways, and also for the electric necessary proceedings to that end, make the 
current to operate the lamps. It shall also necessary changes in the grades of the avenues, 
cause its legal and engineering departments to streets and alleys to comply with the provisions 

co-operate with the same departments of the of this order. 
railway company in the work of prosecuting Portions of certain streets and alleys are 
negotiations with or defending actions of such hereby declared vacated, such vacations to be 
property owners as may claim damages by effective when the railway company actually 
reason of changes made in grades of public starts the work of track elevation at these 
streets and alleys, or the closing of any public points. These vacations are more particularly 
streets and alleys; and of opening an extension described as follows: — 

of Limit Street, between John Street and the All that part of First Street described as fol- 
railway’s west right-of-way line. lows: 

The railway company shall construct all sub- Beginning at a point in the south line of the 
ways and perform all work within the limits of first east and west alley south of Park Street 
its right-of-way, and of such right-of-way lines fifteen (15) feet west of the east line of lot 
extended across the streets and alleys, except five (5) of Tanner’s Subdivision of the north 
as otherwise ordered herein. It shall install part of block four (4) in the McLaughlin’s Ad- 
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dition, a subdivision in the southwest one- quarter (14) of the northeast one-quarter 
quarter (14), section thirty-one (31), town- (4) of section thirty-one (31), township two 
ship two (2) north, range twenty-three (23) (2) north (original town of Southport), range 
east of the third principal meridian; thence twenty-three (23) east of the third principal 
north along a line parallel to and fifteen (15) meridian. 
feet west of the east line of aforesaid lot five All that part of Hanson Street lying between 

G) produced to an intersection with the east- the west right-of-way line extended across the 
erly line of First Street; thence southeasterly street and a line forty-two (42) feet east of 

along the easterly line of First Street and said the east right-of-way line and parallel thereto 
line produced to an intersection with the south (this line is approximately six hundred eighty- 

line of aforesaid alley; thence west along the five (685) feet west of the west line of Calen- 
south line of said alley to the place of begin- donia Street). 
ning. ; : 

3 All that part of Linden Street lying between 
All that part of the above mentioned alley, the east right-of-way line of the railway com- 

being at the south end of First Street, which pany and a line forty-six feet east of and 
lies within the limits of the railway right-of-way parallel to said right-of-way line (this line is 

lines extending across said alley. approximately six hundred ninety-five (695) 
All that part of Pearl Street between the feet west of the west line of Calendonia 

east line of Fremont Avenue and the east line Street). 
of the railway right-of-way projected across the lnmiaiStreetushalllbe®openeduaps betyeen 

street from the south. John Street and the railways west right-of-way 
All that part of the first north and south line by the railroad company, as more particu- 

alley east of Fremont Avenue lying between larly set forth in Section 6 and Section 2, 
the southerly line of Pearl Street and the north Paragraph 2, herein. 

ne es fhe and west alley between Market South Street shall be closed and vacated for 
ene core as ; the width of the right-of-way of the Chicago 

All that part of Garden Street lying between and Northwestern Railway. 
the east right-of-way line of the railway com- 

pany and the east line of Victoria Street, sub- Section 9: If the failure to remove or make 
ject to the provision of Sec. 2, Par. 14, provid- the necessary changes in any of the conduits, 
ing for a pedestrian subway at this point. pipes, tracks, poles, wires or other property 

All that part of the north one-half (14) of belonging to any utility threatens to delay or 

Orange Street lying between the west line of lot hinder the work required to be done by the 
six (6) and the east line of lot seven (7), both railway company, then the railway company 
in block sixty-nine (69), in the northwest one- may make written request upon the utility 
quarter (14) of the northeast one-quarter (14) company or the city, as the case may be, to 
of section thirty-one (31), township two (2) change its property as ordered in Section 6 
north (original town of Southport), range herein. If at the expiration of 15 days from 
twenty-three (23) east of the third principal such written notice the required work is not 

meridian. Also all that part of the south one- done, then the railway company may remove 
half (4%) of Orange Street lying between the such obstructions to its work, and may claim 

west line of lot six (6), block sixty-nine (69) from the utility company or city, as the case 
produced south across Orange Street and a line may be, reimbursement for the actual cost of 
at right angles to the south line of Orange removing such obstruction. 
Street, at a point where the easterly right-of- . : 
way line of the railway company cess the Section 10: When the railway company, 
pouthulinelo (@xanee Sucee shall have completed the work herein required 

Wiiter cacti Ounce Sueculvine bemreen of it in accordance with this order, then and 

the west line of lot six (6) and the east line Suan al oa ployiens of the eee En ee vena (7) Bp EEA bleceisa ee (GON of the city relating to the operation of engines 
iheletivase ee uarter (14) ot a oe and trains and the maintenance of crossing pro- 

a f 41n° hi nO tections or regulations of any kind appertaining 
et ea WA) ° tk t ee thereto, shall cease to be applicable to the rail- 
< on Pay £ ay ile way within the limits of this order. Provided, 
ih hed ve 5 ae id i pee however, that nothing in this order contained 
Cee eae Daan sate ee shall be construed as a waiver or surrender by 
projected across Quince Street. the city of any of its police powers, or the right 

All the north one-half (1%) of Lemon at any time hereafter to properly exercise such 
Street fronting lot six (6), block fifty-nine powers. 
(59), and all the south half (Y) of Lemon 

Street fronting lots four (4) and five (5), Section 11: The dates by which time the 
block sixty (60), all in the northwest one- work herein ordered shall be commenced and 
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completed will be announced in a_ supple- herein ordered the same shall be maintained 
mentary order to be issued for that purpose. by the parties at interest according to the dis- 

Bectionbl a mulhetecetiat icone reucttns tribution of the work, as set forth in Section 6 

order shall be borne by the different interests herein, with the following exceptions, viz.: 
involved according to the distribution of the The city shall assume responsibility for all 
work as set forth in Section 6 herein, with the maintenance and for all future renewals or im- 
following exceptions, viz.: provements in new streets, and on the exten- 

The city shall reimburse the railway com- sion of Limit Street, Bs particularly de- 
pany for all sums actually paid by it to prop- scribed in Section 6 herein, such expenditures 
erty holders for damages sustained by reason to be met as provided for in its charter or ordi- 

of street vacations or changes in street grades eee. 

made necessary by reason of the provisions of The maintenance and renewals of the street 
this order. surface within the street car track zone, shall 

The city shall reimburse the railway com- rest between the city and the street railway 
pany for one-half ('4) of all sums actually company, as is provided by city charter or ordi- 
paid by it for property acquired for new streets nance. 
and for their improvements, as set forth in 3 
Section 6 herein. _ Section 14: This Commission reserves the 

ihe dls; dill sciedbves Gio alee cane right to decide any matters arising from this 

pany for all sums actually paid by it for prop- order about which there may be 2 difference of 
erty acquired for the extension of Limit Street, opinion between any of the De es 
Bacere ini Section’ © heraat Any such party, or parties, may refer to this 

Commission such questions as may arise prior 
Section 13: Upon completion of the work to or during progress of the work. 

APPENDIX B 

Land Subdivision Rules 

As Adopted by the City Plan Commission, May 20, 1924 

Rule 1—Any owner of land situated within (d) The names of all adjoining subdivi- 
the corporate limits of the City of Kenosha, or sions; 
situated outside the corporate limits of the City (oimlbenlccanontte mers inemee rear 
of Kenosha and within one and one-half miles water maine: 5 
of said corporate limits, wishing to divide the : : : 
same into building lots for the purpose of sale . (£) Upon request of the City Plan Commis- 
or assessment, or both, and to dedicate streets sion, the owner shall present a contour map 
and alleys or other lands for public use, shall showing contour intervals of not less than three 
submit two copies of a preliminary plat to the (3) feet. All elevations shown upon said con- 
City Plan Commission of the City of Kenosha, tour map shall refer to the datum plane of the 

which preliminary plat shall be first approved City of Kenosha. 
by said City Plan Commission before submis- Rule 2—(a) As soon as convenient after 

oe of a final plat by the owner. Such pre- the submission of such preliminary plat to the 
liminary plat shall be drawn on a scale of not City Plan Commission, such Commission shall 
less than one hundred (100) feet to the inch, have the proposed plat checked by the City 

and shall show: Engineer for the purpose of determining the 

(a) The location of property lines, build- accuracy of the survey. 
ings, water courses, and other existing features; (b) After a report of the City Engineer 

(b) The location and width of existing relative to the accuracy of the survey, the City 

streets, alleys, lots, and building lines, and Plan Commission shall approve or disapprove 
similar facts regarding property immediately the preliminary plat. The approval of the pre- 
adjacent; liminary plat by the Commission shall not con- 

(c) he name under. whichothesprapesed stitute an acceptance of the subdivision. 

subdivision is to be regarded, with the name Rule 3—(a) After the approval of the pre- 
of the owner; liminary plat, the owner of the property pro- 
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posed to be platted shall prepare a final plat in Rule 5—(a) The widths for major streets 
duplicate and drawn on tracing cloth. shall conform to the widths designated on the 

(b) The final plat shall show: major street plan. 
1. A correct survey of the property pro- (b) The EE width of secondary 

posed to be platted. streets as designated on the major street plan 
’ shall be sixty (60) feet. 

2. The exterior boundaries of the property, a " . 
showing the location of the proposed subdivi- (c) The minimum width for minor streets 
sion or plat with reference to the government and courts shall be fifty (50) feet, except in 
section line and corner; the boundary lines of epee where the typography on special condi- 
all proposed streets and alleys, and any other tions make a street of less width more desir- 

portions of said property intended to be dedi- able. 

cated to the public use. Such plat shall also (d) The minimum width of any alley shall 
show the lines of all adjoining properties and be eighteen (18) feet, except that where both 
the line of adjacent streets and alleys, with their sides of the alley abut residential property a 
names. All streets in the proposed subdivision fifteen (15) foot alley may be used with an 

shall be named, and in case of branching easement and building line on both sides of at 
streets, the line of departure from one street to least one and one-half (114) feet, and a five 

another shall be indicated. (5) foot cut-off at all acute corners. 

3. All lot lines shall be shown, and lots and (e) Where alleys are not provided, ease- 

blocks numbered.” Building lines and ease- ments of not less than four (4) feet in width 
ments shall be shown and determined by meas- shall be provided on each side of all rear lot 
urements. All corner lots shall be so platted as lines, and side lines where necessary for poles, 
to maintain the full set-back as required by the wires, conduits, storm and sanitary sewers, gas, 
Zone Ordinance of the City of Kenosha on water and heat mains. Easements of greater 
both streets. width may be required before approval of the 

4. All necessary dimensions, both lineal and plat by the City Plan Commission along lines 
angular, shall be shown. The lineal dimensions or across lots where necessary for the extension 
shall be expressed in feet and decimals of a of main sewers and similar public utilities. 

foot. The description and location of all sur- : woe 
vey monuments erected in the subdivision shall Rule 6—(a) No block in said subdivision 
be shown upon such plat. Permanent monu- or plat shall be longer than one thousand 
ments erected in such subdivision of galvan- (1,000) feet between street lines. Blocks over 
ized iron pipe shall be not less than two (2) seven hundred fifty (750) feet in length shall 

inches in diameter and thirty (30) inches in have Ones basse vey through said block for 
length; and if of stone or concrete, shall be not pedestrians, not less than ten (10) feet in 
less than four (4) inches in diameter and width and situated as near as may be to the 

twenty-four (24) inches in length. Permanent center of the block. 
monuments shall be erected at all street corners (b) Where the owner desires to divide any 
and at all points where street lines intersect the tract of land which, because of its size and loca- 
exterior lines of the proposed subdivision. The tion, cannot be divided or platted so as to be 

owner of the land proposed to be platted shall directly related to a normal street arrangement, 
comply with the requirements of Chapter 101 there may be established a “place.” Such 

of the Revised Statutes of the State of Wiscon- place’ may be in the form of a court, a non- 

sin in the laying out and platting of said sub- connecting street or other arrangement, pro- 
division, except that the size of the monuments vided, however, that proper access shall be 

shall be as herein defined. given to all of the lots in said “‘place’’ from a 
5. There shall be presented with each plat dedicated place, street or court, and the mini- 

profiles of all streets and alleys in said subdivi- mum size of each lot shall be permanently 
sion (40 feet horizontal scale and 6 feet established so as to assure a building arrange- 

vertical scale recommended). All streets in ment commensurate with the foregoing require- 
said subdivision shall, so far as possible, con- ments for normal places. In new subdivisions 
form to the contours to avoid grades in excess at a distance from existing subdivisions, block 
of three (3) per cent. widths shall be established at approximately 

two hundred fifty (250) feet. 
Rule 4—Any person owning any tract of 

land, wishing to subdivide the same into tracts Rule 7—(a) In all rectangular lots and so 
larger than building lots, shall divide such land far as possible in all other lots, the side lines 
in such a manner as to allow for the opening of shall be at right angles to the street on which 
major streets and the ultimate extension of ad- the lot faces. Lots with double frontage shall 
jacent minor streets. be avoided. 
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(b) The minimum dimensions for regular (d) The City Plan Commission, where pos- 
shaped lots shall be forty (40) feet for width, sible, will require the owner to dedicate for 
and one hundred (100) feet for depth, and in public purposes, such as parks, playgrounds, 
no case shall an irregular-shaped lot contain and school sites, an area not more than five (5) 
less than five thousand (5,000) square feet. per cent of the total area of the tract of land 

(c) Corner lots shall have extra width, suf- Proposed to be platted, except where in the 
ficient to permit the maintenance of building opinion of such Commission five (5) per cent 
lines on both front and side. In normal cases of the area is too small for parks, playgrounds, 
the width required shall be not less than the and school sites; then no public dedication of 
amount of the established building line on the said tract shall be required. The five (5) DEL side) street) plus| ‘the! irreducibles buildable cent hereinbefore referred to shall be exclusive 
width land aide yard xequirements of lots! as of any area of said tract of land dedicated for 

determined by the Zone Ordinance of the City streets and alleys. 

of Kenosha. Rule 10—The size, location, and variety of 
(d) Lots on major street intersections and street trees on all plats shall conform to the 

at all other points likely to be dangerous, shall requirements of the City Plan Commission 
have a radius of not less than fifteen (15) feet established in conjunction with the Department 
at the street corner. of Parks and Public Properties. 

Rule 8—Building lines, which shall be not Rule 11—The City Plan Commission shall 
less than required by the Zone Ordinance of consider such plats as may be referred to it by 
the City of Kenosha, shall be shown on all lots the City Council, and after such plats have been 
fovmrecidentislktcclalianeichersctee made to conform te the rules and regulations 

. of the City Plan Commission, the said City Plan 

Rule 9—The following regulations should Commission shall promptly return such plat to 
be complied with before the acceptance of any the City Council, together with its report and plat: recommendation thereon. 

(a) A grading plan shall be prepared and Rule 12—Building line restrictions for resi- 
submitted with the final plat showing the grades dential property shall provide that all enclosed 
approved by the City Engineer before the final portions of any and all buildings shall be set 
plat shall be approved. back from the street property line a distance at 

(@) the pede Mi lll eats endl lee least equal to the minimum required hereinbe- 

and areas to be devoted to the public use shall fore I tT , 
be completed to approve grades or surety bond ' Wherever property is subdivided with the 
given by the owner for compliance with this intention that it shall have a use higher than 
provision before such final plat shall be ap- that designated on the Zone Plan, such use shall 
proved. The amount of the bond and the time be stated and the building lines and other rules 
allowed for the completion of the grading shall affecting such higher use shall be shown and 
be determined by the City Engineer. noted on the plat. Sh eee el ae 

lees . constitute a petition to the City to change the 

wale yng Prope, des emider” ie‘esgnation for ach Bropety onthe Zone : = Plan. 
able sites for schools, parks, and playgrounds. 
Such provisions shall be indicated on the pre- Rule 13—The final plat submitted to the 
liminary plat in order that when and in what City Plan Commission shall be accompanied by 
manner such areas shall be dedicated to the a certificate of title showing the ownership of 
City may be determined. all property to be dedicated to the City. 

APPENDIX C 

Wisconsin Statutes---1921---Chapter 62, Section 23 

CITY PLANNING LAW and three citizens. In case the city has no 
(1) Commission. (a) The council of any engineer or no park board, an additional 

city may by ordinance create a “City Plan citizen member shall be appointed so that the 
Commission,” to consist of the mayor, who board has at all times seven members. Citizen 
shall be its presiding officer, the city engineer, members shall be persons of recognized 
the president of the park board, an alderman, experience and qualifications. They shall 
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receive no compensation for service on the ing to any or all of the same; (b) any lands 
commission. adjoining or near to such city for use, sublease 

(EN nets ldemmenimembertot ithe commis: or sale for any of the following purposes: 

sion shall be elected by a two-thirds vote of the 1. To relieve congested sections by pro- 
council, upon the creation of the commission, viding housing facilities suitable to the needs 
and during each April thereafter. of such city; 

(c) The three citizen members shall be 2. To provide garden suburbs at reasonable 

appointed by the mayor, upon the creation of cost to the residents of such city; 

the commission, to hold office for a period 3. To establish city owned vacation camps 
ending one, two, and three years, respectively, for school children and minors up to twenty 
from the succeeding first day of May, and years of age, such camps to be equipped to 
thereafter annually during April one such give academic and vocational opportunities, 
member shall be appointed for a term of three including physical training. 

Yoo Y (b) After the establishment, layout and 
(d) The additional citizen member, if any, completion of such improvements, such city 

shall be first appointed to hold office for a may convey or lease any such real estate thus 
period ending one year from the succeeding acquired and not necessary for such improve- 
first day of May, and thereafter annually ments, with reservations concerning the future 

during the month of April. Whenever a park use and occupation of such real estate, so as 
board is created or a city engineer appointed to protect such public works and improvements, 
the president of such board or such engineer and their environs, and to preserve the view, 
shall succeed to a place on the said board when appearance, light, air and usefulness of such 
the term of an additional citizen member shall public works, and to promote the public health 
expire. and welfare. 

(2) Functions. (a) The council shall re- (c) The acquisition and conveyance of 
fer to the city plan commission, for its consid- lands for such purpose is a public purpose and 
eration and report before final action is taken is for public health and welfare. 
by the council, the following matters: The (4) Lakes and Rivers. The city may im- 
location and architectural design of any public prey ee eee ine enciarendl 

building; the location of any statue or other establish the shore lines thereof so far as 
memorial; the location, extension, alteration, existing shores are marsh. 
ornamentation, or parking of any street, park, 
playground, or other memorial or public (5) Industrial Districts. (a) The council 
grounds; the location and character of lands may by ordinance regulate the location of 
and buildings for relieving congestion for industries and of buildings designed for specific 
garden suburbs, or for vacation camps for uses, and such regulation is declared to be for 
children within or without the city; and all public health, safety and welfare. This sub- 
plats of lands in the city or within one and one- section shall be liberally construed in favor of 
half miles thereof. the city and not as a repeal of any power else- 

(b) The common council may refer to said where granted. i 
commission the construction or carrying out of (b) Districts may be established and regu- 
any public work not expressly within the lations made for each prohibiting or regulating 

province of other boards or commissions of any particular industry or use of buildings 
said city, and may delegate to said commission therein. 
all powers which the said council deems neces- (c) The city plan commission, or if the city 
sary to complete such work in all details. has none such, a city plan committee of the 

(c) The city plan commission may employ council, shall upon request of the council, 
expert advice and may have made maps show- recommend the district plan and regulations 
ing proposed additions to or changes in the for the city. Tentative recommendations shall 
plan of the city. first be formulated and public hearings held 

as thereon. After submission of the final recom- 
(3) Acquiring Land. (a) Cities may ac- mendations, the council may from time to time 

quire by gift, lease, purchase, or condemnation change the districts and _ regulations, as 
any lands (a) within its corporate limits for recommended or as adopted, upon giving at 
establishing, laying out, widening, enlarging, least ten days’ notice, by publication in the 
extending and maintaining memorial grounds, official paper at least three times in such ten 
streets, squares, parkways, boulevards, parks, days, of the proposed changes and of hearing 
playgrounds, sites for public buildings, and thereon, and opportunity to any person inter- 
reservations in and about and along and lead- ested to be heard. If the owners of twenty 
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per cent of the frontage proposed to be board shall be necessary to reverse any order 
changed, or of the frontage immedaitely in requiring decision or determination of any such 
the rear thereof, or directly opposite thereto, administrative official or to decide in favor of 
shall protest in writing signed and acknowl- the applicant any matter upon which they are 
edged, the change shall require a three-fourths required to pass under any such ordinance or 
vote of the council. to effect any variation of such ordinance. 

(d) The continued use of a building or Every decision of such board shall, however, 
premise for an industry or use for which the be ne we ete by certiorari. Such 
same are used at the time any ordinance under Ree may be taken by any person aggrieved 
this subsection shall take effect, shall not be oF i ey officer, department, board or bureau 
prohibited, but alteration of or additions to eee 
buildings for the purpose of prohibited (c) Such appeal shall be taken within such industry or use may be forbidden. time = Pia be ase by the board of 

nee ee 2 appeals by general rule, by filing with the 
(6) Building Districts. (a) The council officer from whom the appeal is taken and with may by ordinance regulate the size of buildings the Boardlol a 1 ti f 1 te 

hereafter erected and the area of yards, courts, Soma eames 2 a CosoH ap pen een laces fying the grounds therefor, shall forthwith and other open spaces, and such regulation is - oe a S transmit to the board all the papers constituting declared to be for public health, safety and th d hichath : 1 
welfare. This subsection shall be liberally Sn coon aeons Wcay/ thes action appealed 
ide pe in favor of the city and not as a nee nae ae i 5 

repeal of any power elsewhere granted. uch appeal shall stay all proceedings (0) To cary out thin power dase may finan of the selon appa on be established, _and regulations, which 2) taken certifies to the board of appeals after differ between districts, but shall be uniform for the notice of appeal shall have been filed with 
each class of buildings within each district, may him that by nos oe fe edn a4 eS 

be ee ie the manner provided in paragraph tificate, a stay would, in his opinion, cause © Se a. Ae ewe that if the mrad imminent peril to life or property, in which case 
as a board of public land commissioners, the proceedings shall not be stayed otherwise y duties ——_ imposed upon a city plan com- by a restraining order which shall be granted j mittee of the council shall rest upon such board. by the board of appeals or by a court of com- / 

(7) Fire Limits. The council may by ordi- petent jurisdiction, on application, on nétice’ - 
nance designate general fire limits and regulate to the officer from whom the appeal is taleny 
for fire prevention, the construction, alteration, and on due cause shown. oi enlargement and repair of structures _ within (e) The board of appeals shall fix a reson- 
such limits, and may designate special fire able time for the hearing of the »peal limits within the general limits, and prescribe and give due notice thereof to the partiés and \ additional regulations therein. The council decide the same within a reasonable ti Any 

7 change such regulations by a three-fourths pore may sy on!such beoging je peron or 
ote. y agent or by attorney. Said gape! may 

(8) Board of Appeals. (a) The council  Teverse or affirm, wholly om warty, pay / may by resolution establish a board of appeals modify the order, prary ty dewison Eas to consist of five members appointed by the determination ey fro x and shall mak’ e mayor for terms of three years without com- such order, requirement, decision or determina- pensation, one of whom shall be an architect Hon as in its opinion ought to be made BS; the or structural engineer of not less than ten years’ premises, and to that end shall have all, the practical experience. The mayor shall desig- powers of the officer from whom the appeal - nate one of the members chairman. The board taken. / shall employ a secretary and other subordi- (f) Any person or persons, jointly ‘or sev- nates. erally, aggrieved by any decision of the board 
(b) The board of appeals shall review any of appeals, or any officer, department, board order requiring decision or determination made or bureau of the city, mf /” present to a coure of by an administrative official charged with the competent jurisdiction a Eeuuon) duly verified, enforcement of any ordinance adopted) pur setting forth that such decision is illegal, in 

suant to subsections (1) to (7) of this section. whole crapper specifying the grounds of Such board shall also hear and determine all illegality. Such petition must be presented Eo) matters referred to them or upon which they such Cone within thirty days after the filing of are required to pass under any ordinance of the the decision in the office of the board. council adopted pursuant to such subsections. (g) Upon presentation of such petition, said The concurring vote of four members of such judge or court may allow a writ of certiorari 
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directed to the board of appeals to review such (d) If a structure on lands thus taken is not 
decision of the board of appeals, which shall removed after three months’ written notice 
prescribe therein the time within which a return served in manner directed by the council, the 
thereto must be made and served upon the city may cause it to be removed, and may dis- 
relator or his attorney, which shall not be less pose of it and apply the proceeds to the expense 
than ten days, and may be extended by the of removal. Excess proceeds shall be paid to 
court. The allowance of the writ shall not stay the owner, and excess expense shall be a lien 
proceedings upon the decision appealed from, on the rest of the owner's land abutting on 
but the court may, on application, on notice to such street, and if not paid shall be assessed 
the board and on due cause shown, grant a against such land and collected as are other 
restraining order. real estate taxes. If the owner does not own 

(h) The board of appeals shall not be the adjoining piece of land abutting on the new 
required to return the original papers acted line, he shall be personally liable to the city for 

upon by it, but it shall be sufficient to return the expense of removal. 
certified er sworn copies thereof or of such (e) Until the city has taken all of the lands 

portions thereof as may be called for by such within the new lines, it may lease any taken, to 
writ. The return must concisely set forth such the person owning same at the time of taking, 
other facts as may be pertinent and material to at an annual rental of not more than five per 

show the grounds of the decision appealed cent of the amount paid therefor by the city or 
from and must be verified. of the market value, if donated. Improvements 

(i) Said court may take evidence or appoint may be maintained on such leased lands until 
a referee to take such evidence as it may direct all lands within the new lines are taken, where- 
and report the same to the court with his find- upon they shall be removed as provided in 
ings of fact and conclusions of law, which shall paragraph (d). No damages shall be had for 
constitute a part of the proceedings upon which improvements made under such lease. 
the determination of the court shall be made. eos i 
Gosts shall not be allowed against the board (11) Building Lines. (a) The council may 
unless it shall appear to the court that it acted by ordinance, in districts consisting of one side 
with gross negligence or in bad faith. of a block or more, establish the distance from 

me, the street that structures may be erected. The 
(9) Building Inspector. For the enforce- city engineer shall thereupon make a survey 

ment of all ordinances and laws relating to and plat, and report the same, with description 
buildings, the council may appoint a building of any structure then situated contrary to such 

inspector and define his authority. ordinance, to the council. 

(10) Widening Streets. (a) When the (b) The council may by ordinance make 
courcil by resolution shall declare it necessary such regulation or prohibition of construction 
for tle public use to widen any street, or a part on any parts of lots or parcels of land or on 
there\f, it may proceed as prescribed in chapter any specified part of any particular realty, as 
32 of\the statutes, except as herein modified. shall be for the public health, safety or welfare. 
If the\jury shall determine that the taking of ‘ 
the Inds is necessary, the council may affirm (c) Whenever oe oleae, ordinance 

\ Or rebat tee’ verdict by Jesolution, accurately under this subsection it is necessary to take 

atccribing the land. Resolution affirming the property for public use, the procedure of 
‘ verdict shall not be a taking, but shall be an chapter 32 of the statutes shall be followed. 

establishment of new future boundary lines. (12) Vacation Camp Courses. A course of 

(b) After such establishment no one shall academic and vocational study, including 
erect any new structure within the new lines, physical training, shall be provided by the city 
nor rebuild or alter the front or add to the board of education, for vacation camps estab- 
height of any existing structure without reced- lished under subsection (3). 
ing the structure to conform to the new lines. 
No damages shall be received for any construc- (13) Funds. Funds to carry out the pur- 
tion in violation hereof. poses of this section may be see by taxation 

: - or by bonds issued as provided in sections 

ee ee ee 67.05, 67.06, 67.07, 67.08 and 67.10. (Stats. 

tion for any of the lands to be taken, where- 1919 s. 925—52 sub. 65, 76, 925—73, 959 
upon such lands shall be deemed taken, and the aU A), is iat 
required further proceedings shall be com- 1921 c, 242 s., 218 to 233; 1921 c. 557; 
Penced. 1921 ¢., 590 s., 104 to 107). 
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